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A:BSTRAC¶I!

　　　　Radiofrequency spectroscopy i8 a field of atomic physics which has been

growing fast during last years: electronic and nuclear magnetic resonance･

double resonsuice, multiple quantum transitions, Autler-TowneB effect. new

kind of parametric maignetic resonances, etc. have ■been widely studied eoid

used for veirious physical applications｡

　　　　The "method of optical detection of magnetic resonance”， that 18 ”optical

pumping”, proposed by KaBtler in 1950 is ａ very ingenious and prolific techniaut

in radi ofrequency spectroscopy.　This thesis gives a theoretical and experi-

mental study on the effects of the transverse optical pumping in the optical　・

pumping experiments by use of the phenomenologi cal Bloch equation。

　　　　With optical pumping it is possible to achieve selective population of

atomic sublevels for an arbitrary angle between the ptunplng lirfit bean and ay1万

external static magnetic field. Adding the arbitrary directions of the

applied rf field and the pumping light beam, we encotmter ａｖａｒ万ietyof phen万〇ｍ－

ena.　Longitudinal optical ｐｕ皿ping, with respect to the staticレmagnetic field,

combined with ａ linearly oscillating transverse field gives the multiple quantum

resonances heralding the real absorption of an odd nxunber of photons. ０ｎ the

other hand, the resonances involving an even number of photons are observed

with transverse optical pumping.　　¶rhese resonances termed the Haxoche reso-

nances十ａｊ！(1they stem from virtual transitions at points of level crossing in

the coupled atom-field system.　Consequently they are not broadened to lowest

order in the radiofrequoncy (rf) field amplitudes, and they can be used to

obtain more acciirate measurements of the power Bhifts than the multiple quantu

resonances｡

　　　　For longitudinal pumping, several papers have recently been devoted to

the calculation of higher order terms appearing in the expression of the Bloch

- iv -
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Siegert shift.　¶rhis renewal of interest has been stimulated. ty an article

of Chang and Stehle who derive the shift from quantum electrodynamics calcu‘

lation.　This expression obtained ty Chang and Stehle is in complete dis-

agreement with the res＼ilts ｏｆ　ａｅｖeralother theoretical approaches:　Shireley's

theory usJLng Ploquet states, Pegg and Series' treatment based on appropriate

changes of reference frames, Stenholm°ｓ calcizlations leading to continued

fractions｡

　　　　We carry out an exact treatment of the case of the transverse optical

pumping.　　l!he Bloch equations are solved analytically in terms of continued

fractions, and the solutions are used both to compute exact results for the

generalized Bloch-Siegert shifts of the transverse resonances, the Haroche

resonances・and to obta:in analytic resulｿts for some llmltlixg cases.　When

the doublet becomes degenerate, i.e., for the Hanle effect, oxir results

display the Cohen-Taimoud ji effect, where the rf field dresses the g-factor

of the atom by ａ Bessel function. ｢Ehen we measijxe with great precision the

positions of the Haroche resonances with optically pximped cesium atoms.

The Haroche resonances make　us possli^le to obtain more acciirate measurements

of the power shifts, because they have narrow linewidth compaxed with the

multiple quantiun resonances.　The experimental results of the power shifts of

the Haroche　resonances agree well with the continued fraction ｓｏ:Lutlons.

Hence we can conclude that the Bloch-Siegert shift for large values of the

rf field is expressed by the semiclassical results of Shireley, Pegg and

Series, and Stenholm rather than十by the electrodynamics result of Chang and

Stehle｡

　　　　Ｆｕ:rthermore,it is shown that the medium irradiated by ａ strong linearly

株

｛

１

oscillating rf field becomes anisotropic ａ｡ndthe atomic g-faotor is drastically　　　，4

modified by the oscillating rf field十when the Hanle effect or parametric reso-

nance　takes place.
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　　　　Forａ rotating rf field. whose rotating plane is perpendicular to ａ

static magnetic field, the Bloch equation Is exactly solved analytically･

The resonance at twice the rotating rf freq[uency and the Hanle curve, which

shifts towards the hirfi field region and １ｓbroadened ａ８the intensity of the

rotating rf field is increased, are predicted.　The theoretical results pre-

dieted are verified experimentally｡

　　　　？ｈｅconsequences of misalignment of ａ rotating or an oscillating rf field

are also investigated.　¶Ehe main effects of misalignment of the rf field are

appearance of the different two types of the resonances, i.e., the longitudinal

resonance and the tran万averseresonanceｌ at integral multiples of the rf freqen-

cy.　　It is shown that there i3 no essentla:L difference between the parametric

resonance and the Haxoche resonance and that toth resonances ａ:reexhibited by an

inclusive formiila。

　　　　Atthe end of this thesis. we report the observation of the new type

resonances when the static magnetic field with an arbitra･エ｀ｙintensity l3 ori-

ented in an arbitrary direction with respect to the strong oscillating rf field.

｢rhese resonances appear at the points which satisfy the condition that the

magnetic field component, parallel to the oscillating rf field axis. becomes

the integral multiples of the rf frequency.　　The behavior of these resonances

１８　similarto that of the Haroche resonance.　¶rhe new type resonances observed

experimentally can be derived from a theoretical analysis based on the numerical

integration of the Bloch equations.
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CHAPTER　1

GENERAL FEATURES

1.1.　Introduction

　　　　Theoptical spectra of atoms gave the impulse which lead to Bohr･ｓ

theory of the atom and subsequently to the quantiun mechanical description of

matter.　The technical advances during laat two decades have lead to

much more powerful methods for atomic investigations.　¶rhese include optical

pumping, double resonance and level crossing methods｡

　　　　Opticalpumping is ａ method for producing important changes in the

population distribution of atoms and ions among their energy states by

optical irradiation.　？ｈｅ method of optical pumping was proposed by

Kastler (195O) as ａ method to change the relative populations of Zeeman

levels and of the hyperfine levels of the ground state of atoms.　!rhese

population changes can l)ｌｅｍｏｎ万itoredty the change of intensity of the 11油lt

transmitted bｙlthe ｓ°jnplecell 1n which optical pumping 18 produced or by the

ｃｈａ･ngeof intensity or of polarization of the scattered resonance light.

Population changes produced by thermal relaxation or by radio frequency

resonance can be detected in this manner｡

　　　　¶rhemethod of optical pumping and optical detection can be used, either

together or separately to investigate excited. states of atoms.　¶rhe

pioneering work in this direction ｉ８ the study of radio frequency resonance

１ｎthe excited state 6'P, of the mercury atom, made by Brossel and Bitter

(1952).　In this case polarized optical resonemce radiation 2537 A is used

to obtain a selective excitation of Zeeman sublevel3 of the excited state,

and magnetic resonance is detected by the change of the polarization of the

reemitted resonance radiation｡

　　　　Thismethod of studying excited states was called the "double resonance"

－１－



method by its authors.　!Ｉ!wo resonances, ａ７１optical resonance and ａ magnetic

resonance are associated in it.　More generally, two monochromatic radiations

０ｆdifferent frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum are simultaneously

appl↓ed to ａＪ１万atomicsystem.　Since 1950, both excited states 万andground

states of atoms !lave been studied extensively by optical pumping and ty optical

detection methods. An excellent reviews on the results ottained on excited

states £Uldon groTind states or on metastable atomic states have been published

ty Kastler (1957), Carv万er(1963), Cohen:-:Tannoudji and Kastler (1966), Series

(1970) and Happer (1972).

　　　５ｅpresence of ａ strong liejit will affect the atomic levels and shift

tｈとresonances by measurable Eunoimts (Barrat and Cohen-Taimoudji 196la,b,

Cohen一犬Tannoudji1962a≫b, Kastler 1965).　戮ｅｌ effects of virtual and real

multiple photon transitions between the levels have been considered "by Cohen-

Tannoudj i and his coworkers (Cohen-Tannoudji 1962a,b, Polonsky and Cohen-

Tannoudji 1965a,b,c, Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche 1965, 1966, 1969a,b).

The ｌ:phenomenaconnected with crossing and anticrossing of energy levels lead

to interference phenomena (Colegrove, Franken, Lewis £indSands 1959, Pranken

1961, Rose and Carovillano 1961, Eok, Poldy and Wider 1963).

　　　For a long time ，q＼iantvuiielectrodynamics was applied to problems involving

only a few quanta of radiation and hence they could be tlでeated　within

perturbation theory.　The covariant formulation provides 21 efficient tool

for the treatment of high energy scattering of radiation from matter･

During the ]Last two decades another aspect of the problem has emerged.

For the low energies where atoms and molecules have their spectra, experimental

methods have developed into directions where the nonlinear properties of the

interaction ■becomeimportant.　The concept of quantiun mechanical coherence

in strong radio frequency and microwave fields has ■beenused widely to

investigaﾅte atomic spectra (Cohen-Tannoudji and Kastler 1966, Cohen-Tannou万dji

－２－
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1962a,b, Novikov et al. 1970)・

　　　The problem of optical coherence can fruitfully be discussed both along

classical and quantum mechanical lines (Mandel and Wolf 1965), and uslnpT the

states Eidvocated by Glauber (1963) one can establish useful correspondences

(Mandel and Wolf 1966). The significant difference between semiclassical

and quantized field theories lies in the treatment of spontaneous emission.

The interaction matrix elements which determine the evolution of the atomic

state vector Tinder stiimilated emission and absorption are identicEil in the two

theories;for those situations in which spontaneous emission plays no significant

role.　Recently, Pegg(l973c) showed that a recent quantum-electrodyna万jnic

derivation ty Chang and Stehle (1971) of double-qiiantum resonance-frequency

shifts is equivalent to ａ previous known semiclassical approximation, and

that neither of these methods was adequate to account for the results of Kush゛ｓ

experiments (1956).　Ａ more exact semiclassical computation was given which

was reasonable agreement with Kush's results in the region where these results

are meaningful.　He concluded that the assertion of Chang ２１ｄStehle that

quantum electrodynamics is necesBary for such situation is unfounded.

　　　In the radio frequency spectroscopy of atoms the number of photons

　１ｓ　easilymade large ，which together with the １０ｗfrequencies involved

makes saturation phenomena important in many experiments.　Combining

several fields one can achieve miiltiple photon process or doutle resonance

phenomena, irtiichhave been used to give information about atomic parameters･

　　　The plan of this thesis i8 to discuss aljout the interaction between

atoms and magnetic fields ty using the phenomenological Bloch eqxiation･

？ｈｅinteraction of atoms with radio frequency fields of small intensity

can be treated readily by semiclassical　and qiiantum mechanical theories

for the case of the longitudinal pumping (with respect to the static field).

工ｎparticular, the interaction of spin-1/2 atom in ａ static　magnetic field

=0 with ａ weak linearly oscillating rf (radio frequency) field H,cos CO t

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ヽ－3－



perpendicular　　to ≪0 IB well known.　IShen the oscillating field strength

ｉ８increased ａ shift in the resonance frequency, the Bloch-Siegert shift,

occurs.　　¶rhe position of the resonance is shifted from　CO -co　to　　■

　ωＯ°ωいL - 1/16(ｕ＞Ｊ叫)21゛ where　ω　ｓ ７ＨＯ゛ω1 ° ゛ｒＲｌand t is the

gyromagnetic ratio (ｈ皿sey 1955).　At hirfier oscillating field strength

multiple quantiim transitions ■become evident (Margerie and Brossel 1955,

Winter 1955≫ 1959)≫ ani eventually the next term in the series for the

resonance frequency, the term in H141 becomes important‘　　The value of this

next term ha8 not ■been well established and, in fact, Pegg (1973b) has pointed

out that different approaches have led to different results (Shirley 1965,

Chang and Stehle 1971).　Chang and Stehle claim that semlclassical or

classical theory does not give the correct result for the Bloch-Siegert shift

when terms of order hirfier than H^^ are important, and that quEUitum electro-

dynamics is needed for such calculations.　Purthermore, they claim that

semiclassical theory cannot properly take care of the multiple quantum

transitions.　　However,万Pegg (1972b) and Tsxikada, Yabuzakl and Ogawa万(1975)

have shown independently how the ”multiple quantiun resonance” in magnetic

resonance can be descrited entirely ty ａ semiclassical model or classical

model.　These resonances occur as normal magnetic resonances induced by

rotating harmonics of the applied field in the oscillating frame or frequency

modulated frame.　In the laborato:ry frame the applied field has only two

rotating components and no such multiplicity of harmonics. but at field

strengths where the :Bloch-Siegert shift 136001068 important, this frame Is not

the most appropriate to ｕｓｅ｡

　　　　The basic problem is to obtain. ａ time-dependent Schrodinger eqiiation

in at least approximately integiヽable ｆｏ:nn<　When the components ０ｆ the

Hand ltonian do not commute ， this can be achieved by converting into ａ

predominan tly static form.　　Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche (1969a,t) have

－４－
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done this by including the field Hamiltonian in the total quantum system.

Conservation of the energy then ensures a static total Hamlltonian.‘

Shirley's (1965) approach is ａ replacement of the atomic Hamiltonian matrix by an

infinite static Ploquet matrix.　While this is a semiclassical theory,

nowhere involving explicit field qiiantization,　Shirley shows that this Floquet

states CEUlbe interpreted physically as quantum field 8tate.　Indeed, his

Ploquet frequency diagram is identical with that derived by Cohen-Tamnoudji

and Haroche (1969a,b), and his results can he applied directly to thei「

approach (Allegrini and Arimond 1971).

　　　？ｈｅmore conventional approach is to view the atomic Ｈａ皿iltonianor

7”万゛gnetiofields from a reference frame in which it appears predominantly

static.　Transformati ons to two particular reference frame have been used

for this ptirpose: the well-known rotating frame used for dealing with weak

oscillating fields (Sal wen 1955), and the oscillating fヱヽameused for hi幽

frequency oscillating fields (Pegg Eind Series 1970,1975).

　　　While Pegg's results ａｇ:reewell with those of Shirley (1965) and

Stenholm (l972a,l)), they ａｌヽｅin gross disagreement with those obtained

ty Chang and Stehle (1971) from quantum electrodynamics.　Theoretical and

ex≪erlmental results given in this article appear to support the semlclaasical

theory by Pegg (I973a,b) and Stenholm (I972a,l)).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ノ

1.2. The :Principle of the Optical Pumping

　　　:By”optical pumping" we mean the use of lieJit to produce ａ population

of ａ set of energy levels ０ｆａ system which i8 different from the normal

Boltzmonn distribution at the temperature of the experiment.　？he energy

levels in question mldit be magnetic energy levelB of an atom in which case

the optical pumping would refer to either the orientation or alignment of

the atoms ty the light ｂｅａ万ｆｎ万．

－５－



　　　　Opticalpumping produces unequal populations of different magnetic

sublevels of the ground state of atoms.　Let us take an example:　the case

of Ｑ万！1万alkaliatom in its groiind stat6 which is a
2S1/2 state with electron

spin-l/2 divided ty ａ magnetic field into two Zeeman sublevels: ｍ一一1/２

and ｍ＝＋1/2.　For simplicity let us disregard nucleax spin.　Such a model

has ａｐａ:rticularlysimple form and provides an adeqTiate approximation to the

■behavior of real alkali atoms. By absorption of optical resonance radiation

(the ｊ)1and D2 lines), the atoms i8 raised to the
２Ｐ１/2

£ind
2P3/2 states

゛hich

are the excited states nearest to the ground. state｡

　　　　Figure1.1 shows the Zeeman structure of the levels involved and of the

spectral transitions between them:　(a) is an energy scheme:　the energy of -the

state is given by the vertical position of the ｈｏ７･izontalline representing

the state.　Spectral transitions are indicated ty vertical axrows.　(ｂ･)iｓ

ａ polarization scheme: magnetic sublevels of ａ same state are :representedｌ)ｙ

equidistant points on ａ horizontal line.　The arrows indicate the Zeema｡ｎ

transitions.　　In this scheme vertical axrows correspond, to　A m = 0 01ヽフ乙

transitions, arrows with ａ positive slope to　Am ’+1 or (T* transitions,

arrows with negative slope to ４ｍ = -1 or 0- transitions. The encircled

mimter indicates the relative tiansition probabilities in an arbitrary scale｡

　　　　Werecall the selection rules for Zeeman lines of ａ dipole transition:

only△ml＝:Ｏ and　１△ｍｌ＝:土1transitions are allowed. The polarization rules

for electric dipole transitions are the following:　∠χｍ・Ｏcorresponds to　71:，

polarization: the light is linearly polarized with its electric vector

parallel to the ”1万agneticfield,　A m = +1 corresponds to ff-十polarization:

the light is circularly polaxized in ａ plane perpendicular　to the field･

!I!■hesence of rotation is the sence of the electric current in'ａ　coil generat-

ing the magnetic field.　　∠1 m =：－1corresponds十to (T‘:polarization: the

light is circularly polarized in a plane perpendicularly to the field.
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Fig. 1.1. (a).　Zeeman structure of the D, ａzl【l】〕2resonance lines
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「I!hesense of rotation is opposite to 0-十.　　For magnetic dipole transitions

the selection rules are the same.　In the polarization rule the word electric

vector has to be replaced by ”1゛｡gneticvector of the electromagnetic radiation

field.

　　　　Anobserver looking in the field direction and receiving lirfit propagaﾔted

in the direction opposite to the field sees （ｒ゛li^t rotating clockwise

and calls it ”rigjit-handed polarized”.　An obseirver looking in the opposite
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～

direction and receiving lirfit propagated in the field direction sees ｒ＋

li^t rotating anti-clockwise and calls it ”left-handed”・　　｡

　　　　!|゛heatoms are illviminated with circularly polarized resonance radiation,

say　（ｒ十.　　Supposethat the incident light contains only D, line°　In this

case, only one of the upwaxd transitions shown in Pig. 1.1　will take place.

Atoms from the m = -1/2 level of the groimd state will be raised to the

ｍ一犬＋1/2level of the upper state.　　Palling back by spontan万eou3emission to

the groxmd state, part of them will return to the initial Zeema｡ｎlevel, part

of them will tｌヽansit,by emission of the ｔ　component, to the ｍ・＋1/2 level

of the ｇｌヽoundstate.　According to the transition probabilities　of　three

atoms having each a'bsorbed one photon, two will return to the initial level

and one will go to the+1/2 level.

　　　　Afterａ small number of absorption processes ａ hirfi degree of population

change can be obtained in this manner.

１･３．　Review of Various Resonance Effects in RF Spectroscopy

　　　　Wereview in briefly the ｖａＪヽiousresonance effects in rf spectroscopy･

The ｖａＪヽIousresonance effects are due to both the longitudinal pumping

(with respect to the static magnetic field) and the　transverse pumping･

Difference of the characters ■between the resonance effects caused ty the

　　　　　●.longitudinal pumping and those caused ty the transverse pumping is remarkable・
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『I!heresonances caused. by the longitudinaユpumping and the resonances caused

by the transverse pumping appear aB　ａ　decrease or　an　increase of the

pumping light transmitted throu^ the vapor cell.　!rherefore, we convention-

ally separate the various resonances into two types:　the longitudinal resonances

and the transverse resonances. !filelongitudinal reson£Uicescaused by the

longitudinal pumping are strongly broadened by the rf field, but the trans-

verae resonances caused by the transverse pumping are hardly broadened ty the

rf field and the width of the transverse resonances aぶe decided　maiﾚnly 1)lｙthe

decay constant wi thout affection of the intensity of the rf field.　¶rhe

longl tudinal and the transverse resona｡nces correspond to the anticrosslng

ana the crossing of the energy levels, respectively (Cohen-Tannoudji and

H8･xoche 1969a,b, Haroche 1971a,b; .　　The ordinary resonance and the multiple

quantum resonances telong to the longittLdinal resonance, and the parametric

resonance,　the Haroche resonance and the off-diagonal or coherence resonance

■belongto the transverse resonance.

１・3.1. Longitudinal ResonaJices

　(a) Ordinary Resonance

　　　　!Ihewell‘known paramagnetic ordinary resonance is described classically

as the induced conical precession of the magnetic moment vector about the

direction of ａ static magnetic field WL. under the action of a rotating

magnetic field Ｅ:Lor a>　weak oscillating field E-jCos ω't perpendicTilar

to the static field Hq.　　!rhis situation ｉ８shown in Pig.l.2(a)。

　　　　『rhistype of resonance　　was　　first investigated in the field of

nuclear magnetic resonance.　!rhe theory of ｖａ:riousmolecular beam magnetic

resonance methods and of the resonance abso:rption and nuclear induction

experiments １８usually chiefly concerned. with the calculation of the effect

of weak oscillating or rotating magnetic field on nuclear magnetic moments

１ｎthe presence of ａ strong magnetic field.　Some of the simplest problems
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of this sort were firat solved tiy Habi (1957). Schwinger (1937). and Bloch

(1946) ty ａ straightforward qiiantum mechanical of transition protatiilities

or bｙ related methods.

　　　　The use of ａ rotating coordinate system to solve magnetic resonance

problem has been reported ty Rabl, Hamsey and Schwinger (1954).　　'I!hey have

shown that on a coordinate system十rotating with the applied rotating magnetic

field the effective field is reduced by the Larmor field appropriate to the

rotational frequency.　　0n such ａ coordinate system problems can more readily

he solved since this is no time variation of the field.　¶rhe solution in ａ

stationary frame of reference is then obtained ty a transfoinnation from the

rotating to the stationary frame.　This procedure has been widely applied

both to the molecular beam magnetic resonance method and to resonance absorp-

tion and nuclear induction experiments.

　　　　When the oscillating field is increased ａ shift in the resonance fre-

quency, the Bloch-Siegert shift, occurs.｢rhe position of resonance １８ shifted

from　ωO'ω　to　町ｓ “J[1－(1/16)'((゛')1/゛))21.　At highe゛ oscillating

field strength multiple quantuin transitions beoome evident.　However, if ａ

rotating rf field i8 used instead of an oscillating field, we observe no shift

in resonance frequency･

　(b) Mul tiple Quantum ？ransition

　　　　An oscillating rf field Is applied perpendicularly to ≪0 (see Pig.l.2(b))゜

？ｈｅ frequencyω　■being fixed. we observe, as we vary　ωOタseveral re8onant

variation of the transmitted light.　Transitions between two levels are in-

duced by the rf field.　We observe an odd spectrum ｏ１で■ｅａonances:　they occur

for　c4'jo ｓ・(2n + l)w , where ｎ １８ an integer.　　They are broadened and　　　　/．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1

shifted a8 we Increase the amplitude　　H1:゜：　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ノ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　/

　　　　The first observation of multiple quantum transitions on optically　　　'

pumped atoms has teen performed on alkali atoms (llargerie and Brossel 1955)-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　- 11 -



Theoretical investigation has ■beenmade by Winter (1955,1959).　strong

exciting fields are required to observe multiple quantum trainsitions,

since all photons must impinge on the atom before its virtual intermediate

states decay back to the original state. Further investigations of multi-

pie quantum transitions have been treated semlclasslcally ty Shirley (1965),

quantTm electrodynamically ty Chang and stehle (1971) and by using the Green

function by Gush et al.(l972).　Recently, theoretical investigations of

higher order terms in the Bloch-Siegert shift was reported hy Pegg (I973a,b)

and Stenholm (1972a,b).　Higher order terms in the l:Bloch-Siegert shift

obtained by btenholm (I972h), Pegg (1973b), Cohen-Taimoudni et a1 (I973a,b)

and Hannaford et al.(1973) support those derived by Shirley (1965) by means

of Floquat theory, and are in gross disagreement with those derived by Chang

and Stehle (1971) from quantTim electrodynamics, particular万1ｙat extremely

hirfi field intensities・

1.5.2.？xansverse Resonances

　(ａ)¶EheHanle Effect

　　　The pumping light beam is perpendicular to the field Bq in the absence

of rf field ａ８shown in Pig. 1.2(c). If there is no magnetic field, i.e.,

≪0 ’ 0, the ｐ°jpinglifijitbeam °rients the magnetization of ゛

own direction.　In mathematical ｔｅ７･ms，the density matrix which describes

the atoms in the grotmd state has non-zero off-diagonal elements.　If HO’ O゛

the magnetic dipole of the vapor which has been just pvunped by the light

beam is pointing along the light beam direction.　Immediately afterwards

it begins to precess around ≪0 at the Larmor frequency of the ground state‘

After ａ mean time　ｔ ，the atom undergoes a disorientating collision or

absorbs another photon and its orientation is destroyed or changes completely･

!Itieresulting magnetization at time t ＝O is the veotorial sum of all the

12 －
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dipoles, created at time －t(t goes from ｏ to + oo ).　¶rhey have an amplitude

proportional to exp(‘t/で) and make ａ‘ｎangle　ωit from their initial direc-

tion.　Hence the transverse pumping creates ａ magnetization in the vapor

only for small fields.　These predictions have been confirmed experimentally

on the odd isotopes of Cd (Lehmann and Cohen-Tannoudji 1964).　This phenom-

enon ｉ８very similar to the Hanle effect of excited state. ０ｒzero field

level crossing (Hanle 1924, Mitchell and Zemansky 19う4) which appeartin the

excited state.

　(b) Parametric Resonance

　　　The p＼rmpinglight beaun direction is perpendicular to ≪0' but H,C03 Ｑ t

is now parallel toE as shown in Ｆｉｇ°1‘2(d)‘　　Asthe rf field contains

only 7C. photons, it is impossilDle to have trEinsition from one Zeeman sublevel

to the other.

　　　In the absence of the rf field, there is no creation of the transverse

magnetization except for　ωOで≪１°　Neverthleas, as we vary H-, oJ being

fixedタand observe the absorption of the pumping lidat, we get ａ full

spectrum of resonances.　¶rhey occur for Cl)q=ｎω゛　As the intensity of

the rf field is increased, we observe no shift and no broadening of the

resonance curves ¶Ihese resonajices may be detected at the various harmonics

pω　of the signal.　Their intensity as a fimction of H, has been theoret-

ically predicted and experimentally measured り'avre and Geneujc 1964,

Aleksandrov, Constantinov, Perel 'and Khodovoi 1964, Polonsky and Cohen-

Tannoudji 1965).

　(c) Haroche Resonance

　　　'I'heexperimental set-up ｉ８very similar to that of ordinary or multiple

quantum transitions except十for the direction of the pumping light　beam

which is now perpendicular to ≪0 (see Ｆｉｇ‘1‘2(ｅ))‘　An rf field is applied

parallel t°the piimping light°Keeping:ωfixed, ゛ｅ゙ 17　ωO゛1d 1°ok゛t

－13 －



the absorbed lifijltof the ｐｕ皿pingli幽t beam.　No resonance appear for

ａ‘)Ｏ°(2n+ 1)ω'　However, new resonances appear for　ＱＪＯ°２ｎＣＡ‘)゜

｢rhey form ain even spectrum, and mayｌ)ｅdetected on the various harmonics

２ｐωin the transmitted lidnt beam.　�i8 type of resonance has been

experimentally and. theoretically investigated by Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche

(1965, 1967, 1969a,b)。

　　　On the other hand ，Cohen-Tannoudji a万71万(1Haroche have observed experimen

tally (1965)that the Haroche resonance for QJ10 °O゛ｎ゛nelythe Hanle curve ゛

is broadened by the oscillating rf field, and this broadening was interpreted

as ａ change in the effective Lande g-factor for atoms strongly coupled to

the oscillating field, i･ｅ･, the concept of ”dressed atom” (1969a,b).

Recently, Tsukada and ０ｇａｗａ(1973a) showed that the broadening of the Hanle

curve by the oscillating rf field can be interpreted as the variation of the

position and shape of the Haroche resonances.

　(d) Off-diagonal Resonance

　　　The evolution of ａ magnetic moment in ａ system of paramagnetic particles

optically oriented across ａ constant magnetic field Kq in the presence of

ａ rotating rf field with frequency　ω　ａｂｏｕt紅Ｏhas been investigated independ-

ently by Haroche (1971a,b), Aleksandrov and Sokorov (1972) and Ts^^kada et a1

(1972).　They have shown that under these conditions a distinctive type

of magnetic resonance may be realized, differing sharply from ordinary

resonance. The resonance is characterized by the build up of ａ considerable

moment with ａ mean value across the field Eq.　Formally, the difference

between the ordinary resonance and this type of magnetic resonance reduces to

ａ difference in the type of relaxation.　Relaxation in the absence ofａ

variable field leads to the establishment of the longitudinal magnetization.

While the relaxation,　inwhich the optical orientation process is included,

tends to establish in the system ａ transverse magnetization.　Since transverse

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－14－
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magnetization is associated in the theory with the off-diagonal elements of

the density matrix, this type of magnetic resonance can be conventionally

called ”off-diagonal resonaince”by Aleksandrov et al. (1972).　　A11 of the

transverse resonances, i.e., the Hanle effect, parametric resonance and

Haroche resonance, however, are due to the off-diagonal elements of the den-

sity matrix.　We call ”off-diagonal resonance” only for the transverse

resonaxices which are caused by the rotating rf field (see Fig. 1.2 (f))｡

　　　　Ａsituation closes in principle to ”off-diagonal”resonance arisen in the

work of Dodd and Series (1961), in which the modulation of the emitted

radiation of the excited mercury atoms was studied, for off-diagonal exci-

tation in particular.　However, it was not possible to observe the above

resonance in the proper sence　under thｅconditions of this work,because

of the very large width of the excited levels;　for which an over-powerful

variable field woiild be required.

1.4.　Outline of the Present Work

　　　　¶Hieremainder of the paper is ｏｒぶinizedinto five sections and three

Appendices.　In Chapter 2，we review the equation of motion appropriate to

the optically pumped atomic vapor system, and cast into the familiar Bloch

eqTiation.　¶Hie relation ■between the Bloch equation and the densi ty matrix

of spin-1/2 system is studied briefly.　　We derive the excitation　operator

and the monitoring operator from considerations of the semiclassical corres-

pondence and ty the application of the Wigner一名ckart theorem.　Bloch equa-

tion for the optical ptunping case is adapted to the simple cases.　ffe show

that the Hanle effect (level crossing experiment) and the anticrossing

experiment can easily be described with the Bloch equation｡

　　　　InChapter 3， we discuss the effects of the trainsverse piimping in the

presence of the rotating rf field.　The solution of the‘Bloch equation for

－15 －



the case of ａ rotating rf field transverse to the static field predicts the

new type resonances for the strong rf field.　The ｓａ皿ｅtype of resonances

liave been treated by Haroche (1971a,b) and Aleksandrov and Sokorov (1972)・

'fhis case is exactly solvable and the authors verify their calculations

experimentally.　　We also solve the case of ａ rotating rf field, including

misalignment effects of the ptunping lirfit beam.　工t is shown that the Hanle

cvirve is broadened by ａ rotating rf field and is shifted towards high field

region as the intensity of the rotating rf field is increased (Tsukada et a1.

1972).　　We then consider the evolution of the magnetization of optically

l)ｕ皿pedatoms in the presence of two rotating rf fields with different fre-

qUencies.　It is shown that the new type resonances which are due to the

effect of the transverse piimping, together with the ordinary zヽesonance and

the multiple qTiantum resonances, are realized.

　　　　Chapter 4 is devoted to the discussions of the effects of the transverse

pumping in the presence of an oscillating rf field.　As described already,

Cohen-Tarmoudj i and Haroche (1966, 1969b) and Pegg and. Series (1970) have

pointed out that the atomic g-factor is modified by the nonresonan万t rf field

which is applied perpendicularly to the static magnetic field.　We consider

the more general case that the rf field is oriented in an arbitrary direction

to the static magnetic field, and show by classical and quantum mechsoiical

treatments that the g-factor is also modified by the oscillating rf field

when the parametric resonances take place (Yabuzaki et al. 1972a).　　¶Ihe

anisotropy of the atomic g-factor (landr^ et a1.　1970) is also shown (Ｔａ万blｕ万ｚ万万aki

et a1. 1972b).

　　　　In Chapter 5， we deal with the interaction ■between optically piiinped atoms

and the strong rf field.　The calculation of the positions and shapes of the

Haroche resonances for large intensity rf field, which differs from earlier

work for weak rf field by Cohen一犬Tannoudji and Haroche (1965, 1967), are given

－16 －
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by use of Stenholm's technique (1973a).　　!I゛henit is shoim that　the vari-

ation of the width of the Hanle curve ty the oscillating rf field, i.e.,

the modification of the atomic g-factor, is due to the Haroche resonances

(Tsukada and Ogawa 1973a,b).

　　　　Wethem treat the saturation effects for the more general case that the

static magnetic field directs to an arbitrary direction with respect to the

oscillating rf field.　工t 18 shown that the new type resonances similar to

the Haroche resonance appear when the psirallel component of the static field

with respect to the oscillating rf field is equal to the integiヽalmultiple

of the oscillating frequency (Tsiikada and Ogawa 1973'b, Tsukada, Koyama aind.

Ogawa 1973a,b).

　　　　Finally,　１ｎChapeer 69 we sximmarize our findings.　¶rhe paper concludes

with Appendices in which certain aspects of the calculation are clarified.
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(�APTER 2

　　　　　　　　　　　BLOCHEQUATION AND MONI？ORING OPERA？OR

2.1.　Introduction

　　　　Thetheory of electron- and nuclear-spin resonance and ihe theory of

the two level maser have in common the interaction of radiation with ａ

two level system.　We shall, first of all, give an identification

between the density operator for the spin-1/2 system and the

phenomenological Bloch eqiiation.　For the optical pvunplng case, the

effects of relaxation or damping and popxilation regeneration or excitation

must be added to the equation of motion of the bulk magnetization｡

　　By examining the Bloch equation, the characteristics and line shapes

of several different magnetic resonance experiments ｍえｙbe seen。

　　　　Theevaluation of the moni toring and ｔｈｅ･excitationoperator for

spin-l/2 groiind state is made.　工ｔ is well known that the aJQount of

the absorption of the li^t beam ty atoms is related to the component of

the magnetization along the direction of the pinnping light beam, euid

has been given by Dehraelt (1957)。

　　　　Inaddition, we will consider the behaviors of the magnetic moment

in the static field.　The HaJile effect (level crossing) and. the

anticrossing experiment for zero frequency are investigated in detail.

2.2.　!rhe Bloch Equation and the Equation of Motion for the

　　　　　DensityOperator

2.2.1. The Bloch Equation and the Density Matrix

　　　　:Inquantu皿statistical mechanics, the properties of ａ system are

fully determined by the density matrix　p'　Its eqiiation of motion is

-
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-dt
　　　　　へ　　八＝［尤・同， (2.1)

and the average of ａ physical quantity, corresponding to an operator Ｇ，

is given by the eqiiation

く恥＝Ｔべβ月．

From eqs.(2.:りand (2.2),

ｄ皿
-
(1t

ifc

ｄ〈Ｇ〉

(2.2)

it follows that the eqiiation of motion of Ｇ is

(J｀ｙ

＝　く［Ｇ,究］ン．

く
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(2･3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
９

(2.6)

dt

　　　The derivation we give here is for the spin-l/2 case, but it will be

seen that it also holds for the general spin-S case.　If the spin is in

ａ constant external magnetic field ≪0 and an oscillating field H,, the

spin Hamiltonla万万nis

H = -÷rHia‘ ゜110 + H )

where we have introduce the Pauli spin matrices,

ｊ１
　
０

Ｏ
　
Ｉ

to describe the spin vector of the spin-l/2 particle°　If s. is the spin

vector of the spin-i, the total magnetization will be given by the equation

　　　　　　配・Σ￥火Ｓ．　・Ｎ賎くＳ），
　　　　　　　　　　ｉ　　　　ｌ

where　く‥・）　denotes an aveｒａｇｅ．　　Fromeqs.(2.3^ and (2.6) we get

＝ぺ卜Ｎ硫一≒7L〉－２÷ﾄｰく［（ｒ’“号‾践（・≪0
l゙り]>.(2.7)



　　　　Usingthe commutation relation of the component ｏ１０‘、which in

symbolic form can be written as follows、

　　　　　　　　　　　　［（ｒメ○’）・２ iO- .

We find from ｅｑべ2.7) that

(2.8)

　　　　　　　　　　　jり!ﾄ　＝　ｉｉＬＭｚＭ］，　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.9)

holds, where　　B ’町Ｏ＋Ｅ１°

2.2.2. Orientation as ａ Bulk Magnetization

　　　　工ｎthe case of the optical orientation it is reasonable to characterize

the population differences among the magnetic sublevels of the system by ａ

macroscopic magnetization.　ｌｎ十addition, relaxation terms are present in

the orientation expressions that describe the rate at which the atoms regain

their normal Boltzmann distribution among the sublevels｡

　　　　Since the ensemble of atoms can be characterized by ａ magnetization

and by relaxation, it is reasonable that the macroscopic magnetic properties

of the system can be described by expression slmilax to the phenomenological

equation of Bloch (1946} which were formulated to describe the motion of

nuclear moments in the presence of exte:mal magnetic fields.　The solutions

of these equations would then describe the behavior of the system of optically

pumped atoms.　The boundary values for the eqiiations could l)e specified by

ａ given set of experimental conditions。

　　　　In the absence of ａ pumping process or relaxation, the time vaxiation

of the magnetizatl°n M per unit volume of ensemble of atoms is given by

eq.(2.9).　　In the case of nuclear magnetism, the Bloch eqiiation is obtained

by adding relaxation terms to eq.(2.9) which then Isecomes

　　　　　　　　望［１

よ£争二ｊ

一万2!!-O
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Here i. j. k tinit vectors in the laboratory coordinate system, and M , Ｍｙ

゛ld≪z are the components of M in this coordinate system. Uq 18 the

z-component value of the magnetization when the ensemble of magnetic moment

has achieved ａ normal Boltzmann distribution.　1t is assumed that ａ steady

external magnetic field is applied along theｋ direction.　　?1 and T2 are

the longitudinal and the transverse relajca万tiontimes. respectively, and

describe the rate at which the component of Ｍ relax along their respective

directions.

　　　　Theus＼ialprocedure is to solve eq.(2.10) for M゛ Ｍｙ'ａｎ(IMｚ with

particular boimdary conditions.　゛These are usually dictated by the

experimental conditions and the range of t in which one Is interested

１１１８generally composed of ａ Bteady magnetic field ･10 ( applied along the

ｋ direction ) plus ａ magnetic field Hj^(t) with the frequencyω　are

experimental variables contained in the expressions foｒＭＸ Ｍ゙ｙand Ｍｚ゛

　　　　Whenoptical pumping is also taking place the state populations and,

hence, the magnetization are changed from the normal Boltz皿ann value･

¶rhischange can be introduced ty simply adding the contribution that comes

from pumping.　工f the pumping is such that it changes the total ｚ component

of the angular momentum of the ensemble of atoms, the contributions to be

added will he

昭一la。

- ｋ　， (2.11)

　　where ＭＩ;is the maximum eqiiili'britun value ｏｆＭｚwhile pumping ｉ８ taking

place and Ｔｐis the ”optical pimping time” for this process to occur.

It must be noted that‘≫sｉ８ａ constant determined by three factors:　T-,, the

transition probatilities for excitation of the atom, and the intensity of

light used for the pumping process.　　Usually MS is much larger than the

- 21 -



normal Boltzmarm distribution, which enai］lesone to neglect the ≪0 term

for most problems.　Equation (2.10) for the optical pumping case now

becomes

ﾘﾄ。l・・11- ご辻ﾐｸjL-(今ゴ礼yyヨ・｡(－)

If we assume that the longitudinal and the transverse relaxation times

are equal to each other, i.e.,　T1°T2 °T, eq°（2°12)becomes

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1

　　!≒やＬ　ｓれWvH]゛　ji≒j2!‾‾　1

where

皿O　°
･ト

(2.13)

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

『

●

卜

-

Ξ

T
ｐ

　　　　　　　　゛f1°　Tp’1　＋Ｔ’1　’・

Hereafter、we will use eq.(2.13) for investigation of the magnetic

properties of various experimental、configu:rations.

　　　　５ｅ eq.(2.13) have the same structure as the Bloch eqiiation. In the

Bloch eqiiation, M' is the thermal equilibrixun magnetization, given ty

Bolt°ann factor, ゛(1 ゛ｓ゛ally parallel to the applied static field 110｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｌ
For optical pumping case, usually Uq is much larger than the normal

Boltzmann distribution, which, as mentioned above, enables one to neglect

"o ｋ terra for most problems°　Therefore, μO is essentially created by the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　１
°ptical pumping ゛d is parallel to the pumping lidit. Namely, ・O is not

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｌ
forced to be parallel to the static field Hq.　The fact that ・O and 旧0

are not parallel to each other, i.e., the transverse optical pumping, is

essential in the optical pumping experiments and leads the interesting

effects.　We will mainly investigate the effects of the transverse optical

pmnping in the following Chapters｡
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２。３．　MonitoringOperator and the Exciting Operator

　　　　Inoptical double-resonance experiments, a bulk sajmple of particles,

usually ａ vapour with suitable spectroscopic properties, is polarized 0/

an optical pumping cycle represented by particular P .　The monitoring

process consists of observing the intensity of absorbed or emitted light

which connected the ground states and excited states.　The li^t itself

has ａ polarization state represented by the vector ｅ，which describes the

direction and relative phase of the electric field component of the 11尚七･

The monitoring beam for absorption experiments is usually derived from ａ

discharge lEunp, containing the same element as the sample, vrtiichemits an

adeqiiately strong line in electric dipole transition.　After passing

throurfi the sample the partially scattered or absorbed beam is detected

by ａ photodetector, which may either be sensitive only to qiiaslstatic

variations as the static field Hq is varied throii^ the resonance value,

○ｒmay be tuned to the fundamental ０ｒharmonics of　ω　,and followed by a

phase sensitive Eunplifier.

　　　　Itｉ８easy to find the form of the optical monitoring operator for

experiments of this type from considerations of the semiclassical correB-

pondence ａｎ万(1by the application of the Signer-Eckart theorem.　　There are

a niunber of subtle points concerning the lifetime of the excited states

and the spectral distribution of the li幽t.｢I�ese effects happily do not

concern us in these examples if we consider that the spectral distribution

of the light beam is sufficiently broad to cover ｏヱヽoverlapthe group of

states of excited or ground, and this is the usual case because of the fact

that the spectral distribution from the lEunp is always as broad as, and

usxially broader th£in,that of the absorbing samp:Le･

　　　　Inthis semiclasslcal model of absorption, the electric field of the

incident lidit induces an electric dipole moment of the atom which is

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－23－



proportional to the field and is represented l】ｙａ dipole matrix element.

¶rheabsorption on which o＼irmonitoring operator depends is proportional

to the quantum mechanical transition rate. which ｉ８well known to be depen-

dent on the sqiiare of the field or the square of the dipole matrix element.

!Theｆｏｌ:･mof the monitoring operator i８

Ｑ＝Ｋ'３;〈mle-Pψ〉や1e゛‘Plm'〉・ (2.15)

where the individual brackets are the matrix elements ０ｆ the electric dipole

operator Ｐ or appropriate to the polarization ｅ of the incident lieJit,

taken between the states ｍ which are monitored. and a final state or states

戸.　51ｓ ｆｏ万ｍfor Q is applicable not onlyｿto absorption but also to

emission because of the fact that toth processes axe proportional to the

square of the electric dipole matrix element even tho＼i^ they differ in

magnitude by the ratio of the Einstein Ｂ and Ａ coefficients.　The Ｑ operator

Is identical to the Ｇ･G* of Dodd and Series (1961)・

　　　To evaluate Q. we make use of the matrix elements (Condon and Shortley

195:りwritten below for reference

　　　　<n,j,m ｌPI n',j+l,nptl〉・:μ)1(ll･7らO.j') -|[(j±m+l)(j!゛2)]1/2(｀!iy).

　　　　〈j ,m 1P l j‘゛‘l,m〉ｓ P1[(j゛1)2 ‘ 11211/2 ｚl･

　　　　〈j･111IPI j･m 1〉゜Po十[(j苓川(jtni゛1)11/2(゛±1ｙ)・

　　　　〈j゛゜IFI j゛11〉　= Pq m z .

　　　　〈O.m IPI j l.m 1〉＝　Ｐ-1十(ゆりi)(j + m ' 1)]1/2(｀!:iy)・

　　　　くj･111IPI j－1･m> = P_, 1:j2“ ゜2〕1/2 ″ .　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.16)

!I!heseelements consist of ａ reduced matrix element depending on specific

spectroscopic information involving the principle quantum number (shown in

the first example £indomitted from the notation in the rema:inder) and the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　24－
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Fig. 2.1‘Bie direction of the light beam and

　　　　　the electric vector.
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spectroscopic c onfigiiration.　¶rhis reduced matrix element is multiplied by

Clebsh-Ck rdon coefficient depending only on the angular momentum. ｢This

separation is an example of the Wigner-Eckart theorem (for example Slichter

1963).　It is convenient because we are concerned with transitions between

a group of m levels and another group of μ　levels, and can therefore

atsorb the reduced matrix element in the K constant and find the form of Q

from the angular momentum coefficients alone｡

　　　　？ｈｅevaluation oflio foｒ十spin-l/2 ground state is made.　This case i8

of the most simple model:　optical pumping for D, line of alkali atoms by

neglecting the nuclear momentu皿:　transition
2S1/2

゛゛
2P1/2゛　It has been

well known that the hypothetical alkali atom of zero nuclear spin behaves

as ａ spin-l/2 particle.　The calculation based on such ａ皿odel has ａ

particixlarly simple form and provides an adequate approximation to the

behavior of real alkali atoms.　The hypothetical alkali atom model is

adopted for the evaluation ofM' of Ｄ１optical pumping.　Related energy

levels of the atom in a weak magnetic field and.relative transition

probabilities between the Zeeman sublevels were already shown in Fig. 1.1｡

　　　　Letthe electric field of the incident li^t ゛t time t he Ei（t）゜

Eiいりｅ?’゛here e? is ａimit vector representing the direction of

polarization.　　Let the direction of the lirfit be specified by　∂，φ，

and let the electric vector十niELkean angle　弧　with the xinit vector

associated with　∂　as shown in Fig.2.1.　Then

eo = i ( cos d cosφCOS (t.- sinφsin ａ ）

+ j ( COS 9 sinφCOS CL　＋ｃｏｓφsinct　）

+ k C - sin0 cosCｽﾞｰ　）．

In ｅq･^2.15;　the matrix ｅ･Ｆｉ８ written as

〈n,1/2,ml e°Pin' ,1/2,M〉ｃｃ〈,n,l/2 IIPI n’,1/2〉

- 26－
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where the components of the unit electric field polarization vector ｅ are

given by ｅ士’ｅｘｉｉｅｙ°(cos 6 cos a士isin d )exp(･１=ｉφＪ・ｅｚ°

-sin 9 cos a.　.　For the case of arbitrary linear polarization.

£ <m|e-P|か><u|e*-P|°'〉CCl°1･1/2 1 Pll l｀'･1/2)12

1;　j.

(2.19;

Since the applicatiつｎof ｅｑ･^2.19) toMg in eq・(2.14a) can produce no

magnetization, i.e., Mq = 0, no magnetic resonance is observed as the

intensity of the static ･field Hq is varied.　工ｆ one uses circularヽ1ｙ

polarized light, then the matrix of ｅ･P(Galla^er et a1. 1963) becorae3

　ｅ　　　ｅ
　　Ｚ　　－
ｌ

ｅ　　一ｅ
　　＋　　　Ｚ

　　　　　　　　ｅ　　　ｅ

　　　　　　　．Ｚ
　　　　±１

d.=0　　　

ｌ

ｅ　　－ｅ

　　　　　　　　　＋

　-sin 9　　ｃｏｓθｅ爽iφﾘ

ｃｏｓθeiφsin d

－

Ｚ

＋ｉ

－

1=90°

　0

ei少

゜

W:1: :

±1)ei?ｏｓjnTL

IJe-iφ

and the matrix C2.15J now becomes

1 ７ COS θ

－

＋

sin∂ｅ‾iφ

９

　．-ｉφ
-１ｅ

　０

7 sin 0 eφ

1 ！ COS 9 ９

12.20)

^2.21)

Trtiichgive 3 nonzero magnetization, and we can observe the magnetic resonance

as the static field is varied, where the upper and lower signs refer to

the circular polarization of the pumping ll^t.　　Then we can obtain the

components ofMg as follows;

　　　　　Mgｘ ° V2,l/2　゛ Ｑ-1/2,1/2 ° 7 2 aind c°ｓφ昭・

　　　　　Ｍなｓ1（Q-1/2,1/2 “ Q1/2,－1/2）’:i: 2 sin 6 sinφ昭・

● 21 －
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鴫
Ｚ ’

V2,l/2 -ソ！1/2,-1/2 ｓｉ ２ ＣＯＳ∂昭’
(2.22c)

These results are completely equivalent to the values which are easily

expected by projecting the unit vector directed along the piiinpinglirfit

beaim,specified by　e，φ, into the Eoceson the coordinate system｡

　　　Itis well known that the amount of the atsorption of the light beam

ty atoms is related to the component of the magnetization along the direction

of the light beam, and given by the following equation (Lehinelt1957)

S = K[l - a ( M /Mq )]. (2.23)

Eere Ｋ is the absorption coefficient for the iinpolarized vapoui!, while a is

ａ dimensionless constant depending on the degree of polarization attained

and also on nuclear effects.

2.4.　Behavior of the Magnetic Moment in a static Field

2.4-1' The Hanle Effect

　　　Letus start withａ simple remark concerning the polarization that

the light 'beammust have in order to achieve a transverse pumping.　　Let

Oz be the direction 01 the field Kq ゛ith the li幽t be飢propagated along

Ox and having ａ right circularly polarized with respect to this direction

(see Pig.2.2).

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　，Ｚ

←

　P.L.
P.JQ.

Ｘ

Pig. 2.２　Schematic diagram of the Hanle effect
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A solar cell or photo detector PD measure the variation of the intensity

of the lirfit beam which transmi tted through the sample cell.　We investi-

gate the variation with H of optical signal S゛ i｀ｅ°
゛

ＭＸ w゙hen the value of

≪0 vary near the value zero very slowly.　We are interested in the steady

state solution as a function of　the magnitude of field HO°　For this case,

the Bloch eqiiation becomes as follows:

(１ＭＸ

-
dt

さ

dt

　　　　　　　　　Ｍ゛　　　　Ｍ

’ωＯＭｙ＋　
子　

‾七，

　　　　　　　　　　Ｍ

ｓ゛（Å）ＯＭＸ“子　　　　　，

(１Ｍ　　　　　Ｍ
　　ｚ　　。－　ｚ－
　dt　　‾　　　で

(2.24a)

(2.24b)

(2.24o)

At steady state, i°ｅ° ｄ゙ＭＸ/ｄt’ dM /dt ° dM /dt ° O゛ we can immediately

obtain the steady state solutions

Mχｓ
　　　　１

１゛（“ＪＯで）２

M0　，

_jざＬ＿ＪＫ　ｓ－　　　　｀’

　ｙ　　１゛（゛Ｏで）２

ＭＺ’　Ｏ　゛

M0　，

(2.25a)

(2.25b)

(2.25c)

＼ :remains always zero°　¶rhemagnetic dipole of an atom which has been

just pumped by the light beam of Fig.2.2, is pointing along the Ox

direction.　Immediately afterwards it begins to precess around. H_ at the

Larmor frequency of the groimd state ωO゛　After ａ mean time ’ごthe atom

undeでgoing ａ disorientating collision or absorbs another photon and its

orientation is destroyed or change completely･

　　　　Inorder to obtain the whole transverse magnetization of the vapour at

ａｅｉｖentime tO゛we have to take the resultant of all the dipoles which have

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’29’



been piimped at time ｔく*0and which have not yet ＼mdergone ａ disorientat：ing

process at time ｔＯ‘　　Ａ１１these dipoles form ａ kind of ａ fan, starting from

the Ox axis and having an average angular spread is very small:　the resultant

has its maximum value and is directed along ＯＸ‘:　　When　ωＯincrease ゛the

fan opens, the resultant decreases, and rotates: ａＭｙcomponent appears°

Whenω|○'と||:S゛11゛the fan has tecome isotropic in the plane perpendicular to

≪0 so that the resTiltant is now zero.

　　　　Thesepredictions have been confirmed experimentally on the odd isotopes

of Cd (Lehman an万dCohen-Tann万〇udoi 1964).　¶mis phenom万enonｉ８very similar

to the Hanle effect (Hanle 1954. Mitchell and Zemansky 1934) which appears

in the excited state.

　　　　i'ormore general case that the ｐｕｍμnglight ｂｅａ万ｍmakes an angle　∂

with respect to the static field Hq, the magne tlzation along the pimping

ｌｉ幽t beam. 脱nl，iｓeasily given in the same manner and 18 given in the

ｆＯ７･ｍ

Ｍ　＝二　Ｍ゛ｓｉｎ２ ｅ ＋Ｍ゛ｃｏｓ２θ

ｉ１　１゛（゜ＪＯｔ）２　０　　　　　　　　０　　　　。

(2.26)

!I!hefirst term on the right hand side of ｅｑ･(2.26)is due to the tｌ･ansverse

pumping or the Hanle effect £Uldthe second term is due to the longitudinal

pumping･

2.4*2. Anticrossing Experiment

　　　We consider the variation of the magnetization in the sample cell

which is optically pumped for the case that the field added to the ambient

field is sweeμng from negative to positive throurfi zero in万an arbitrary

direction.　　As shown in Fig. 2. 5，we choose the sweeping field ajcls as

ｚ direction, and ｘ axis is chosen in the direction of the component of the

ambient field which exists on the perpendicular plane to the ｚ axis.

工ｎFig.2.5, Ｐ°Ｌs゙hows the pumping light. 11ｚand ≪r are Oz component and
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xy plane component of the ambient field. respectively.　　φis the angle

ｂｅt゛eelll（ｒ゙ld the projection on the ）cｙplane °f the ｐ°iping li^t direction

and 8 is the angle between万ｚ axis and the pumping light ｂｅｎ万ｍ.　Thestrength

of the compositive field along the z axis becomes H十Ｈｚl°

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Z

Ｙ

Pig. 2･３　Schematic diagram of the anticrossing

　　　　　experiment for zero frequency･

　　　　Inthis situation, the ajigle Ｓ between the pumping light beam and the

total field direction which is the compositive vector of llｒ l゙iｚand ≪s Is

given as follows;

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｈ　ｃｏｓφ　sind　＋Ｈ　COSd　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　－
ｃｏ８ζ　－

［（Ｈｓ ゛ Ｈｚ）2　゛Ｈｒ2］

Substituting this into eq.(2.26), we can obtain

where

(2.27)

M11’　1゛（
t

Oで）2

［（馬５）2（ｃｏｓ2φ81112∂　- COS 6　）

　゛ωΓωｓｔ2c°ｓφsin2θ゛（ωＯｔ）２ｃｏｓ2θ　゛1］Ｍ;　’ (2.28)

叱

ω
Ｓ

’（ωｓ゛ωｚ）２゛ω；

’ｉＨ８゛ωｚ°ＴＨｚ゛ωΓ゜￥Ｈ『
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For　0 = 0, Ｍｎｂｅｃｏｍｅｓas follows;

１＋（ω。十ω
)２ｔ２　　，

Ｍ
ｎ °

‾　’｀　　Ｓ　’　Ｚ″

　　１バωＯで）２

≪
0

While,　for　θ=̂ /2, Ｍｎｂｅｃｏｍｅ８

　　　　　　　　　私大ＥＯ φ１４

(2･50)

(2･51)

Equation (.2.50) has the sajne form asM^ of the ordinary resonance which

will be descrived Sec. 5.2.　？ｈｅhalf width at half maximiun of the lines

of ｅqｓ･k2. 50) and (.2.31), Sω, is given ty

（Γω－L（を）2＋吠］1/2
(2.32)

　　　Figures 2.4 show the line shapes ofM^ calculated ゛ith eqべ2.28): (a)

and (b) are ｆｏ゛ ωΓｓ 500, ’こｓ1’φｓ O ゛d 7C/4, respectively, ゛ｄ ｋｃ）

and (d) are for　ωΓ ｓ1゛て１゛φ゜Ｏ and　7C/4, respectively･

　　　Experimental results are shown in Fig.2.5.　In this experiment, the

ａ万jcisof a double Helmholtz coil is neaxly oriented to the direction of the

geomagnetic field, to minimize the anbient field H and the ｓ゛eeping field

Rｓ is created by the Helmholtz coll.　The experimental iヽes＼iltsshow ａ

good agreement with the theoretical re sillts in Fig.2.4(b).

　　　By using the anticrossing curves, we may decide the field direction.

Indeed, Aleksandrov ，　Bonch-Bruevi ch and Khodovoi (1967) show the

posibilities of meastiring we£Lkmagnetic fields by method of optical orien-

tatlon of atoms.　Their theoretical analysis shows that the optimum objects

are alkali-metal atoms, and the optimum mode is that of extremely low

intensities of the orienting lirfit.　It has also been shown that vhen the

object £indthe optical-orientation regime are optimally chosen, their

proposed method guarantees ａ maximum sensitivity not worse than lO"-"--"-0e

at ａ recording-equipment bandwidth of １ Ｒｚ｡
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Pig.　2・4 (ａ)，(1)).　For legend see　Ｐ･34
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ｙＨｒ・１　Ｔ・I 0 ●○゜

(ｃ)

一一・剛．

　　’10　　　　　　0　　　　　　10　→THs ･20

　　　　　　　　　　（（1）

Fig. 2.４　Theoretical curves for the anticrossing

　　　　　　experiment.　　（ａ）￥Ｋｒ ｓ 500, T= 1,θ’Oo゛

　　　　　　（ｂ）￥Ｋｒ ’ 500,でｓ １９　e = 45°. (c) VE^ ° １゛

　　　　　　　ｔ” １゛ ∂’Ｏｏ゛（ｄ）￥Ｈｒ °１゛で゜１゛∂ｓ ４５０
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2・5.　Conclusion

　　　　li^ehave shown the equivalence between the equation of motion

of the density matrix for spin 1/２ and the phenomenologlcal Bloch

eqiiation.　In the steady state resonance of the usual ”bulk”magnetization

we must include the effects of ｒle]Laxationor damping, an万dof population

regeneration.　To this end, for the optical p＼implngcase,　the effects

０ｆrelaxation or damping and population regeneration or excitation

have been added to the equation of motion of the bulk magnetization in the

magnetic field.　By using the :Bloch equation (2.13) obtained in 2.2.2,

we will examine the characteristics and line shapes of the various

magnetic resonances.

　　　　¶rheevaluation of the monitoring and the excitation operator between Ｓ１/2

and P1/2 states has been given. It is well known that the ａ万jnountof the

absorption of the lirfit 'beam ty atoms is related to the component of the

magnetization along the direction of the piimplng li幽t beam (Sehmelt 1957).

　　　　:Byusing the Blooh eqviation (2.13), we have analyzed the behaviors

of the magnetic moment in the static field.　¶rwo types of situations

have analyzed .　One corresponds to the level crossing or the Hanle

experiment, and the other corresponds to the antlcrossing experiment.

The level crossing experi皿ent is essentially an interference phenomenon.

When the levels are degenerate, the intensity of the transmitted li小t

increases.　The anticrossing signal i8 the ｓla皿ｅas a double resonance

signal, but in the one case the perturbation is static, and :in the othｅｒ．

rf field H1°

－36 －
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CHAPTER　5

EFFECTS OP THE TRAHSVERSE PUMPING IN ¶rHE

　PRESENCE OP THE ROTATING RP FIELDS

3.1.　工ntroduction

　　　工ｎthe usual double resonance experiments atoms are subjected to the

static magnetic field IIO and the rf field Hj^(t) oscillating in the plane

perpendicxila:rly to the field Hq with angular frequency ω, together with

the circurarly poraxized ligkit ｂｅＱ万ｍwhich has two roles to create the

magnetlza万tion in the ensemble of atoms ａ,万longthe direction of the lighlt十bea万ｍ

and to monitor the ｖａ:riation of this component of magnetization.

　　　Workers in the magnetic resonance have often obtained solutions for

spin flip transition probaMlities by solving the corresponding classical

problem of spinning dipole in ａ magnetic field using ａ rotating frame

( Rabi, Han･aey and Schwinger 1954 J.　Feynman et aH.1957) and terr Harr

りL966) have in fact shown that the semiclassical Schrodinger eqiiation for ａ

two state system is mathematica:11ｙ eqtii万valent to the phenomenological Bloch

eaijatlon. Hence the Bloch eqiiation may interpret the mixltiple quantvun

transitions, the Bloch:-:Siegert shift Ｃ Bloch and Siegert 1940) and other

qvtantum mechanical effects.

　　　At present, there exl3ts an optical method. 0f creation of magnetization

which makes it possible to create magnetization in an arbitrary direction

with respect to the magnetic field.　In particular, ａ characteristic case

１８ possible when magnetization is created across the static field by means

of circurarly polsirlzed lirfit ｂｅａ万ｍ．　　工tis obvious that when the rate of

creation of magnetization i8 slow compaxed with the period of precession

of the magnetization in the field,no significant magnetization will

build up in the system.　The situation. however, is changed when time
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　varing magnetic field is applied.　　An interesting case,　called parametric

　resona万71万ce,arises when the oscillating rf field i8 pa:rallel to the static

　field ( Aleksandrov et al. 1966, Po1°nsky and Cohen-Tannoudi i 1965 ）.

　　　Under the irradiation to an atomic vapor with optical and rf fields,

Bell and Bloom (1957) have detected the modulation of the light at CO in

cross-beam experiment.　They have vised ａ phenomenologlcal model, based

on Bloch equation, to interpret their experimental resxilt.　But the effect

of the transverse optical pumping of the monitoring ｂｅａ皿directed perpen‘

dicularly to ≪0 was neglected. Their trsatment is justified only the case

that the magnetic field ≪0 is much larger than the rf field H1°　While

１ｎ the case that the pvunping ｂｅ°万゛゛ndE11 a:re perpendic＼ilax to the field Hq,

the effect of the transverse piunping has 'been analyzed by using density

matrix and iteration method by Cohen-Tannoudj i and Haroche (1967).　�ｅｙ

have then observed the new type resonajices in the modulation of the

transmitted light ｂｅａ皿with merc＼iry vapor, and the resonances have been

called ” Haroche resonance ” by Cohen-Tannoudji (1968). These resonances

appea:r in the various even harmonics 2pωl　of the transmitted li^t

when H_
° 211ωｲｙ　,( n=l,2,...

) for weak rf field and axe shifted but

not broadened as the intensity of the rf field is increased.

Recently, we have analyzed the effect of the transverse pumping in the case

that the direction of the pximping light heam and nonresonant rf field

which is paxallel to the pumping １１小t beam, makes an arbitrary angle

゛itりrespect t°Kq ( Yabuzaki et a1‘　1972a ）’　And ゛ｅhave shoim ty

classical and qu£uit＼iinmechanical treatments the fact that the atomic ｇ-

factor ｉ８ modified ty the nonresonant rf field when the Hanle effect and

parametric resonance take place.　!Ehis fact will be shown in chapter 4.

　　　In section 3.2・， we consider the sitviation that the direction of the

ｐｕｍ万pinglirfit bea万ｍmakes an arbitrary angle　∂　with respect to the field
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l{O and the direction of the rf field is perpendicular to the field Hq

( Tsukada et a1. 1972 ).　　If the angle d a chosen at 90°, this sitniation

coincides with that of experiment by Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche (1966,

1969a,b ), and if θ　is choaen at O; this situation coincides with that

of the ordinary magnetic resonance.　　We analyze　this situation by using

the phenomenological Bloch equation which　is　obtained in chapter 2.

We show that the Hanle effect and the new type resonances appear　in the

＼inmodulated or dc component ajid the component modulated at (λj　　,in

addition to the component modulated at 2 cO　predicted by the theo:ry of

Cohen-Tannoudj i and Haroche (I967,1969a,b).　It is shown theoretically

and experimentally that the new type resonances are strongly broadened

by increasing the rf field.

　　We carry out the experiments with optically pmnped cesium vapor by

using the effective field in a rotating system.　Because the effective

field can be easily 万made so weak that the transverse pumping plays an

important role.　We mainly investigated the character of the new type

resonances which appear in the components modulated at　cリ　and ２CO　and

dc component in the transmitted lirfit.

　　　　,工ｎsection 3・3･， the evolution of the magne tization in ａ system of

paramagnetic particles in the presence of two ヱヽ･otatingrf fields with

frequencies　ωａ and　ωb is investigated with the phenomenological

Bloch eqiiatlon.　工ｎ this case, the paramagnetic particles are optically

oriented to art arbitrary direction to the static field Hq゜:　　Consequently,

the results obtained here might he applicable to the special case that the

rf field i8 elliptically polarized or linearly polarized.　As one

ml^t expect, the mtiltiple quan万t＼iintran3i tions take place at　Ｕ｀)10ｓ万２　(４｀)ａ

'Ｃλ“Ｊｂa゙nd ２ ωｂ“ωａ corresponding to the three photon process and at

　り○”2ωａ＋3ωｂ correspond to the five photon process, in addition
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to the ordinary l!lagnetic resonances ａtωO°ωａ and　ωｂ゛　In addition

to these resonances, the results of the calculation predict the new type

resonances　which are due to the effect of the transverse optical pTimping･

¶rhenew type resonances take　place at　ω-0, 2tλ)ａ゛2UJ ,U‘)ａ　！　Ｕ‘)ｂ

ａ゛d！ 2(ｕJa'ω, ) etc. f°r the two rotating rf fields.

　　　　Since the maximum magnitude of the ordinaxy and the imiltiple quantu皿

resonances are obtained whsn the pumping liglit beam is parallel to the

static field ＨＯ t゙hese type of resonances can be conventionally called

　　　　　　　　　　　　11'longitudinal resonance ”.　０ｎ the other hand. the niaYjTTi^iinmagnitude of

the new type resonances are obtained when the pumping ligねt beam is

perpendiculax to H-, therefore these type of resonance can be convenﾔtionally

called ” transverse resonance “ . It is also shown that the trans皿Itted

lirfit beam propagating throxigh the system of atoms ，０ｒsample cell,

contains the beat frequencies such ａｓ(4ﾉａ'ωb゛ａＪａ'2a｀)b゛ 2Cλ)ａ' "^b

and 2((‘IJla,|‾　U)
^)

etc.
゛

and the Eanle o＼irve corresponding to the transverse

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　S
resonance at ωO ’ O is broadened by not only the oscilla!ing rf field

( Cohen-Tannoudji and Haxoche 196913) but also the rotating rf field.

３。２．　Effectsof the !Pransverse Pumping in the Presence of ａ Rotating HP

　　　　　Field

　　　　Ａtheoretical and experimental study has been made of the effect of

transverse optical p-umping In the optical-rf double resonance.　!rhe solution

of Bloch eqviatlon shows that the Hanle effect and the new type resonances,

i.e., the off-diagonal resonance, become notable in the veak magnetic field

or for strong rf field, as the effect of the transverse pumping.　¶rhe new

type resonances appear in the ｕｎ皿odulatedcomponent and the components

modulated at the first and the second harmonics of the applied rf frequency

in the pumping liejitｂｅａ皿transmitted throu^ the　vapor　cell.　　1t 181 pre-
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　　　　　　　　LIGHT　BEAM

Pig. 3.1. :Direction of the magnetic fields and of the immping

　　　　　　light ｂｅａ皿forthe situation to be considered.

Ｚ

八白
PUMPING
LIGHT BEAM

Pig. 3.2. Directions of the magnetic fields and of the pumping

　　　　　li^t beam in the coordinate system which rotatea

　　　　　with the angular frequency（4J.　？he direction of

　　　　　the pimping light beam rotates around Ｚ axis with

　　　　　　angularfrequency －ω.
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dieted that the new type resonaJices are not ｏｎ:1ｙshifted but also broadened

as the intensity of the rf field is increased.　¶Hie shift, ■broadening

and the amplitude for obsemred new type resonances are in good agreement

with the theoretical prediction within　the　　middle　　strength of the rf

field.

3.2.1.　Theory

　　　　Weconsider about the behaviors of the magnetization for the case of

a rotating rf field transverse to the static field Eq ( see Pig.3.1 ).　　･’

Ａ tlヽansfoi･■mation to a system rotating about Hq(Z axis) at a frequency　CO

ｍａ;keｓmagnetic field ”ti皿ｅindependent”． In the Oxyz coordinate system

as shown in Ｆｉｇ･3.2,the total magnetic field becomes an effective magnetic

field Hg °[(HO｀゛/￥)2゛HI]1/2 and the direction of the pvunpingli幽t

beam rotates with the angxilar frequencyωabout the ｚ axis.　!The direction

of E (z°axis) is given ty the angle β" tan[H1/(IIO -　ｕ)/Ｙ)l　with respect

to the ｘ axis.　Hence, by a fｕ:rtherrotation of the coordinate system

Oxyz about the ｙ axis throii^ the angle　β　the ｎｅｗ万z'axis is made to

coincide with the direction of B .　In the Ox'y'z' coordinate system, we

obtain the eqiiations governing the motion of three components ０ｆthe

macroscopic magnetization U as follows;

(１ ＭＸ゛

‾石‾

where

・-ﾄ(一心COS 6 sin/3 + UぶｓinθCOS/3 cosωt－Ｍｘl)＋ωe≫y ゛

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.1a)

急‰士（“ぶｓi°6

sin“）゛‘M . ) - U>U^･
’

(3.1b)

■, =
―^ ( MqCos Q cos /3 + M-sin 6 ｓinβｃｏｓωt － M , ), (3.1c)

ω０ ゜yH , Aω゜ωO‘ω゛ω1° iH1゛ ωｅ°rH ,　　(3.2a)
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ωｅ゛（△ω2゛ω12）1/2　’β’t゛ “1（ω1/Aω）.　　（3.2b）

Using the relation

M4.゛ ゜
ＭＸ’ ＋i Mｙ’

，
(3・3)

we obtain the following two equations which are equivalent to three diffe-

rential equations (5≪l)in theｆｏ万rm

雪一千（－べｃｏ８θｓin/3＋Ｍ;ｓinθｃｏｓ/９ｃｏｓωt

　　→･1φinθ８ｉｎωt）一千（1＋1“JJ:　）町‥　　い･4a）

d ＭＺ゛

-
(1t

士（Ｍふｃｏｓθｃ°８/3
゛ＭふsinθsinβCOS ゛t ’＼' ）（3･4b）

Eqiiations (5≪4) can be solved and the steady state solutions are given

ａ８follows;

町･ ｌｌｑ

＋ｉ

･qCos 6 sin/3。斗“Oｓil゛θ（1
゛ｃ:ｓこ）｛ｃｏｓc゛゛＋（％＋ω）でｓinωt1

1十（ωｅで）２　　　２　　１＋（ωｅ＋ω）２て２　　　　　　　　　　
ｅ

　1　MQsin0( 1 － Ｃ０８β）

2　　1 ゛・（ωｅ
““J）2で2

{cosωt - (w -£O )T sin 0) t)

　e

べCOS
0sin/3　1べｓinθ(1+C03β）

　1゛（（゛Jeで）2゛‘ｉ‾1゛（ωｅ゛ c4J）2゛2｛ｓiil°Jt
’
（ｅ））７ ｃｏｓ゛t｝

　　　　　l　llぶsin0( 1 －ＣＯＳβ）

　　　　゛マ　１゛（ωｅ
““Ｊ）２’と2｛ｓillωt゛（６)TCOSU)t)

(3°53）

　　　　，　　　　　　　　　Ｍ;ｓin∂ｓinβ

Ｍ゛’゚ ＭＯｃ°ｓθｃ°８β　゛　　1
+ ( COで）2　(cosωt

+ cot ｓinωt). (3･5b）

5ｅ signal of the absorption of the transmitted lirfit beam are proportional

t° S given by eq.(2‘23)゜　５ｅ value °fMn in eqべ2.23) is obtained by

eval-uating the time variation of十the angles between the light beam　and

each axis of the Ox'y'z' coordinate system.　工f the quantities　<r(t),ii(t)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－43 －
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and ^(t) represent the angles 'between the light beam and ｘ ，゙ｙ'and ｚ゛ axes

respectively, they axe given by the following repre sentatlons

COS S (t) = sinθｃｏｓβｃｏｓωｔ － COS ｏ ｓ：Ｌｎβ　，

COS ｌ (t) = sin ｅ ｓｉｎωｔ，

COS % (t) = sinθｓｉｎβｃｏｓωt + COS 6 cosβ．

り.6a)

０.6b)

(3.6c)

″I!henthe total magnetic ｍｏｍｅｎt'皿ｎｗhichdirects to the li幽t beam becomes

　　　　　Ｍｎ
°ＭＸ･゜゜ｓ‘nt)゛M

.COS TJ(t)゛Ｍｚ･ｃ°ｓl(ｔ).　　　　　　　　(5.7)

When we substitute eqs.(3.5) and C3≫6) into eq.(3.7)・≪n １８given in the

form

　　　　　＼ ’Ｍｎ(O)゛M (co)sinωt ゛Ｍｎ,ｃ(ω)cosωt

　　　　　　　　　　　　゛Ｍｎ,ｓ(2ω)sin2ωt ゛Ｍｎ,ｃ(2ω)cos2u)t･　　　　　(5.8)

where

'？

≫-?≫

ｔ

爽

“ll(0)゜卜７７ぱ石77‾ｓil12β　゛ｃ°ｓ2βllぶｃｏｓ2θ

　叶法ドザだドド六≒？くﾋﾟﾄｺﾞﾌ吻､dφ1ゐ、

　l+(ω゛％)2で2　1゛(“j'％)2゛2　　1 (゙“)７)2　(3.9a)

O 十卜匹(β)yFﾖきと771(β)

　犬かｃｏｓβ＋7うず2万三７ 1 sinβＭふsinflc°ｓθ6・9b)　　　　＾

(l+cosβ）4一丁７ＴＴｷててi二― (l-cosβ）
1十（ω一ωｅ

゛Ｉ、　
ｦ

｡、‾。､ｉ
cos/3　’

、 ｡、ｲT二で2

l
sinβべsin 0 c°ｓθ’

　　1＋（ωｔ）2　　　　　　1゛（“Ｊｅ７）2　　　　　　0　　　　　(3.9c)
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　　　　　　　（ω＋ω）　　　　　（ω－ω）

M (200)”十｛1゛（゜Ｊ゛≒）2で2゛1バω“≒）2で2

　　　　－77tぎjｿj ｓin2βぺｓin2θ　， (3.9d)

Ｍｎ,ｃ（２ω）゜‘
十｛

１＋（ω

ﾅ

ωｅ）2ｔ2
゛

1゛（ω1-ωｅ）2で2

－7てｰで･
C(j'r)2

l
ｓinり9M乙ｓin2θ (3.9e)

¶I!hemagnetic moment ＼ contains the xmmodulated. component and the components

modiilated at O)　and 2C∂・.　The same results can be obtained ty U3ing the

density operator and the monitoring operator (Carver and Partridge 1966)

ａ８ shoim in Appendix Ａ.　　If θ　is chosen to zero in eqs.(3.9), the effect

of the transverse pimping disappears and only the ordinary十magnetic resonance

appears in the unmodiilated component as one alters EO’ When　∂　is chosen

to　石/2 rad., the situation coincides with that of the experiment ty Haroche

（1971b）’Ｍｎ（O）’Ｍｎ，８（2ω)and Ｍｎ，ｃ（2ω)are not zero.　For the condition

thatω"C^l, eqs.(3・9a), (3.9(i) and (5.9e) become respectively as follows;

　　　　　　　　　　　1　　（1 －ＣＯＳβ）2　　　。

　　　　　lll（o）ｓT　1
＋（ω一呪）2が“ｏ’　　　　　　　　　　（3.10a）

　　　　　Ｍｎ（２“））’Ｍｎ,ｓ（２ω)sin2ωｔ゙ M (2ω）ｃ°８２ωｔ

　　　　　　　　　　ｓ’十　

1゛

Bin /9で2　MQsin(2ωt゛必）’　い゜10b）

where

OL = tan"-"-」

　　　　　　　（ω’“Je）で
(3.11)

Eqtiations (3≪10) show the resonances whose maximum appears for　ω＝ω

i.e.,

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-45-
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(Å)

０
ｓω 刈1－ （ω1/ω）2j1/2，

and the maxxmuiiiof the resonances are given in the form

(5.12)

りｏ)Ill ｓ゙{-[2 {!-[!-(“)1/“))211/2}'((゛1/ω)2]Mq, (3.13a)

M(2“））III゛?c
°

4‾（（JJ

1/ω）2Mト
(3.15b)

Eqviation (3≪12) shows the resonances occiu:!ａtＱ‘)O～Oand　ωO｀2ω　for

weak rf field and :Bloch-Siegert (1940) type shift occurs as the magnitude

of the rf field ≪1 is increased.　The resonance for ωO｀O shifts to the

hi'rfifield region and the resonance for (り101｀:2ωl　shiftsto the low field

region, i.e., toth resonances move towards a>Q = 0. The mcuxlina.of the

resonance of the component modulated at 2a) is proportional to H,
^ as

shown eq.(3.13b).　On the other hand, if e　ｉ８chosen to Ｏく01＜弓12, all

0f eqs.(3.9) are not zero.　It sho＼ildbe noticed that the new type resonance

may be detected not only in the urunodu:latedcomponent and the component

modulated at 2ω　but also in the component modulated at ω　of the trans-

mitted light beajn.　For the condition that ωで^1, using eqs.(5・9a) and

(3.9c) the component modulated at　ω　becomes as follows;

Ｍｎ(゛)‘Ｍｎ,ｓ(ω)sin “)ｔ ゛ Ｍｎ,ｃ(ω)cosωｔ

’‾ト｛1≒ごﾂﾞ

The ｖａ:riationof the position for the resonance peak is the same quantity

as given ty eq.(3.12) and.the maxiimimcan be represented as follows；

　　　％(ω＼inax半音{l-[lバ“J1/ “J ]211/2}・in2 6 m' .　　(3.15)

｢rhehalf width at half maximiun｣|ωｈ　ofthe new type resonances i8 given

from eqs.(3:.10)and (5.14) as follows;
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For the weak values of H1゛ the linewidth aωｈ becomes　て1゛ i°ｅ１９ normal

line width of the levels.　When the magnitude of K1 1ｓ increased, the line‘

width becomes dependent not only on てbut also Cμ1 and ω゜The theore-

tical curves of the new type resonances calculated with eq3.(3・9a), (3.9d)

and (3.9e) are shown in Fig･ 51・3/.　In Pig･ 31.31，(a) and (b) show the resonances

of the tmrnodxilatecL and the modulated at 2ω　components, respectively･

？ｈｅmaxlmiun of the resonance In the unmodulated component is approximately

given ty eq.(3.13a) and the maximxun of the component modulated at 2ωl　in

proportional to Ｈ１２as shown in ｅq.い.13a）.　「rhe magnitude of the shifta

0f both the unmodulated and the component modulated at 2ω　are equal to

each other:　it is proportional to H12 for the weak values of h as shown in

eq.(3.12).

　　　　!Hieresonance of the component modulated at 2ω　given in eq.(3.10b)

may be the ｓａ皿ｅas one of the resonances predicted by Haroche et al. (Cohen-

Tannoudji and Haroche 1965, 1967), 30 called ”Haroche Resonance" (Cohen:-

Taimoudji 1968). Prom their conclusion, it is expected that the ｒ万ｅ万sonances

axe shifted but not broadened. as the intensity Hl is increased, and both

the shift and the maxlmtm of the resonance of the component modulated at

2Q‘）　axeproportional to H12; all the peaks of the resonance curves for

various values of E^ ゛゛ｅthus on ゛ straight line° Alth°u^ii all the peeLks

of the resonance curves of (t) in Fig. 3・3, component modulated at 2ω　，

are °113 strairfit line fo゛ weak Ｈ１ t゙he peaks deviate from the straight

line for comparatively large Ｈ１゛ 「rhe resonance curves of (a) and (U) in

Pig. 3.3 are broadened as the intensity of h i3 increased.　Haroche et a1.

have experimentally observed the saturation effect, i.e., the deviation of

the peaks of the resonance from the straight line for large ７３１゛esof H1’
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but they have not explained this effect in detail ( Cohen-!Pannou･iji and

Haroche 1965,1967).　Recently, Haroche has explained this saturation effect

in detail ty using ”dressed atｏ�'theory (Haroche 197la,b).　The new type

resonsmces which appear in the component modulated at O) have not been pre-

dieted ty their theory, because only the case that θ・ﾌ乙/２has been treated

1n their theory｡

　　　If the conditionsω,7:゛１and ωｏ知ωiare satisfied, eq3.C3・9a～c) are

expressed 1n the following form;

MII（O）’1＋

tj;?ﾀ三7

°）:1ｸこ）2

MJ c°ｓ2e ’ (5.17a)

％
'８((゛)’1＋(゜

辻

)2＋(ω1ｸﾞ)2

　　　　　　　2

Mｎ,ｃ((゛‘))゜“ててて
1

Mふsinc cosc　，　　　０.17b）

-Ｍ　sin 0 cos 6
＋（∽:ｌｔ）２　０

(3.17c)

It is seen that the intensities of resonances of the iminodulated component

and the component modulated at　CO　are proportional tｏｃｏ８２∂　and81nθCOｓ９．

respectively.　The results of ｅｑlｓ.じ|.17）ａｒllethe same as that olitained by

Abragam (196I) in nucleax magnetic resonance and ｂｙBell a万71万dBloom (1957)

for ”oroas-'beam”method in optical pumping, except for the angular depen-

dency of θ.

　　　If the rf field H1 1ｓremoved. the magnetic moment ＼ directed along

the optical ｐｊｙ万1818 given from eq. C3≫8) as follows;

＼ =
２∂十Ｍ;

ｃｏ８２∂　. (3.18)

!rhe first term on theｒ1幽t han･1 side of eq.(3.18) is due to the transverse

piimping or the Hanle effect (Hanle 1924, Mitchell and Zemansky 1934) and

the second term is due to the longitudinal pumping.　５１８ result coincides
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with that derived by using the Bloch eqxia.tion (Lehman et al. 1964, I to et al・

1968) and the density matrix (Srossel 1965) for the case that the rf field

is absent.

　　　　¶Hius, it is shoim that gq･０. 8 ) gives ａ comprehensive theoretical

description for the behavior of the ensemble of the optically ｐｕ皿ped atoms

which undergo the double resonance.

5.2.2.　Experiments and Discussion

　　　　For the pTirpose to confi:nn the concliisions of the theory, experiments

were made with' optically ptunped cesium atoms.　　An absorption cell with

wall coated with paraffin, contaiﾚning saturated vapor　of cesium at tempera-

ture about 25°C， was situated at the center of ａ set of Helmholtz coils

which produced a constant m°.gnetic field Hlｓl^゛:ｏ:゜:5lgaxiss.:　To observe the

effect of the transverse pumping, the experiments must be carried out ･１ｎ

ａ weak magnetic field.　Therefore we used the effective field in the rotating

coordinate system as ａ static field Hq in the theory°　¶I!he rf field

110c°ｓＱ t ゛ith frequeｎｃｖ Ｑ７２冗ｓ 175 KHz was applied perpendiculaxly to the

ｆｉｅｌｄｌＥ８and the another rf field Hj^cosω-1 ゛ith freauenoy lω|/2Zｓ:31 KHz・

oscillating in the direction of tｈｅＥｓ゛was produced ty ａ １０ｗfrequency

generator.　¶Ihe optical ptunplng was done by me£iiis of circtilarly polaxized

li^t beam from an electrodeless cesiu皿la皿ｐ゛ propagating along Ｅ８°

　　　　men the frequency　兌　is set at near工resonance condition of the ordi-

nary magnetic resonance
゛

i
°:ｅ°:゛Ω＾rlElｓ゛

the direction of the effective field

in the rotating coordinate system Trtiich rotates aljout ｚ axis with angular

frequency　Q makes ゛1 ゛1:ｇｌｅβ自白tan"'''( a-ｈＯ/(ｙlRlｓT:Ω))t° Ｅ８(万ｓaxis)‘゛’1:(1

its magnit゛de ｉｓ亘ｅ°{(Ｈｓ
'Ω/￥)2 ‘゛h゙0211/2 8ｓ゛

shown in Fig. 3・4.　５ｅ

rotating coordinate system ｉ８ then equivalent to the situation Tjhich is dis-

cussed in the theory by considering that HO ° Ｈｅ and　∂’/!?　゛ａ‘nd ty neglec-

ting the counter-rotating component of the oscillating rf field 111°
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　　　　　　　　　　Ｆｉｇ･　3.4.　Experimental situation on the coordinate

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　system which rotates around Ｅ８ with

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　angular frequency　ω．

　　　At first, the an^le　β　was set at just 冗/2 ｒad°9 i°ｅ'゛ Ｑ ’ s

５ｅ change of the transmitted light intensity obtained for this case can be

calculated with eq.(3.8) by setting the angle θtｏ馬/2 rad,

工ｎthis case　the resonances are expected in the iinmodulated component from

the second term of the right hand side of eq.(3・9a) and the component modu-

lated at 2ω　from eq3.(3・9d,e), but the component modulated at ω　disapp-

ears･

　　　Resonances in the tmmodulated component and the component modulated at

2ωl　in the lirfit ｂｅＱ万ｍtransmitted through the absorption cell were recorded

by an X-Y recorder as the amplitude hO゛i'ｅ°゛ HO in the theory. was varied

continuously.　The recorder traces of the resonsLnce appearing in 悔ｅｕｎ一

皿odulated component axe shown in Pig.3.5, where each resonance corresponds

to a different value ｏｆＨ１° We can see in Fig°3°5 that the maxima of the

resonance for　C0q~2C0　move towards the low field region, as H11 is in゛

creased.　？ｈｅ resonance for 0り10⌒゛:Ｏexpected fｒｏ万”1eｑlべ31‘:12)can not be
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observed, because in the experiments the oscillating rf field 曹as used

instead of the rotating rf field.　¶rhe sudden increase of the transmitted

li^t near hO °O is associated with the Hanle effect in the rotating CO-

ordinate system.　¶I!he effect of "dressed atom” (Cohen-¶I!annoudjiand Haroche

1969a,b) is seen in the resonance cuirves, especially the resonance curve for

V1 ゜22 millivolt, TrtiereV1 1ｓ proportional to H,, shows the remarkably

broadened Hanle curve.　!I!he curve for V^ °Ｏ shows the normal Hanle curve

in the absence of the rf field.　Figure 3．6 shows the recorder traces of the

component modulated at 2ω.　The resonance for ωo～2ω　shifts towards

the same direction and by the same qiiantity as the resonances which appear

in the unmodtilatecl component.　The peaks of the resonance cxirves are on ａ

straight line for weak rf field and the saturation effect appears in the re-

gion of the relatively large % as expected by the theory.　The half width

at half ｍａｘ:iraumof the resonance is nearly equal to the inverse of the relax-

atlon time‘と　for the veak rf field H^, but it is remarkably broadened ty

increasing the intensity of Ｈ１゛　Figure 3｡7 shows the ｍａｊＹ万Imaof the reso-

nances for　ａ‘)０～2ω　of the ＼uimodulated.component as a function of Ｈ１゛

in which the solid line is the theoretical value and the cross points axe

the experimental results.　　:In Pig.3.8, the solid line shows the theoretical

value of the maxima of the component modulated at 2ω　and the circle points

show the experimental results.　The shift of the center of the resonance

curves Is shown in Fig.5.9 8ｓ゛ function of K1° The solid line shows the

theoretical result .　　　and the cross points and the circixlar points show

the experimental results.　|‘The agreement十between the experimenta:Ｌand the

theoretical results is excellent in the case that ω１°VH^ does not exceed

　CO .　Ulhen the value ｏｆａ)１goes over c‘∂,o＼irtheory 'becomes invalid,

1)6cause the co＼mter-rotating component of the oscillating rf field ＩＩｌbecomes

important for such ａ laxge value of　　μｙＬ:゛　工ｆthe rotating rf field is used
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Fig･　3'5' Recorder traces of the resonance curves for ω0
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　　　　　　　　　whichis proportional to Ｈ１°
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in the experiments the theory Is rigorous without the restriction for the

intensity of the rf field, and the resonance for CO ~0 may appear°　The

new type resonance which appeals in the component inod＼ilated at CO is also

observed for the case that the angle β　differs from　ｚ/2 rad.　Figure

5.10 shows the resonance curves for small, medium and large values of H1゛

in which the resonances in the component modulated at 2ωare also shoim.

!rhe resonance curves Bituate on the slope of the ordinatry magnetic resonance

curve in the component modulated at　6L)　, the center of nhich is at ωO’ａ)゜

When the value of Ｈ１１is increased, it shifts towards the ｓs1万jnedirection and

ty the ８ａ皿ｅmagnitude as the resonances which appear in the ttmnodulated

component and the component modiilated at 2ω.

　　　　工thas 1)6611 shown by Cohen-Tannoudj i and Haroche Cl969a,b) that the new

type resonances axe due to the crossing of the energy levels of the system,

iriiich consists of an atom and the rf photon.　!Their theo:ry shows that the

linewidth of the new type resonance or Haxoche resonance Is detei･mined only

by the natural width of the crossing energy levels and １８Independent of the

゛万i71万plltudeof Ｒ１１°:However, as we have shown theoretically and experimentally,

the l1万ｅt゙ype l゛万esoneinces“'ｅ ゛万ctuaユ|:lybroaxiened by the rf field 且11‘　？his

fact can be explained from the point of view of the crossing of the energy

levels°　When the magnitude of static field HO i8 vaxied゛ the region of ≪0

where the energy levels are crossed is Independent not only on the natural

line width of these levels but also on the angle between the crossing energy

levels十which is determined by the atomic ｇりfactor.　　The angle ｉｓ十perturbed by

the anticrossing of the energy levels which ｉ８ associated with the ordinary

magnetic resonance.　The variation of the angle can he considered as an

effect of the modification of the atomic ｇ‘factor ty the rf photon..Accord-

ingly, niien the °mplitude of十H11/is Increased, the crossing point of the

energy levels, i.e., the center of the resonance, shifts accompanying the ．
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broadening of the resonance line.　ｌｔ皿lUSt be emphasized that the broadening

of the new type resonance is due to the fact that the atomic g^faotor is

modified by the rf field R1’

3・3.　Effects of the ¶I!Tansverse Pumping in the Presence of !I!●ｏRotating

　　　　HF Fields

　　　The evolution of the magnetization of the optically ｐｕ皿pedatoms in the

presence of two rotating rf fields with different frequencies is Investigated

by using 伍ｅ Bloch eqviatlon.　It Is slioim that the new type resonances

which ａ:re due to the effect of the transverse pumping together with the

ordina:ry magnetic resonance and the multiple giiantim resonances ａ:z｀ｅrealized

undergoing the influences of two rotating rf fields.　It is also shown that

the Hanle ciiive is broadened by the rotating ｒf十field in the same manner a8

by the oscillating rf field, and is shifted towards hidi field region ａ８ tｈ●

intensity of the rotating rf field 18 increased.　!I!he res＼ilts obtained are

applicable to the case of an elliptically rotating rf field. iriiich is super-

position of two rotating rf fields.

3･3.I. Theory

　（ａ）　!Ihcansformation of the Magnetic Fields

　　　We investigate the evolution of ａ magnetization 1{ acted upon ａ static

field ＥＯ and the two rotating rf fields Ｈｌand Ｈ２ i゙riiich rotate about 亘0

with angular frequency　ωａａｎ（1　ωｂ゛ respectively. as shonn in Fig. 3°11゛

The magnetic fields in the laboratoiry frame S are represented as follows;

　　H°(t) - H (ic°ｓωa ゛ Jsln ωａt）゛R2（lc°ｓωｂt ４’|sin ωｂt）゛kH_

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝　　　(3.19)

　　　In the absence of Ｈ２ i゙t has been shown that the oiヽdinary magnetic

resonan万ce at　C4J10 ｓ:（λ）lalanathe transverse reson£uice at ωｏ °２ a occur

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－60 －
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(Aleksandrov and Sokorov 1972, Tsukada et a1. 1972).　It now remains ｔ０see

how the presence of １１２rotating at frequency　CO
^

affects the evolution of

magnetic moment.　This problem can easily be analyzed by the use of rotating

frames.　Consider the problem from the point of view of ａ frame rotating

with angrulax frequency (λ）ａ゛ This transformation makes the field H, to

rest, and the frequency of field Hgtoωb'ａ‘)ａ.　　!rhis succeeds in removing

resonant terms leaving oln】Lyａ small ｏｆｆ一犬resonantfield.　工ｆ we were to

neglect the off-resonant field, we would obtain the us＼ial ”zeroth order”

approximation iriiich predicts the ordinary resonance at ωOｓＱ)ａ and the

tｒａ｡n3ver3e resonance at　ω/。，一犬2C4Jこ.　Ａ more acciuヽate solution ^ich incliideB
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　o　　　　　a

a11 0f the first order effects of H i8 given by the following successive

transformations (Abragam 1961 ， Rewls 1969),

R1（SO゛゛S1）’

R2（S1 ●・S2）・

R3(S2 “ S3）’

R4（S3 “ S4）’

Ｃ０８　Ｊ｀

　　０

sin Ｊ｀

８１ｎωｂｔ

cｏｓωb*

　0

Ｏ
　
１
　
０

　　C08( CO ’ ＱＪｂ）ｔ

- sin( 0L>^ -ωｂ）ｔ

　　　　　　　　　○

ＣＯＳβ

　０

８１ｎβ

０
　
１
　
０

四

心

ク０
　
０
　
１

sin

　　o

J｀

　ｃ０＆６ ■>

sin(ωａ'ωb)t

cos(ωａ‾c4Jb)t

　　　　0

⊃

Ｊ０
　
０
　
１

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

(3.20c)

(5.2Od)

The first transformation (3*20a) represents that of the rotating field ％tｏ rest.

？his transformation is accomplished by introducing ａ system万Sl that rotates

with the angular十frequency　ωb about the z axis of the laboratory frame Ｓ０.

!rhe magnetic field in the frame S becomes ａ８follow8:

H-'-(t) = HJicos( CO a’ c4.’b）t゙ J3in(“Ja“（″ｂ）t］゛姐2゛k(H- ゛ｂ/￥）.（3゛21）
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Next transformation (5.20b) represents that七he direction of the static part

of this field is chosen　as　the ｚ2 axis in the S2 frame, therefore

112 (t) = n1[icos S cos(ωａ‾ωb)t爽isin(ωａ'(j‘'b)t -tksincfoos(ωａ-ωb)t]

゛ｉ[(Ho爽゛ｂ/ｔ)2 ゛･H22 11/2　・

¶rhe direction ｚ２ｉ８ given １）ｙthe angle （∫'with respect to the z axis・

!rhe angle S is defined by

　　　　t゛1 j｀s R2/（HO －ωJr)

(3.22)

(3.23)

We once again rotate the ｆ:rame Ｓ２ａｌ】outthe ｚ2 axis at frequency　ａ')ａ‾Cjb

by the transformation (5≫20c).　!I!hen １ｎ this frame S , the magnetic field

becomes as

董汽t）゜Hj:-isin^( S /2)cos2(゜Ja’ωｂ）t -jsin^C‘S /2)sin2(“Ja-ωb）t

　　　　゛ksin‘S｀ｃｏｓ（“）ａ-（4）b）t］゛鉦lic°ｓ2（δ/2）

　　　　祠［μO
“ ゛b/y］2こR2211/2 －

し4Ja-（.゜ｂ）/ｙ｝ｋ・

and we again choose the direction of the static part as the z^

(3.24)

axis ty using

the transformationり.20d).　５ｅ magnetic field in 獅ｅ frsime S becomes as

　l汽t)゜Rll:-i 18111(.<S　12)cosy3 cos2(ωａ'ω)t - si吋sinβｃ°ｓ(ωa d' J

　　●　●　

２

’Ｊ ８１ｎ い1 /2)sin2(ω- a), )t -k{!11112((S｀/2)ｓillβcos2( c゜ａ'ωｂ)t

　　　　　　　+Ginc∫COSβcos(ωａ － ojjt}］゛ｋ（Ω／ｙ）

¶rhe static field is now　　　゛’

(3.25)

　Ｑ/ｉ°［（ＩＯ’ωl,/ｌ）2゛ H2211/ｈ｀1（（4Jla’ “JI）J
2こ

H1260ｓ4（d｀/2）1/2 ｡ (3.26)

oaie angle β　is defined by

tanβ＝
Hｌ COS ( B /2)

［い10“cへ/i｀］2 ゛ 112211/2べ（″ａ’（″ｂ）／『
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The field H (t) contains only small fields of order of Ｈ１(Ｈ２／ＨＯ)ａｎｄＨ１(Ｈ２／ＨＯ)２

at frequencyωa
b

and 2(ωａ'ωJ, if the condition Hq§> H,, H2 is

satisfied.　We can obtain ａ useful approximation by neglecting the effect

of the time dependent fields, keeping only the static field　Q / l二.

　(b) The Bloch Equation and the Orientation Parameter W≪ in the Frame Ｓ４

　　　　We investigate the evolution of ａ magnetization M in the frame S by

means of ａ system of the phenomenological‘ Bloch equation.　In this frame S ,

the magnetic field can be repr万esented approximately by ａ static field　QI/『

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1under the condition Hq?>H,, Hg, but the orientation parameter M_ by means of

circularly polarized li油七is no longer time independent.　The orientation

parameter 趾ふ4 in the frame S4 is obtained by ac?complishing the similar

successive rotations (3.20).　The components of the orientation parameter

M≪ are then given as follows;

42 －ｌ;｛A2＋£（墟ｃｏｓωｎt＋C:８１ｎωｎt），

　　　　　　　　　n=l

咤卜=べ｛Ａ;＋jχtぺ;ｃｏｓ CO t + Cﾝinωｎ゛｝・

l心・'
0

4べ:ｃｏｓωｎ゛＋c:sin

(JOn^)　・
　　　　　　　ｎ・1

(3.28a)

(3.28b)

(3.28c)

with

　　ω゛1’
ωa'　Ｑ‘）2’ωｂ゛ω3°ωａ“ωｂ゛ω4°ωａ’2ωｂ゛（3°29）

where

ＡＯ。-COS & sinβCOS S　，

Ｂ：－ 2""'"sinθｃｏｓφｃｏｓβ(l + COSぶ），

Ｂ:一一sin Q cosφ８ｉｎβsin S・

B2＝－ｃｏｓ∂ｃ,０ｓβsin S ,

B^ = -2"'''sih e cosφｃｏ８β(1－
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C:= 2~''"3in 6 sinφｃｏｓβ(1 + COS S ),

c:= -sinθｓinφｓinβsin ‘s｀，

c2＝2’181nθ８ｉｎφｃｏｓβ(l - COSぶ），

y
i 2~'''sinθ８ｉｎφ(l + COS S ),

b4=2‘sin 6 sinφ(l - COS S ),

ｃ; ・ －2‘slnd cosφ(l + COS 6 ),

C = COS 6 sin d｀。
　ｙ

Ｃ;・2~ sin 6 cosφ(1 - COS <r),

IP － COS 6 cosβCOS S ,

14－2’1ｓinθｃｏ８φｃｏｓβ(l + COS (f ),

Ｂ:s sin d cosφｃｏ８βsin J｀，

Ｂ:一一COS 6 sinyS sin S ,

12

,1

一一2’1

＝2‘1

sin 6 cosφｓｉｎβ（１ － 008 S ) ,

sin d sinφｓinβ(l + COS d｀），

C:・sin 6 sinφｃｏ８βsin d｀1

C2－2’1ｓinθｓinφｓinβ（１７ COS 6 ),

C3＝AO ・ B2 ＝B3－C2・C3・0.χ　　ｙ　　ｙ　　ｙ　　ｙ　　ｚ
(3・30)

　　　　　Using the eqa.(3.26) and (3-28), we obtain the Bloch eq^iiation governing

the motion of the three components of the magnetization BP in the ｆ:rame S4

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　l

as follows:

邸・Ｑか士か寺吃，

づ一一同一季か寺略，

－64 －
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谷・一寺小寺心

Using the relation

（か叫･

じ.31c）

(3･32)

we obtain the following two eqvtations which ａ:x!ｅeqiiivalent to the three

diferential eqiiatlons（31･31) in the ｆｏ・’ｍ万

啓
一-±0.Iぐ一季小寺(吃・鴫)

燧・一十4・垂吃・

(3-33a)

(3.55b)

Since the system of eqs.(5・53) are linear differential eqtiatlons, we can

get exact solutions

lぐ－2“112“2＋ﾑ（《‰・ωｊ・《‰11ωｊ）1

　　＋i2“1{ぺ‘゛

£

(ｌ;;ｃｃｏｓ　ｎt゙ ｌ:８ｓil゛ｎt )}・

M2・Ｍ?゛

■m Z
nt ゛

Ｍ:ｓ8111ωｎt)・

　　　　ｎ・1

in which

(3.34a)

(3.34b)

　０　　　　　　　１　　　　　　　０Ｍｘｓマ　ＡＸ ゛

ぐ≒バＱ→｡ 乞ｙ
゛２｛（畷やり）‾（Ｑ゛cら1）゛（c:

“
べ;）｝

　　゛１ﾍﾞ
ﾋﾞ

ｰω。）２７２
｛（畷゛c;）バＱ ゛c4‘’

71）゛（cい個y）l’

MI18 。
　　　　　　１

１゛（Ｑ゛ωｎ）２ｔ２

｛（c;－ぢ）バＱ→･ωよこ（ﾍﾟﾄc;）｝

゛１゛（Ｑ
ｻ

ωｎ）2ｔ2
｛（C: ゛Ｂ; ) - (Q -to )で（Ｂ; ’C; ）1’

　　　　　　　　　　　　　-65-



　O　　　　　S2ｔ　　　　.0
Mｙ°・マ　ＡＸ ゛

　Ｃ　　　　　　　　　　ＩＭ;’
１＋（Ω゛ωｎ）２゛と２

＋
　　　　　　１

１＋（Ω’ωｎ）２で２

{(-c: ・ ぺ;）－（Ω→･“Ｊ。）ｔＤいc;）｝

｛（c:・べ;）＋（Ω－ω。）ｔ（-g’c;）1「・

{(４・ﾚ(g)バΩ・O)
^)

t ( -C:→ぺt)]

＋　．　、．、１．．、、２．２　１（-ぺ:゛C;）’（Ω‾（4jn）７（Ｃ:゛べ;>}.
１゛（Ω－ωｎ）２ｔ２

Kｃ＝Σ二万‘y777（べ:“ωn'^ c; ）・

ぐ・てＴ犬ここ?s（（ひω丿可）． (3･55)

(c) Absorption of the Pumping ゛I･i幽ｔBeam

　　　　Itis well known that the amount of the absorption of the :lirfitbeam

by atoms is related to the component of the magnetization along the direction

of the ligjit beam, and given by eq.(2.23).　　Since the values of the compo-

nents of the magnetization in the ｆｒａｍｅＳ４was given by e(is.(3.34). M is

obtained by transform ng back to the laboiヽatoryframe S with e(is.(3.20).

¶rhus"n becomes

l､､・ぐ1（lく咄トが:ト小心）． (5.56)

The magnetization Ｍｎｃｏｎtａｉｎ８the unmodulated or S.C. component and the

components which are modulated at （４Ｊａ９

ωｂ

ωａ

ωｂ゛ωａ！ωｂ９ ２ωａ９ ２（ωａ’

),etc.　It should be al80 noticed that the beat frequer!cles such as

騨

Cｔ）b 2゙（ωａ ’ C4Jb）゛ωａ爽２ωｂ゛ ２ωａ’ωｂ゛ etc. appear.

－66 －
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Table 3.1.　Resonance functions and the resonance positions.

ResonanceFunction ResonemcePosition Dependency ofθ

Ｑ ωａ　　　゛２ωｂ’ωａ C082θ

Ω＋ωａ ２ωａ　　゛２(ωｂ‾ωａ) Sin2θ

Ｑ“ωａ Ｏ　　　　゛　２ωｂ 81n2θ

Ｑ　゛ωｂ ωａ＋ωｂ　゛’（４’）ａ十ωｂ 81n2θ

Q“（4.）b (４Ｊａ‾ωｂ　゛３(λ“)ｂ‘ωａ 81n2θ

Ｑ゛(ωａ-ωｂ) 2ωa’QJb “゙2ωa十3ωb C082θ

Ω゛（ωa’ “）b） ωｂ　　　　゛
COS2θ

Q゛(“.)a“2ωb) 2（ωa’“.）b）･-2(CO -ωb） 8in2θ

Q'(゛a‘2ωb) ２ωｂ．　　゛　　０ 81n2θ

-６１　-
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　　　（ｂ）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(ｃ)

Pig. 3.12. Broadening of the Hanle curve by the linearly

　　　　　　　　oscillating rf field; (a), (b) and (c) show

　　　　　　　　the calculation results for the cases φ＝0，

　　　　　　　　7こ/４ and　　瓦/2 rad, respectively.

　　　　　　　　Parameters for the theoretical CTirves:

　　　　　　　　？＝:0.０１ sec. CO・:1000 rad ｓｅｃｌ‾1and　θlｓ7乙/2.
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?ｈｅstrengths of the resonances contained in the various modulated components

are not all the same; they depend on some power serie3 of H,/H_ and H2/ＨＯ

and on the aJigle　θ　.

　　　Unmodulated component Ｍ::in eq.(3･36) is given ty substituting ｅｑｓ.(3.285，

(3･34) into eq-(3'36) and given as follows:

　Ｍ;l・ M2 A2 ＋Ｍ? Ａ?

→･トム(ぐなぐc卜ぐペトダかぐかぐc;)･(3.37)

This expression is complicated, but it is possible to ｅ:jcpectthe resonance

positions from the expressions of the components ０ｆthe magnetic moment in

eq3.(3・35).　Resonances may occur when the qiiantities 兌　，Ω！ωａｇＱ！ωｂ・

Ｑ!(゛ａ“ω, ) and Si!(“＼- 2 CO, ) pass througji the minimum values･

The positions of the resonances for the ｃａ８ｅＨ１/HO゛V≪o ４ １ are shown in

!rable 5.1.　It is known that the transverse resonances i.e., the components

which are proportional to ｓin2θ, occur at　ω0 = 0, 2ωａ゛ 2ωb゛ωａ!ωb゛

－(ωａと!：ωｂ)，!２(ωａ－ω,) etc.　¶rhe transverse resonance ａｔωＯ°０

represents the Hanle effect and the resonances at ωＯ°２ａＪａ゛２(え)ｂare

just those reported in previous section 3.2.　The longitudinal resonances

at　CO
O °UJ a゛

C4Jb correspond. to the ordinary magnetic resonance, and at

(4JO °2 aJa' aJb゛2c4/b ‘ a correspond to the multiple quantum resonance

of three photon process, and at　QJO”2ωａ＋3ωｂ corresponds to the five

photon process.　　These results agree well with those obtained previously

by Winter (1959).　It should be noticed that the line width of the longi-

tudin万alresonances depends °11the inten万sity of H11飢dlis ゛emarkably broadened

as the H, is increased. but the width of the transverse resonai･icesIs almost

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ミdetermined by only the relaxation time ｔ for small H.‘:　Ｎ万amelyt゙he width

of　the tｒａ:nsverseresonances is　nar:rower than that of the longitudinal

resonances.　　For the case て奥 Oo , the transverse resonainces may disappear.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－69－
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Pig. 3.13. Sroadening and shift of the Hanle curve by the

　　　　　　rotating rf field. Parameters for the theoret-

　　　　　　ical curves: ¶I!o0.01 sec,ω・1000 :rad sec

　　　　　　and d・7C/2.
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and only the longitudinal resonances are detectable; the relaxation time

ｉ８the essential factor for the appearance of the transverse resonance.

5-3.2.　Special Cases and Discussion

　　　For the case of ^a= “ωｂ’ω　and Ｈ１’H2’ h1゛ the two rotating rf

fields 1)600016an oscillating rf field.　In thia case the longitudinal

resonances ooouj:ヽat　c4JO’(2n + i)a;　; these sesonances correspond to the

ordinary and the m＼iltlplequantum transitions ad mentioned atove.　On the

other hand, the transverse resonances occur at Ｑ/○’ 2na‘11°:　　¶Eheshift of

the resonances at (λ)O’ｎ(４Ｊ　canbe obtained from eq°(3°35)as　ωO゛！(μ

11 一十(yh/cu)2] ・ 叫)－！２べ１一十(Vh/“J)2]゛(1 “Jo ゛!3“J

[1一千μ111/ c'J]2 1，etc. ？he resonances at (4JO゛！wfi - -ト(Vh /

　co)2]　are ordinary, or fimdamental resonance and the quantity of the shift

of the resonance frequency coincides with the result which has been first

derived theoretically for magnetic resonance ｂｙBloch and Siegert (1940) and １８

often refered to as the Bloch-Siegert shift.

　　　The width of the Hanle curve due to zero field level crossing ｉ８remark-

ably broadened by the linearly oscillating rf field.　Figureり.12(a)～(ｃ)

show the results ０ｆthe calcuﾕatlon with eq.(3・37).　Figures 3.12(a)～(ｃ)

correspond to the values　φ- 0, 7C/4 and　7t/2 rad. respectively.　　？he

cases for　φ－O and　7乙/2 raA. correspond to the cases that h. iｓ十parallel

and perpendiculax to the pumping lieJit beeun, respectively.　？he shift

towards the hirfi field region of the Hanle ｃｕ】rvesfor large values of h1゛

which are drown with the dashed Ilne8, may he caused by the fact that the

condition ‘S｀゛O i゙°ｅ‘゛(i)47h19 is nomore satisfied.　It should be noticed

that the peaks of the Hanle curves for φ・O remain nearly the same magni-

tude as the intensity of rf field ＼ is increased,　but for　φ
゜Ｚ/4 and

ｸ乙/2 rad･　peaks of the Hanle CTrrves are remarkably decreased as the

intensity of ｈｌis increased.　If we observe the Hanle CTirvein the case

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－71 －



　ofφ・7C/2 ｒadりits magnitude decreases as h^ Is increased and finally

　will disappear･

　　　　５ｅbroadenning of the Hanle cvirve by the linearly oscillating rf field

has also he interpreted ty the shifts of the energy levels of ”dressed. atom”

which has been analyze･1 (iｕａｎtｕｍmechanically by Cohen-¶I!annoudji and Haroche

(1969a,b), semiclassicaユ1ｙ by Pegg et a1． (1970), and classically by

Ya'buzaki et a1. (1972a).　Their results indicate that the frequency of the

precession of the msignetlzatlon around the static field H., and hence ｇ゛

factor of the atom, are modified to l>e ｇＯＪＯ(ｌｈ１／ω),where g^ １ｓunperturbed

value of g-factor and ＪＯ(￥ｈ１／叫)iｓtｈｅ Bessel f＼mction of the zeroth

Ｘorder and the first kine, when the angular frequency ω　of the rf field is

much larger than　ω10'　But they have not consider on the ｖａ:rlation of the

Hanle ctirves for the various values of ω1・

■　　　

工f we put the ７゛1゛ｅ且2 to zero in eq°(3°57), we can easily obtain the

Hanle curves for the rotating rf fieldレas ａｐａ７ヽａ万meterof the intensity of

Ｈ１゛ As the intensity of the rotating rf field is increased, the Hanle

curve is not only broadened but also shifted as shown in Ｆｉｇ･3.15.　When the

rotating rf field is absent, the transverse pumping creates a magnetization

only for the weaik field, but the transverse ｐｕ皿pingis able to create the

magnetization even for strong static field when ･the intensity of the rotating

rf field Increases.　｢rhe peaks of the Hanle curves decrease ａ８ the intensity

of Ｈｌis Increased.　Observation of the Hanle ctirves with the rotating rf

field has been reported by Series (1970) and Haroche (I971a,b).　Series

has observed the shift of the Hanle c＼irve due to the rotating rf field.

But his data c£m万not endure to discuss about the broadening and the decreas-

ing of the peak of the Hanle curve, l)ecause of the deformation of the Hanle

ciirve, caused ty the appearance of resonances for the antirotating field

when the rf field is strong:.　Itore recently, Haroche (1971 b) has observed

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－72 －
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the shifts of the Hanle curve due to the rotating rf field.　His results

agree well with our theory.

　　　　The broadening of the Hanle c＼u:ve by the rotating rf field may also

be interpreted ty considering the energy levels of ”dressed atom”， and may

effectively be expressed in terms of the vaxiation of the atomic g-factor.

The
^-factor of the atom in

the oscillating rf field is given ty the Bessel

function as mentioned above, and varieB in ａ somewhat complicated ｗａｙ･

However, the effective g-factor in the rotating rf field decreases monoto-

nously to the value of zero as the intensity is increased.

　　　　｢Ihe ground, state ･of alkali atoms consists of two hyperfine levels

P - I + 1/2 and Ｆ゛ ，:Ｉ － 1/2. where l 18 nuclear spin of the atom.　Since

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●the signs of the ｇｙ:romagnetic ratio of the two hyperfine levels Ｆ and Ｆ are

opposite each other, the zero field level crossing or the Hanle curves in

the presence of the rotating rf field are displaced in opposite directions

for the two hyperfine levels as shown in Ｆｉｇ･3.14.

Ｅ

‐
‐
－
‐

P=I+
―
一
２

Hf（Ｆ’）‘!ぢぶ

L OHf（Ｆ）’ヱRj‾　ＨO

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　O　　　　　　　　　　　　≪0

Pig・ 3.14. Zeeiaan hyperfine diaigram of alｗlﾚ1 atoms

　　　　　　　perturlied by ａ rotating rf field.　　？he

　　　　　　　fictitious fields H.(l) and H^(2) are of

　　　　　　　opposite signs.
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3.4.　Misalignment Effects of ａ Rotating BF Field

　　　By means of ａ theoretical approach recently developed by Pegg and

Series (Pegg and Series 1970,1975, Pegg 1973a,b), the consequences of

misalignment of the rotating rf field in the magnetic resonance are investi-

gated..　For the longitudinal pimping case ， the resu:ltant equation万beco万ｍ万ｅ８

the ssune resxzlt obtained by Pegg (1973a)｡　The effects of the transverse

pumping are also included in the Blooh eqiiatlon. Olhe effects of the

tｒａ｡nsverse pumping appeared in the resultant equation are very ｃｏ皿plicated.

!rhe rotating rf field is regarded as ａ static fictitious field Hf ｓｒH12/2ω゜

5.4.1. Theory

　　　We shall十allow the plane of rotation to be at an arbitrary angle to

the static field by considering the field configuration

　　　E °ＨｌCOS w t( COS e i ゛ sin^ k )゛Hl sinωtj゛Ｈｓｋ‘　　（3°38）

When　ｅ ・ 0， the normal conflgu.:Σヽationwhich has lieen considered in section

3.2 is regained.　Ａ non-zero 6　allows for field misalign皿ent. Equation

０１･30)can be written as

11・

　－

（HI/2）（1 ゛ｃ°Ŝ )( COS“’-tl ゛ sin“J t j ）

（H1/2）（1 ° COS 6 ){ cos ゛ t l ゛ sinωtj）゛H,sin 6 c°ｓωtk

+11J‘こ・ (3.59)

This Is the sum of a rotating, ａ counter-rotating, an oscillating and ａ

static component. Ｎ°゜ally　ｒＨ１４ω9 which is j゛st the necessa゛ｙ

condition for the application of the procedure of Pegg ind Series (1970,

1973).　　This proceduiヽeinvolves the transformation to a reference frame

in ?rtiichthe oscillating component vanishes.　Under thi 8 transformation

the rotating fields become ａ series of rotating components with different

amplitudes and frequencies.　A furヽthertヱヽansroxmationcan then be

－74 －
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made to the frame in which any one of these components is static.

Under these transformations, the static component becomes as follows:

･uP ( SP
Ｏ　・H3-( P゛1 )cu /y )・ (3.40)

where

　　　　　a5-(H^/2){j (a)(l ゛ｃ°ｓθ)'Ｊ－ｐ－2(゛){1 ' COS d j}･　　　(3・41)

a - YH. sin 0 /ω and p is an integer. positive negative or zero ，

specifying the rotating component selected.

　　　　1:gnoring the non-statio components (for zeroth-order approximation)

reduces the problem to that of ｎｏ７･i7･え1magnetic resonance in the usual

rotating frame, but now ｗitｈＨ８゛（ｐ゛1）ω/７　°dSj in place °ｆ

Ｈ１８’ ω|/￥1　andH11 in (3.2b)・giving as the total field in the new frame

鴛・［帆－（ｐ・1)w川２バ鰐）211/2.

While the excitation components in this frame are given as

罵ｘ’ｌぶｘｃ°８βCOS @い;）゛ｌぶｙｃ°ｓ.βsin e (t) -Mo^sinyS　・

罵ｙ’‾Ｍふｘ8111 e （t）゛ＭぶCOB R(t) ,

司;ｚｓＭふｘsinβｃ°s0(t)゛Ｍふｙ
sinβsin @ (t)゛ぺｚｃｏｓβ・

where

＠い）・ａ ｓｉｎωｔ＋（ｐ＋１）ωｔ

β- tan"-'-
鰐

H.- ( P゛1）゜J/ぎ　’

(3・42)

(3･43a)

(3・43b)

(3.43c)

(3・44a)

(3.44b)

　　　　　　1　　　　●　　　　　●　　　　　　｀and "ox ゛‘% and "Oz are excitation components in the laboratory frame.

which have been given in eqs.(2.22).　Substituting eqs.(3・42) and (3･43)
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into the :Bloch equation C2.15), we obtain the equations governing the motion

of three components of the magnetization in the oscillating-rotating frame

as follows;

響・弓可一女ｉ卜

ざ

(1t

ｄ司

-dt

．一ω

･ミ

ｐ
ｏ

士瓦，

畷一十河・士罵，

ヱip　。

'こ　　Ｚ

where

a5S 。 "S ｡

Using the relation

士瓦，

可　・司　＋ii; ，

0｡45a)

(3・45b)

C3.45C)

(5.46)

(3.47)

we obtain the following two equations which are equivalent to the three

differential eqiiations（3・45) in the forms

そ一一i叫可一千ｉい千(刄曙ｙ)，

響一一士i卜士私･

(3･48a)

(3.48b)

Equations (3*48) can be completely be solved and the steady state solutions

are given ａ８follows;

廻・－　　.j。、て一石　Ｍ;。ｓinβ
　゛　　1＋（a51; ゛ ）2　　Oz

゛十
・

2
J^(a) Z

fp.(n.i>.l)[M;^{c°ｓμ1(゛゛゛1)-1}

- 76－
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＋lりsinβ＋fi(ｎ＋I)＋1)}]sin(n+p+l) CO t

十F.（゛ｐ゛1）〔MOχ{ COSβ+ f (n+p+1))

　゛Ｍ;ｙ{1 ‘ sinβf (n゛ｐ゛l)Wo°s(n+p゛1)Wt

　(‘irF.(n-p-l)[M;^{l ゛ｃｏｓβf1(゛‘゛1)1

　゛4ｙ{f1(゛ｐ‾1)‘sinβ11 3in(n-p‘1)w t

　(‘1)71F^(n-p-l)[4ｘ{ｃ°ｓβ- f.(n-p-1)

　　゛4ｙ{1゛sin/3 f Cn-p-1))]co3(n-p‘l)cut '

可ｓ
１

ド11し

)２　
咆Siリ

　十十瓦Jj‘)Σ(+P^(n+p+l)fMQχ{cosβ+ f.(n+p+l)>

　　ふ4ｙ{1 ' sinβfi(゛｀ｐ゛1)1]‘sin(n゛I)゛l)a>t

＋Ｆ1 (゛ｐ゛1)1 ！ ＭＯχ{1 － ｃｏ８βf1(ｎ＋ｐ＋1)

　　ｉ ｌｏｙ{8111β゛f (n゛゛1)}]ｃ°s(n+p+l)CO t

　　！(-1)" Fiい1-p-l)[4χ( COSβ　- fi(n-p-l))

　　゛l‘ｏｙ{1＋８１ｎβfi(ｎ-・1)}] 8in(n-p-l)ωt

　　7(-1)11 P (n-p‘1バ“(;j1゛ｃ°８βf.(n-p‘1)}

　　iMoｙ{8111/9 “ f (n-p-1)}]ｃ°s(n-p-l)ωt'

Ｍ: ’
4ｚ

ｃ°８β

with

(3･49a)

(3・49b)

゛十
ｎ

乙

。J_ta)
sinβ[Ｇ(゛ｐ゛1){m' b叫ｐ゛1)゛V sin(n+p゛l)co t

゛G(n+p゛1){4- 4ｙ e(n+p゛1)ｌ　co8(n+p゛1)w ゛

゛G(n-p-l) { Mq^ g(n-゛1) - t-D" uふｙ1sin(n-゛l)to 1

゛G(n-p‘1)れ-if
4ｘ

' e(n°゛1)4ｙｌ　co3(n-゛l)co ゛ (3･49c)

-ｎ　-



F。(ｑ)
　　　　　　　　　●１

’１＋（ｑω！&５Ｓ）２ｔ２　’

f (q) - ( qcJ ！ a5 1;）で　’

G(q) =
１

１ 十（ｑωｔ）２　゛

g(q)・q a)で　，

(5.50a)

(3.50b)

り.50c）

り.50d)

where the upper and the lower signs refer 'to i ° + and －1 respectively･

When the transformation is made back to the laboratory ｆｒａ皿ｅthe components

of the magnetization are given as

M:＝（i: ｃｏｓβ＋笥ｓinβ　) COS Ｏ（t）一可sin 0tt),

可= ( M^ cos戸十可ｓin戸　）ｓin＠囚十叫ｃｏｓ＠（t），

咤＝一司sin/3　＋４: ｃｏｓβ・

(3・51a)

(3.5lt)

C3.51c)

3・4.2. The Case of the ｌ･ongitudinal Pumping

　　　　・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　１
　　　　Let us at first consider the longitxidinal p°ping case, i゛ｅ°゙ MOχ ’

　1　　　　　　　●　　　1
MOｙ’ Ｏ and ≪0z- MO° For this case, ｅq８‘（3‘49) become

M:－－て1 JJふｓinβ，

Ｍ;・７;〒ま戸７-Ｍ; sin β，

可・Mq cos /3・

0・52 a)

(3.521))

(3.52c)

By using eqs.(3≪6l), we can°btain the magnetization Mｚ along the ｐ°iping

lirfit beam as

1IP

　Ｚ
一二二TTI耳77　1･; sin2y3　。４ COSβ　・

－78 －
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Substituting ｅｑ.り･44) into eq.(3 53） ，略 becomes as

ぺ:べ１'
１・(７や=')2

ﾋ!
i
?ﾐ1‾

(p→･1 )co>2r2

For　θ．ﾌ乙/2 ｒad･ and ｐ一一1, eq.(3･54) 'become

゛・いｰ一一
ｓ　　　　　１＋（Ｔ貼 て）２゛(THで　）２

］ら

where

　　　　　　貼’J1（￥H1/c″）（４‘’1/７

Since we axe restricting the ｐ゛゜blem t° 1th^I≪ω　゛i°ｅ°・

　　　　　　J ( S Ｈ１/゛ ）゛(1/2)( y H /W ),

eq'(3≪55) 'become

l:・レー

14.　･(3･54)

(5.55)

(3.56)

(3･57)

(3.58)

!I!his expression clea:rly exhibits that the rotating rf field which is

rotating in the plane containing the static field K acts as ａ static

fictitious field E_ perpendicularly to the rotating plane and its magnitude

i8　aJ12/2ω‘

　3.4･3. The Case of the Transverse Ｐｕ皿ping

　　　　　Sincethe general expression of the magnetization for the transverse

　pimping has ａ very complicated form, we consider only the B.C. component

　of the magnetization for neaiヽzero field.　We ｃａｎ万〇btainthe following

　expression for　θ　・ﾌｔ/2 rad. and for the pumping of x-direction, by

　neglecting the higjier order Bessel function J (a) - 0, where ｎ” １゛2| ･ ･･･
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lエ＝Jg（今）卜77ﾔt7Tyワ“;ｃ°ｓ2β゛ｌふｓjJ12β], (5°69）

where

β・t飢
－1 　紹

‾可‾

乙Oｓ７（Ｈ:゛喘）
1/2

By using eqs.(3.56) and (3.57), e(i.(3･59) can be rewritten as

"x ° J02（
ω

1/・巾一石て万六瓦

(3.60a)

(3.6Ob)

伺
゛（ω1/2 “J ）‘(3.61)

　　　From eqs.(3.58), (5.61) and (3.12), we can see that the rotat:ing rf

field acts as ａ static fictitious field Hf °(I H12)/2ω　, which is

parallel to the rotating axis.　Fig.3-15 shows the configurations of the

static field Hｓ and the rotating rf field, and also shows the fictitious

field due to the rotating rf field.
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Ｘ
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Fig・ 3.15.】Fictitious field due to the rotating rf field

　　　　　　for various configuiヽatlon8.
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3.5.　Conclusion

　　　　Theeffects ０ｆthe transverse optical pumping in the presence of

rotating rf fields have been taken into account for the phenomenological

Bloch equation used by Bell et al.(l957)｡　　'I!henew type resonances which

appear in the unmodulated component ａ｡ndthe components modulated at (４Ｊ　and

2ω　in the transmitted liriit beam have been predicted" and verified

experimentally :in section 3.2･　　Quantitative characters of the observed

new type resonances agree with the theoretical calculations.　¶rhe new type

resonances are shifted and broadened a3 the intensity of the rf field

increases.

　　　　Wehave treated. the rf field E^ as ａ rotating rf field in the theory

tut used an oscillating (linearly) rf field in the experiments, so that

the rigorous comparison between the theory and the experimental results is

restricted within the condition that　ωくω１８ satisfied.　It should be noted
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1

that eq.(3.9) gives ａ comprehensive description for the behavior of the

ensemble of the optically pimped atoms without the restriction, if we U3e

ａ rotating rf field instead of the oscillating rf field.

　　　　¶I!heevolution of the magnetization of the paramagnetic particles in the

presence of the two rotating rf fields with frequencies　ωａ and　ωｂ has

been investigated in section 3-3.　It has been shown that the longi tudlnal

resonances OCCUlヽａtωO’ωａ゛ωb゛ 2ωａ‾　ωb゛ and 2ωｂ‾　ωａ゛ｅtｃ‘゛

and the transverse resonances occur at ω0- 0, 2ωla゛ 2ωlbl゛(4Jla!|ωb

゛dl !12((4Ja －ωlb)･etc.　¶rhe longitiidinal resonances at ω10゛ω/al゛ＱＪｌｂ

correspond to the ordinary magnetic resonance and those at QO°2ωａ'

　ａ‘)11)|゛2ωlb':oucorrespond to the multiple quantum transitions which are

due to three photon process.　　The transverse resonances at (4)O ’ O゛ 2aj ,

2(£)ｂcan be expected from ｏｕ:ｒprevious paper (¶rsukadaet a1. 1972), and

tｈ°８ｅ゙ t　4JO ° ωａ！ωb912(ａＪａ －　ω) etc・9 which oorresp°nd to the
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new type resonance for the case of the two rotating rf fields, have been

first shown‘by Tsukada, Yabuzaki and Ogawa (1973).　　We have also shown

that the transmitted light ｂｅａ！ｎpassed throvirfithe sample cell contains

the beat frequencies such as　ωａ‾ωb゛ 2(ωａ‾ωb)゛ωａ‾2ωｂ

and ２ω　－ω
　　　　ａ ｂ

etc.　Moreoveri it has been shown that the Hanle c＼irveis

broadened not only by the oscillating rf field but also ty the rotating rf　　・

field.　As the intensity of the rotating rf field i8 increased, the Eanle

ctirveshifts towards　ω10゛ω　and its peakｉ８decreased.　The peak of

the Hanle curveｉ８also remarkably decreases with the intensity of the

oscillating rf field, if the pumping light beam is perpendicular to 111£Uld

EO°

　　　In section 3.4, we have investigated the effects of misalignment of the

rotating rf field in the magnetic resonance by means of ａ theoretical

approach developed by Pegg and Series (1970).　The effects of the trans-

verse pumping appeared in the resultant eqiiationsり.49) are very complicated･

For weak static field, the rotating rf field is regarded as ａ static fictitious

field ≪f ° I H12/2ω’
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CHAPTER　4

EFFECTS OP ¶ffiETRANSVERSE PUMPING IN ？HE

　PRESENCE OF AN OSCILIよATING RP Ｆ工ELD

4｡ 1.　　Introduction

　　　　Inthe usual magnetic resona万万neeexperiments with optically pumped

atoms, the atoms are subjected to the static magnetic field ≪0 and the rf

field which is linearly oscillating, rather than rotating, in the plane

perpendicular　　to the static field Hq, together with the circularly

ｐｏ:Larlzedlight　beam which has two roles to create the magne tization in the

ensemble of atoms along the direction of the light team and to monitor the

variation of this component of the magne tization.　In common with these

experiments, the angular frequency of the rf field is set near the Zeeman

splitting　YH ｓｇＯβ≪0　ofthe ground state, where g^ is the atomic g-factor

andβIs Bohrm万agneton･ and it3 amplitude is, in general, weak

eno＼i^ not to sattirate the Zeemaji transitions.

　　　　？ｈｅinterest in the effects of the strong oscillating rf field on the

optically pｕ皿pedatoms has been increased.　工ｎ the case that the rf field

is oriented parallel to the field Hq ゛the par゛metric resonance takesplace

when the integral m＼iltipleof the angular frequency of the rf field coincides

with the Zeeman splitting.　Semiclassical (Aleksandrov et al. 1963, Favr6

and Geneux I964) and quantiJinmechanical treatments (Polonsky and Cohen-

Tannoudji 1965c) on the parametric resonance have been given, and demons trat-

ing experiments have been made by observing the modulation of the fluorescence

with cadmium vapor ゛id observing the absorption of the pumping lig*it beam

propagating perpendicularly to the field B with mercury vapor.　We show

the　theoretical analysis for the parametric resonance in Appendix Ｂ.

　　　　Onthe other hand, when the oscillating rf field is oriented perpen-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－83－



dicula】?1ｙ to the fieXd Hq and the integral miiltiple of its an^la:ｒ frequency

coincides with the Zeeman splitting, stiidies have teen made on the shifts

of the resonance frequency and the multiple quantum transitions ･tetween

Zeeman sublevels (Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche 1969a,t).　Recent interest

has been given to the effects of the strong rf field, whose frequency １８

nonresonant for the atomic transitions.　Cohen-!rannoudji and Haroche
(1969a,

b) have analyzed. this case by quantizing the rf field and by introducing ａ

new concept that the atom ｉ８ '‘dressed”by the rf photons.　　One of the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　4･　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　・　－
important effects of the "dressed. atom” is that the frequency of the precession

of the
Diagnetic moment around the field

Eq, and hence the g-factor of the

atom, is drastically modified by the rf photons, when the angular frequency

of the rf field is much ｈｌｉｇｈｌｅ゛tｈ゛nll‘IH10 (Cohen‘:Tannoudji and Haroche 1969b,

Haroche and Cohen-Tannoud 0i 1970)・

　　　　Recently, Pegg and Series (1970) have considered semiclassically the

case that the static magnetic field ≪0 has weak component Ｈｌ　perpendicular

to the oscillating rf field 111(t)ｓ E.,cos ωt゛ and the component Ｈ”parallel

to Ｅ１ ゛ｈ°semaぶ1it゛de is equal t° 11ω/r , irtiere n ° 09 11・ !29 °¨.

５ｅ theoretical results have been cheked partly by Chapman (1970) by

observing themodulation in the fluorescence of mercury vapor･

　　　　In the case that the pumping １１小t beam and the oscillating rf field

蓋i1
゛ith 311 angular frequency　ω　axe

perpendicTilar to the static field Eq,

the effects of the transverse pumping have been analyzed by using the density

matrix and Iteration method ( Cohen-Tannoudj i and Haroche 1967) and by use

of quant°1十mech゛nics (Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche 1969a).　Cohen:-:Taimoudji

and Ha:roche C1965,1967) have observed the new type of resonances in the

modulation of the transmitted lirfit beam十propagated throii^ the merctiry

vapor eind the resonan万ces have been named ”Haroche゛ｓresonance" ty Cohen-

!rannoudji (1968).　They concluded that these reso万nances appea：ｒin
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the vaxiou3 even harmonics ２ｐCO　， niiere ｐ Is an integer, of the transmitted

light ｂｅ°”1when Ｈ１０’ 2nlωIX , where n 181 an integer, for weak rf field and

shifted but not broadened as the intensity of the rf field is Increased.

They have also mentioned that their experimental results for the components

mod＼ilated at 2ω　　and ４ω　　show the satu:Σヽatloneffect in the resonance

intensity for large intensity of the rf field.　We Bhoir that the Uaroche

resonance is Btrongly power ■broadened and is seen to move towards low field

でｅｇｉonmore rapidly than their perturbation resiilts.　Sattiration effects in

their experiments appear to be consistent with our theoretical results,

but their presented data (Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche 1965) are not so many

eno＼u^ to allow ａ detail comparison.　Indeed, we have already shovm in

section3.2 that the Haroche like resonances for the rotating rf field are

not only shifted but also broadened as the intensity of the rf field 18

Increased｡

　　　　In section 4.2, we genera万lize the case treated by Pegs ａｌ１万dSeries (1970)

and Cohen-Taimoud ji and Harocbe (1966) to the situation that the static

magnetic field EO　Is oriented in an arbitrary direction with respect to the

oscillating field 1111｀:　　Inthat case the circula:rly polarized li帥t beam ｉ８

applied along the direction ｏｆＢ１'　We analyze the behavior of the optically

pumped atoms in these static and oscillating magnetic field, in terms of the

macroscopic magnetization.　In the classical theory, we can easily introduce

the effects of the rel万ｇ-７万ationprocess and of the pumping lirfit beam, and

can obtain the shapes of the line of the Hanle curve and the parametric

resonances, which take　place respectively ｈｔｔp:／/ｗｗｗ．￥　9 where

ｎ is an integer, when the magnetic field Hi is weak.　　We show that the

angiilar frequency of the l･armor precession of the magnetization around the

field Hj_　is drastically modified by the rf field when the Hanle effect or

the paramet工･ic resonance　occurs.　　This fact can be also obtained by the
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quantum mechaJiical treatment (Yabuzaki et al. 1972a)。

　　　　Inorder to verify the theory, we carry out the experiments with respect

to the ground state of cesium atoms, in which we observed the secular change

of the transmitted light intensity.　工ｎ addition, the effects of the non-

resonant oscillating rf field on optically pumped alkali vapor magnetometer

are investigated｡

　　　　Insection 4･3， we investigate the ■behaviorsof the magnetization under-

going the influences of both the transverse and the longitudinal pumping･

We study, by use of the theoretical approach recently developed by Pegg (1973a,

b), the case that the misaligned oscillating･rf field CEinbe regarded as ａ

perturbation. on the static field.　工t i8 shown for this case that two types

of resonances, i.e., the longitudinal and the transverse resonances, appear

simultaneously at integral multiples of the oscillating rf field f:requency･

Some experimental results are also shown.

4｡2.　Modification of the Atomic g-factor by the Oscillating HP Field

　　　　Inthis section, we deal ^ith the interaction ■between atoms in the ｇｌヽoiind

state and ａ relatively strong rf field.　Behavior of the optically pumped

atoms in the oscillating rf field 18 analyzed. classically in terms of the

macroscopic magnetization, in the case that the static十magnetic field has

components both parallel and perpendicular to the rf field.　The theory

predicts that the g-factor is modified. by the rf field when the Hanle effect

and. the ｐａ:rametric resonance take place ， and that the effect makes its

appearance in the variation of width and maxima of lines of the Hanle effect

and the parametric resonance.　The modification of the g-factor is also　，

derived by the qiiantum mechanical treatment.　¶Hie theoretical predictions are

quantitatively verified by the experiments with cesiTun vapor･
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4｡2.1. Theory

　(a) Phenomenologic al Description of Spin System

　　　The directions of the magnetic fields and of the pumping light beam are

shown in Ｆｉｇ･4.1.

H↓

H

４，

偕皆大匙

　　　LIGHT BEAM

　　　　　　Pig.　4.1.Illustration of the situation to be considered.

　　　　Fromeq.(2.15), we obtain the equations governing the motion of three

components of K as follows;

d M

ミ’゜

き

dt

’

jF‾ＭＸ゛十Ｍ;

’
ω1 Mｙ’

l皿

d H

瓦石‾゜
-

-で

where

１

- で

Ｍ　－（
ｙ ％ ＋ω,cos O) t)Ｍｚ＋胞ＭＸ ゛

Mｚ“‘（ω”゛ω1c°ｓωtJMｙ ゛

　　　ω”゜ｇＯβＨ。・ａ)』｡・gOβＨ１， ω1°gOβH1・

It is well known that the amount of the absorption of the circularly

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

(4.1c)

(4.2)

polarized li必t beam‘by atoms iｓ related to the component of the magne-

tization along the direction万〇ｆthe light beam.　¶rhen in this十case the

signal to 1)ｅobserved 1ｓ determined by the x-coraponent of W, i.e., M ,

８ｏthat we have to solve eqs.(4.l) for Ｍχ． It １８usual in analysis to

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　- 87 -



transform the variables M^, Ｍｙand Ｍｚto the component of U along the static

皿agnetic field, i.e‘1101n this case, and. two components rotating axound the

static magnetic field.　This trginsforma万tionhas actTially 'been used by

Hovikov et al.(1968). However, in order to eet approximate solution, the

restriction that　ω1ｓil1θ/ω≪1 is reqviireclin this transformation.

　　　　Inour treatment of the oscillating rf field it is very helpful to refer

the motion of the magne tlzati on, not to the fixed coordinate system of

the laborato:ry but to a coordinate system that rotates about Eq with the

１１°ｄ゛latedangular frequency (ω1/ω)sinωt, in which the oscillating l゛f

field is エ:eiiucedto zero (.Pegg and Series 1970).　工ｎ this frame, however,

the static magnetic field 110 in the laboratoｒｙ　£ｉａ皿eis no longer time-

independent.　¶Ihe field in the frequency modiilated.rotating fｒａ皿ｅｉ８the

sum of the various harmonics of　ω　of rotating rf field and become as

follows;

ir・Ｈ』.Σ

　　　　ｎ＝-くＸ3

Jｎ（（z‘）1/QJ）｛Jｚ’ｃｏｓｎωt + J ,sin n CO t＼
(4.3)

　　Considering the motion of the magne tizati on in the rotating frame, we think

of that the geometrical configuration of the magnetic fields and the

p^^mping lirfit beam is the case of the ordinary magnetic resonance with many

rotating rf fields.　When　ＤrＨ１/ω14 1 and cuS*｢７ are satisfied, it Is ａ

good approximati on to consider that only one of the rotating rf fields with

the angular frequency ｎCO　，affects the motion of the magnetization neax

ｆｈｔｔｐ:／/ｗwｗ．erefore,.the variation.of.the.transmitted.li幽t.intensity

i8.given.as.follows;

ら瓦
1 + ( CO + nω）２で２

£ｺﾞ・・１＋（町＋ｎ山゛ｊωｎ）２で2
゛[COj_J^(Ui 1/“J ）リ２

U.4)

where we have ｉｎｃ:Luded.the term ａωｎ゛yet to ｂｅ･detei･mined, to allow for
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possible resonance shifts due to higher order effects of the neglected

rotating components.

　　　　Sincewe are restricting the problem to l￥Hj≪u), it is sufficient to

consider only those effects derivable by second order perturbation theory

applied, for example, after incorporating the rotating components in ａ

Floquet matrix (Shirley 1965).　Elementary shifts due to each component

will therefore be added.　Each rotating fields component gives rise to

３ Bloch-Siegert type shift {i HIJjl(ω1/ “J ))^/2mco .　？ｈｅtotal shift

is thus

４ωｎ’

いr町.)2　μ

乞Jj（
２ω　　m=-oo
　　　　ｍキｎ

ω

-
ω ll

(4.5)

This expression is the same one ａ８that obtained by Allegrini and Arimond

(1971) and by Pegg (1972a).

When the variables　（よJ 1゛　ω　andωI are fixed, eq.(4･4) shows that

Mｘ as a fxmction of ％/iｓ expressed by the superposition of the Lorentzian

frnictions, the center of which is given by (xi^i= -n CO

of CO　satisfies the condition

ω ２今 吋 ＋（1/ｔ）2，

When the value

(4.6)

each Lorentzian function is well resolved.　Hereafter we consider the case

that　ω　　satisfies the above condition.

　　　　　Firstwe will consider the particular case that　Cら,. = 0, i.e. the off-

resonant rf field IL(t) whose anOTlax frequency ω　satisfies the condition

(4.6) is applied perpendicularly to the static magnetic field E・'　In this

case the secular component (○ｒ D.C. component ) of the magnetization along

the direction ｏｆ}{１becomes from ｅq°(4°4)I neglecting the terra　４ωｎ in ｅq‘

(4･4). as follows:
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mO ｓ
　χ ｛

　　　（1/ｔ）2　　　　，

LLJO（゛1/゛）12 ゛（1ノフ）2　１0

(4･7)

　　　In the absence of H,・ ｅqべ4°7) gives rise to the usual Hanle effect

which can be obtained by sweeping Ｒよaround the value of zero.　We can see

from eq.(4.7) that the broadening of the Hanle ciirve　due to the field H・

is drastically modified by the rf field H,, which leads to the concept that

the angular frequeｎｃｙof the Larmor precession ゛゛ｏ゛゛ｄＨｊ.is modified by H1°

In general it may be expected that the medium in the relatively strong rf

field ｉ８ no more isotropic, and　hence the g-factor perpendicular to the field

H,, i°ｅ' g is modified as follows;

ｇ１ ’gO JO（c4）1/ ゜j ）
(4.8)

Equation (4≫8) is exactly the same as the result obtained by Cohen-¶!annoudji

and Haxoche (1966) who have anallzed by quantizing the rf field, and by

Pegg and Series (1970).　However。in their analysis, the disorientation

process due to the thermal relaxation and the p＼iinpingli^t beam was neglected

so that the condition to obtain the eq.(4≫8) was that ω斗ωu instead of the

ineqiiality (4-6)。

　　　Ｏ t゙he other万hand
i bｙ

varing ωin the vicinity of 一犬ω，－２ω|，‥・，

eq.(4'4) gives rise to the effects of the parametric resonances.　The

minim'um of《for the n-th resonance　are given by　　　　　　　　犬

　　　　　　ｌ:,inin°
％.Jn（゜J:/

:

）22 （゙1/７）2Mふ’

and its half width 心n is given by

　　　　　　　ぐ= (1/で）２パω」.Jn（“J1/c4J）｝2.

(4.9)

(4.10)

Generally the parametric resonance is characterized by the absence of
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the broadening due to the rf field, but in ｏｕでcase the width of the　n-th

resonance depends on the amplitude of H1‘ This is due to the　existence-of

the weak magnetic field Hj^ perpendicular to the field H°　¶rhen in the

extreme case that （4）が1ぞ１Ｊｎ（“）1/c4J）1・ｅｑ‘（4°9)gives the p＼ireeffect of the

parametric resonance｡

　　　　Consequently, ｗｈｅｎ烏iｓ in the region where l叫,＋ｎω1≪　1/で　＋ω１，

we are again led to the new concept that the angular frequency of the prece-

sslon aroimd the field Hj_　is modified, i°ｅ’らbecomes

　　　g_L = gQ Ｊｎ（（4JI/“J）’

工t should be noted that am essential difference exists between the

(4.11)

modificatio・S of g．　represented by eqs.(4.8) and (4.II)゜１ｎ each other. Namely

in eq.
(4.8) the

smgular frequencyω１１８ nonresonant.but in eq.(4.1l) the inte-

gral multiple of cO is resonant to the static field H , approximately to ｈｔtp://wｗｗ．ｎ.we.set.00//l

to the center of the n-th resonance,
and sweep　ω||・1　9

we can get the Lorentzian curve which ｉ８ analogous to the Hanle curve repire-

sented by eq.(4.7).　¶rhe half width for the n-th resonance is given by

ぜｓ｛でJn（c4）1/c奥Ｊ）F1 (4.12)

(b) QiiantumMechanical !I!reatmentof the Modification of g-Pactor

　　　Modification of the value of Sj.due to the rf field, which is represented

by eq.(4.1l), can be also obtained by the quantum mechanical treatment, 1n

which the rf field is quantized.　Here we analyze along the line of the theory

bｙCohen-Tannoudji and Haroche (1969b), who have treated the case E
゜O‘

We neglect the thermal relaxation process and assume that the total electronic

angular momentumＪin the ground state of an ator･li8 1/2 and then the ground

state consists of the two Zeeman substates Ｉ十〉andl－〉If the effect of

the pumping light is neglected, the total Hajniltonianof the system can be

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-91 -



v/ritten as

　　　　ダωｊ．Ｊｚ ゛ ω／／Ｊχ゙ωｊｓ゛AJ^( a゛ｊ）９

where Ｊ　and J are the components of the angular momentum of an atom

(4.1う)

　　　　χ　　　　Ｚ

along the ｘ and ｚ axes respectively, and ａ十and ａ are the creation and.

annihilation operators of the rf photon ωThe first and second terms on

the right hand of eq.(4.13) represent the magnetic dipole coupling with static

magnetic fields Hi and. Hy.,,re3pectively.　｢Eie first term has eigenstates t十〉ｚ

゛dl l－〉zwith ｅigenva]↓ues :!:1/2ω・,
and the second term has eigenstates l＋〉:χ

゛dlト:4l with eigenvalues ！ 1/2 1Q｡)lyzl
｡　|｢Ihe third term is the Harailtonian of

the rf field only、 the eigenstate being represented hy ln〉9 where ｎ is the

nxunter of the rf photons. The last term represents the interaction between

the atoms and rf photons、 λbeing the coupling coefficient which is given

by Cohen-Tannoudj i and Haroche (1969a) as

λ＝
　ωλ＿

２√Ｔ

(4.14)

　　　　－where Ｎ is the average nvimber of the rf photons.

　　　In eq.(4.15), the second term is considered to he ａ ｓTｕユ1pertTirtation,

thus we adopt the perturbation theory.　Equation (4.15) can then be written

as follows;

where

允＝発Ｏ＋呪LJｚ・

侭Ｏ°ω々ＪＸ＋ωａ＋ａ十入J ( a十ａ＋）゛

(4.15)

(4.16)

‘I’ｈｅeigenstates飢ｄ eigenvalues of　尤Ｏ have already been obtained (Polonsky

et a1. 1965) and given by

　　　麗ｏト｀〉ｘlii.,J〉゜(CO″/2 4’ｊ“）一入2/4 °J ) ＼^>J＼> ’ (4.17a)
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with

記ol’）゛（〉’（゛ω″/2゛Ｊω“λ2/4ω）1-〉�〉，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　χ　－

　　　1私）゜:D（iλ/ω)ln〉・

where Ｄ（!λ/ω）iｓ the displacement operator (Glauber 1963).

(4.17b)

(4.18)

　　　　Equations(4.17) indicate that the eigenstates l＋リりaiid|->^ 1り

have the ｓla万jneenergy, when the condition (n - n )CO　＝aJI//l　issatisfied.

¶Phisi8 the condition for which the parametric resonance takes place. This

degeneracy is removed ty the perturbationωよJｚ°

　　　　Theeffects of the perturbation of　ＣＡ!LJｚ can be obtainad by finding

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－the matrix element in the base ｏｆｌ！41％〉・ｉ・ｅ．eigenstates of 兇ｏ･
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－
¶rhematrix element Is

xぐ‘I〈りω,J
l
心卜〉ｚ＝ω1.〈り硲χ＜＋IJｚl-〉χ

For the large value of n, the matrix element〈礼|に〉　is given fey

(4.19)

Ｊｎ－ｎ．（ω１／ω). The mat゛ix
^<HJ,|->,　c゛

be diagonalized by ３ rotation

of the coordinate system of　フこ/２about Oy, then we have new energies

:!:(1/2)ω．Jn-nl（ω1/ａ.））.　Consequently, if we measure the g-factor in

the direction of the ｚ axis, ｇ⊥

ｅｑ．(４．;Ｌ２)．

Is predicted to modified as represented by

4.4.2. Experiments and Discussion

　　　工ｎthe experiment, the situation is slightly different from that dis-

cussed in the theory; the atoms are subjected to the rf field h (t)ヽrotating

in the Y-Z plane with the amplitude h and the angula:r frequency Ｑ ，in

addition to the static magnetic field ≪s and the oscillating rf field E1(t)

which are oriented.in the ｘ axis, as shown in Pig.4.2(a).　Thus in the

present case ，the coordinate system rotating about ｘ axis synchronously to

－93 －
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Pig. 4.2. Directions of magnetic fields and pumping 11小t

　　　　　　　beam in the laboratory ｃｏｏ:lヽdinatesystem u)

　　　　　　　£Lndin the coordinate system rotating synchro-

　　　　　　　nously to the rf field h(t)(b).
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the field h(t) becomes important.　As shown in Pig.4.2(b), in the rotating

coordinate system, the static magnetic field i8 the effective fie1(111e゛and

its components pairallel and perpendicular to the direction of E,(t) can be

varied independently.　　Thus the rotating coordinate system is equivalent

to the situation discussed in the theory by conaidering that

≪0 °Ｅｅ゛Ｈ,ゲ゜Ｈｓ ’　Ｑ
／ｇＯβ　, H.

゜
ｈ (4.20)

Since the direction of observation, i.e. the direction of the pumping lirfit

beam, is kept unchanged ｂｙthe rotation of coordinate system, it resiilt3 that

the change ｉｎ《(O)tｏ be observed in the present experiment gives the change

ｉｎ《(O) derived in the theory｡

　　　　Theoptical system consists of an electrodeless rf cesium lamp, ａ

circular polarizer, an absorption cell containing cesium vapor, and ａ solar

cell.。

　　　　Resonanceradiation from the cesiiim lamp propagating in the ｘ direction

was passed through ａ circular polarizer, and was focussed by ａ quartz lens

onto an absorption cell which was situated at　the center of the Helmholtz

coils to produce the static magnetic field Eｓl゛　¶rhemagnitude of the field

II8 was abo゛t O°5 gauss‘　The sylind.゛icalabsorption cell with coated walls

has diameter of ５ｌcm and length of ５ｌcm, and contained the saturated ceBii皿

vapor at the temperatuiヽｅof about 30*G° The rf fields h(t) and B,(t) were

provided bｙ the rf coils of 10 cm in diameter wound aroiind the absorption cell.

¶rheli^t beam transmitted through the absorption cell was focussed onto the

solar cell in order to detect the secular or D.G. change in the χ component

of　the magnetization M.　　In the following experimemt, we set the frequencies

　ａ /2ｔ　゛ld ω/2 71;　to 17 5 KHz 8n[1 3 KHz, respectively｡

　　　　]:ｎorder to demonstrate the Hanle effect and. the parametric resonance

in　the rotating coordinate, the magnetic field肛ｓ

- 95 -

was swept through the



resonance of at out 0.５ gauss and the output of the solar cell iras amplified

by a D.C. amplifier and. displayed on the χ一犬Yrecorder, as a function of Ｈｌｓ:゜

'She typical recorder traces in the case that the amplitude ｈ ｉ８ set about

ｏ゛:2milligaus ｓ are shown in Fig°4゛:51゛wher万ｅ the ゛7”万plitudeH11 is ７８ぶled 3万ｓ万゛

parameter。

　　　工ｔ is noted that these recorder traces give the variation of the quantity

4 1^ = Mq(1 - J^), which is represented in eｑ.(4.4)，dｕｅto the field

amplitude ｈ.　In Fig.4.3. we can see that two resonance lines appear when｡

Ｈｓis swept near (Ｑ゛11ω)/gOβ, where ｎ is zero or an integer. ¶rhe

appearance of the two ^resonance lines is due to the fact that the rf field

li(t) is not circular:1-y polarized but elliptically polarized, so that the

resonances of two hyperfine levels, Ｆ＝4 and 3， in the ground state of the

cesium atom are induced.　In the following discussion, we will give ａ

particular attention to the larger line which is due to the resonance of the

ＦＩ＝:４．　　工ｎPig. 4･うI, we can see that the width of each resona！ice line is al-

most independent of the amplitude H1゛ This feature can easily he explained.

ty the theory, by assuming ω1.く1/ｔ　in eq.(4.10).　This assumption is

valid in this case, since　ω,/2 7i:　is about 70 Hz and the value of 1/2 Zて

estimated from the ｗi[ith of the resonance]Line is about 120 Hz.

　　　Prom ecL.(4.10), it is expected that the width of each resonance line is

broad゜ed ty the ｌ゛ffield H,(t) for the １゛万ge７゛:L゛eof UJj.. a?his can te

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ゝseen in Fig.4.4, which shows the recorder traces in the case ｈ２３.4 milli-

gauss, i.e. u>j_~10/で　｡

　　　？ｈｅvariation of the maximum of the n-th resonance line due to the

amplitude H. was automatically obtained by setting the value ｏｆＨｓtｏ the

center of the n-th resonance, i‘ｅ' (Ｑ゛゛ω|)/gOIβ　and sweeping the ａｍ万pli-

tude H- from the value of zero. ｢I!heline appearing at Ｈｓ° Ｑ /gOβ　is

not due to the resonance, but to the Hanle effect in the　rotating coordinate

and we will call it zeroth resonance｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－96－'
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Pig. 4･ 3. Recorder traces showing the Hanle effect and

　　　　　parametric resonances in the case ｈ２０．2 milll-

gauss ?he static magnetic field Hｓis swept

nｅａ:ｒＯ‘５gauss and the °mplitude ≪1 of the rf

field IL(t) is varied as a par°imeter. Ａ num-

her written in each trace gives the value of

Ｈ１;Hl ｓ ｍ°iber X 1°9 milliga＼iss‘
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Fig. 4.4. Recorder traceB showing the Hanle effect and para皿etric

　　　　　　　resonances in the case ｈ２ ３・4 mllligauss.　　Ａ nximber

　　　　　　　written in each trace gives the value °ｆＨ１；

　　　　　　　Ｈ１° nvunber ｘ １°9 milligauss.
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　　　Typical results for zeroth, first and second resonances are shown in

Fig.4. 5.　Although the drifts of the base lines exist in these recorder

traces, we ｃａ:ｎconfirm that these experimental results ａｇヽeewith the

theory given ty eq.(4-9)｡

　　　Recent demonstrating experiment ( Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche 1969b)

on the modification of the g-factor due to the nonresonant rf field has

■beencarried out by measuring the width of the Hanle curve, which 18 deter-

mined by the quantity ｇ１βH^.-r　asshown in ｅqべ4.7).　In order to obtain

experimentally the similar Hanle ciirve in the rotating coordinate, based on

the relations (4.20), we set Ｈｓ　tothe zeroth resonance, ｉｌｅ°to　Ｑ /gOβ'

and varied the value of ｈ near zero.　¶I!he variation of the maximum of the

zeroth resonance is shown in Pig.4.6(a), where the amplitude H1 1ｓvaried

as ａ parameter.　？he･ vertical axis in this figure is drawn dovmv7ard, since

the increase of the maxinnim of the zeroth resonance corresponds to the de-

crease ｏｆ峻(Ｏ)．　Pigui!e 4.6(a) shows apparently the variation of the width

of the Hanle ciirve due to Ｈ１１and this variation is the ｓ°万゛ｅas that of　心o)

due to　ω1 in eq.(4.12)゜　As the result, we can confirm experimentally

that the value of g, is modified as seen in eq.(4.8).

The similar expeエ^imentawere carried out by setting Ｈｓto the first and

second resonances.　The results are shown in Pig.4.6(b) and (c).　We see

that the shape of the curves in Pig.4.6(b) and (c) are quite analogous to

that of the Han万１ｅcurves shown :in Pig. 4. 6[a.), and the widths also vary

considerably with the field 万２‘”1万plitudeH11°:　　The variation of the widths of

the ｃ゛rves in Ｆｉｇ°4°6(b) and (c) due to Ｈｌ shows ３ good agreement with that

of　　屯（1）゜d　心2）ｈｅ t° （^jlin eq.(4.l2),
and then it can be said

that the value of ｇＬＬｂｅＣｏｍｅＳ％J1（（゛1/C4.）万）゛dl％J2（“）万ＪｉＯ万)
when　　（ら|゜:（４Ｊ

and　％゜２ω９ respectively.　In this way the varidity of eq.(4.1l) can

be proved experimentally･
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Pig.　4. 5.　Level crossing experiment as ａ function ｏｆＨ１°

　　　　　　　　Recordertraces･ showing the variation of the maxima

　　　　　　　　ofthe zeroth resonance (a), the first resonance （b），

;九大　　　　　　and.the second resonance (c) due to the °jnpll七udeH11°

　　　　　　　　Theamplitude h is about l milligaiiss, l,e.ωi/27L =

　　　　　　　　350Hｚ●
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Ｆｉｇ・4.6. (a). Variation of the maximum of the zeroth reBonance

　　　　　　　　　　due to the amplitude ｈ with a parameter of the

　　　　　　　　　　amplitude H11‘　Ａ number written by each curve

　　　　　　　　　　gives the value of Ｈ１１ｎthe unit of 1・9 milllgau83.
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Fig. 4.6. (b). Sane as for Pig.4. 6(a), but for the maximum

　　　　　　　　of the first resonance.
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Pig. 4.7.　Level crossing ciirves ａ８ a f＼mction of Ｈｌ for various

　　　　　　　　values of ｈ.　Recorder traces showing the variation

　　　　　　　　of the majcimvun of the zeroth resonance due to the

　　　　　　　　amplitude H,. The amplitude ｈ １８ varied as a param-

　　　　　　　　eter; (a), (b), (c) and (d) are the cases that ｈ ・ 0.7

　　　　　　　　mllllgauss, 2.0 mllligauss, 6.2 milllgauss and 18.2

　　　　　　　　milligaiiss, respectively・
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　　　¶rhe theory shows that the modification of ｇ　occurs when the condition

(4.6) is satisfied.　Then it might be worthwhile to consider the condition

(4.6) from the experimental point of view.　Figure 4.7 shows the recorder

traces representing the maximijm of the zeroth resonance as a fimction of the

amplitude H., while the amplitude h, i.e. Hj^　9 is varied as ａ parameter.

In Pig.4.7, (a),(b), (c) and (d) are the cases　ω１/2ﾌ!:i;240 Hz, 720 Hz,

2160 Hz and 6480 Hz, respectively.　Since the values of　ω/2冗　and 1/27乙ｔ

are respectively ３ KHz and 120 Hz in these cases, it can be said that (a) is

the case that the condition (4≪6) is satisfied and the case (d) is entirely

out of the condition.　In -this figure ，we can see that the maximum of the

zeroth resonance in the case (a) is exactly expressed by the quantity ｊ Ｍ:.

For the larger values of　ω,, the maximum does not fall to zero even when

the ｖ°lue of ＪＯ(ω1/ω) becomes zeroタas seen in Ｆｉｇ°4.4(c) and (d), and

then it can be no more expressed by ４Ｍ:. This fact may be imderstood bｙ

considering the effects of the other resonance lines expressed by　ｊＭ；

with ｎ k 0.　Since these lilies are broadened by the field Hl　as seen in

Fig.4.4, the effects of the slopes of these lines on the zeroth resonance

increase with the value of　ωｔ.　As the results, the msLximum of the zeroth

resonance becomes independent of the amplitude h for the large values of UJj_.

Thiｓ fa t ″゛ｙimply tｈ３七the ７゛１゛ｅof gj_ cannot be expressed by eq.U-11),

but is expected to be ｇｏ for large value of　ωよ゜

4.2・3. Frequency Shift due to the Nonresonant RF Field

　　　We deal with the shift of the output frequency of the optically pumped

alkali vapor magnetometer due to the nonresonant rf field, whose direction

is arbitraxy with respect to the static magnetic field to be measured.

工t has been known ･that the magnetometer does not respond to the rf field with

the frequ万ｅｎｃ万ｙmuch ｈｉ幽leｒthan the inverse of the relaxation time of the

alkali vapor, and hence the influence of such rf field has not been considered
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yet.　Recently, I・andreet a1. (1970) have shown that the atomic g-factor is

severely modified. by the s trong rf field when the angular frequency of this

field is 皿ｃｈhigher than the Zeeman splitting of the atom.　However, when

we study the shift of the optically十pumped alkali vapor ゛万agnetometerq＼iantita-

tively, their results cannot directly he applied to ｏｕ:ｒcase, since they have

treated the special case that the oscillating nonresonant rf field is oriented.

perpendicular to the static magnetic field｡

　　　In previous section, ｗｅ万ａ万nalyzedthe tehavior of the optically pumped

atoms in the nonresonant rf field in terms of the macroscopic magnetization.

When the oscillating nonresonant rf field H,(t)゛ith ttie　angularｆ゛ｅ(i゛encyω

and a circularly polarized pumping lighｻt heam axe oriented in the same axis

(X ax万is)and the static magnetic field ％i8 oriented in an axbitrary direction!

the seciilar component of the raagnetization along the χ axis can be written as

lχ（0）＝

　　　　（　goβＲ⊥）2　＋･（1/ｔ）2･

gOβljjJO（TOII1/“. ）゙2゛（gOβ町）2＋（1/７）2

if the condition　ω2

Mq . (4.21)

ｓ（gOβHO）2゛（1/７）2　is satisfied.　In eq.(4.21),

"o i8 the equilibriTun magnetization when the fields Hq and Bl are absent,

　≪0ｆｔ　ｔliegyTom万゛‘gneticratio of the ground state of the atom,てl　the　relax-

ation time incltiding the optical pumping time. 1111the 万amplitude of the field

H1(t)‘　Comparing eq.(4°21) and M (.0) in the case that R11 °:ｏ．゙ ｅｃ°-”万

expect

where

g１βsinθ）2゛（りβｃ°ｓθ）2　・

gｚ!゚ 啄Ｏ ’ｇ１ ° gOJO（（゛1/c4））・e － tａｎ‾1（町／Ｈよ）

(4.22)

(4.23)

From eqs.(4.22) and (4.23), it can be said that the medliom irradiated by the

strong nonresonant rf field is nomore isotropic, and the ｇｙ:Σヽoma^eticratio
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Fig･ 4.8. !Phe output frequency of the magnetometer as a function of the

　　　　　　　amplitude Ｈ１１of the nonresonant rf field.　The frequency

　　　　　　　ω/2 7tﾆ'ｌ　ofthe field H1 18 varied as a para万meter.　The solid

　　　　　　　lines are the theoretical curves calcxilated from eq.(4.26), and

　　　　　　　two circles Indicate the values which are used to determine

　　　　　　　the absolute values ｏｆＨ１'
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becomes ａ tensorial quantity.　　¶rheoutput frequency of the magnetometer is

given ty the quantity geβHq/2X, since it gives rise to the Zeeman splitting

of the atom in the nonresonant rf field.　When gQβH1≪ω　, the shift　ｊω0

of the output frequency is given ty

△ωO/（＾）02j ’（gOβも.ｓil1θ/2ω）2. (4.24)

　　　　Inｏ:rder to verify the theoretical prediction, we carried out the

experiment with ａ self-oscillating magnetometer with cesium vapor.　　!The static

magnetic field ≪0 was fixed to ａｂｏ゛t0.06 gaviss and Q was　chosen about 450‘

¶rhe output frequency of the magnetometer as a fTinotion of the amplitude Ｈ１１is

sh.own.in Fig°4°89 where the frequency　ω/27乙of the fie1(1H1(t)iｓ vaxied as

a parameter.　In this figure, we can see that the shift obtained agrees

approximately with eq.(4.24).　　The discrepa万Jicy between the theory and the

experimental results for the large value of Hl is due to the direct coupling

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●

between the field H-(t)゜ｄ the photodetector circuit in the magneto°ｅtｅ゛･

　　　　工ｎgeneral, we can eas Uy obtain the anisotropy of the atomic g-factor

for the case that CUj,= n a; . Ateえろ/＝n (Ji ， the gyromagnetic ratio ４

　ｎ

Ｓｆｌ　゛ｇo COS θ　゛Jn2（（^J1/c4J）８1112 a (4.25)

here we assumed that the additional small magnetic field makes an anffle θ

with respect to the oscillating rf field andω”.

4.3.　Mixtiire of the Longitudinal Resonance and the !Pransverse Resonance

　　　By means of ａ theoretical approach recently developed by Pegg and Series

(1970), the consequences of misalignment of an oscillating rf field in optical-rf

double resonances are investigated.　Effects of both the longitudinal pumping

and ■Onetransverse pumping are considered. We show that the ordinary or
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multiple quantum resonanees and the transverse resonances appear at integral

multiples of the oscillating rf field frequency simultaneously.　　It is also

shown that there is no essential difference between the parametric resonance

and the Haroche resonance, namely the transverse resonance becomes the

parametric resonance for misalign皿ent十angleθ|一犬90°and becomes the Hart〕che

resonance for　θ＝O°.

4.3.1.「rheory

　　　　Westudy the behavior of the magnetization Ｍ of spin 1/2 atom in the

field

Ｅ　’ H,COS Q cosωｔｉ゛( H, sin 0 cosωｔ゛Hq )k , (4.26)

by use of Bloch equation talcinginto account the effects of both the longi-

tudinal pimping and the transverse pump:inff.　Equation (4.26) can be rewritten

as

　　　Ｅ°(l/2)H,cos 9 (cos ui t 1 ゛ sin“J t j ）゛(cos w t i ゛ sinωtj）

+ ( H^sin 0 cosωt + H )|c (4.27)

!rhis is the sum of ａ rotating, ａ counter-rotating, an oscillating and ａ static

component.　We consider the case of lｙＨｌｃｏｓ∂1≪ω, which is the necessary

condition for the application of the ｐｒｏｃｅ（1ｕｒｅof Pegs and Series (1970,1973)

¶rhis procedure involves the transformation to a reference frame in which the

oscillating component vanishes.　The magnetic field in the reference frame ，

which rotates with angular frequency　as inωt＋（ｐ＋’1）ωt about ｚ axis,

where ｐ Is any integer, positive, negative or zero, specifying the rotating

component selected, and ａ°２ω１sin 8 /ω　, becomes

E・｛ωo/７ -(p + 1 )ω/刈ｋ

　　゛ω１ｃｏｓθ/2可ｉ co8(-asin “J t “ p CO t）゛j sin(-asin a; t
’
ｐωt）｝

　　゛ω,cos 6 /2吋ｉ cos[-a sinωt－（ｐ＋2）ωt］
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　　　　　　　　　　　　＋ｊ sin[- a ａｉｎωt - (p + 2)ωｔ］｝，　　　　(4.28)

where　ω１°■jfH, and　ωＯ ’ｒＨＯ゛　The last two terms can be Fourier

analyzed in terms of Sessel fitnctions as

－
ωｐ° E　((^J1/2)IJm(ａ)＋Jm-2(ａ)ｌ COS 0

　　　刈cos(-p －ｍ)ωt i + sin(-p - m)ω11},　　(4-29)

and. the static component is

i;
SO）－りSO）゜（（’JI/2）｛J一戸｝‘゛｀≒-2（８）うCOS o

Ignoring the non-static component, the Bloch eqTiation in this frame is

given as follows;

where

賃“:iｙ一垂ち・｛-‰，

詐゜-M士iｙ゛士ioｙ
，

賃”’4F
iｚ十寺ioｚ　゛

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2　1/2

X°[(c゛O ゛ い)゛１)“)い゛p]　，

(4･30)

(4･51a)

(4.311);

(4.31c)

(4-32)

一　　－　　　　　－ilOXI％ｙ andM are the orientation parameters in the reference frame:

　　　　　^Ox ’ Mq cos y8 cos{ a sin CO t + ( p + 1 ) a≫ｔ）

　　　　　　　　＋ＭＯｙｃｏｓβｓｉｎ｛ａｓｉｎωｔ十( p + 1 )tO t>

　　　“MOｚｓinβ9

10ｙ °’ MOｘｓill｛８sinωt゛（ｐ゛1）ωt｝
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with

　　　＋ＭＯｙｃｏｓ｛ａ ｓｉｎωｔ十（ｐ゛１）ωｔＦ゛

ｉｏｚ ° ＭＯｘｓｉｌｌβCOS f a sin CO t + ( P -V･１）ωｔ｝

　　　十Mq sinyS sin{ a ８ｉｎω七十（ｐ＋１）ωｔ｝

　　　＋ＭＯｚｃｏ８β　９

β・tain

Using the relation

－1
　　　　７-（Ｏ）

ωＯ“し）゛1 )a;

町゜iｘ十i＼　゛

(4.33b)

(4.53o)

(4･う4)

(4･35)

we obtain the eqiiation which is equivalent to the diffrential eqtiations

(4･3 la) and (4・31b)，

婆

゜― i X fi - U゛jﾖ‾（iOX ゛ i ％ｙ）‘ (4･36)

!Hie equations (4･31c) and (4･36) are linear differential equations, and

they admit exact solutions

iｚ ’ ｅ゛:p（’‘を）Ｊ

ｔ

　士*0z exp(十) t dt ・
－∞

i・ ’ exp(- iX -十）丿l士（iOバ1 % ）

　　exp( i X + ■― )t dt.

Using the well-known relati ons

and

sln( a sinωt゛ｐωt）’Σ　J (a) sin( n゛ｐ）゜it

cos( a sin (V ｔ + p CO t )゜　Σ　J (a) C03( n + p )w t,

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｎ＝一吹）
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the solutions of the equations (4.37a) and (4･57b) can be obtained and the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　一　　　　　一final expressions ｏｆＭＸＭ゙ｙ ajidＭｚｂｅｃｏｍｅｓas follows;

＋

ＣＯＳβ－１

t二ji‾ﾅｱ?７μ“o， “ 10ｙ(゜C‘J゙ ｌ)司

{“ｏ,ご“Oｙ(－ｍＱｊ　＋Ｘ)吋ｌ　COS mcu t

ｃｏｓβ　＋1

匹{吐(ω　＋Ｘ)ｔ}

　　゛１
-,･（ｍω　－χ）２ｔ２　ｔ“Oy

一丁ニj≒こー (4.39a)

－
Ｍｙ°

十

ｍ

ＬＪ
°p-1(８)

[

‾1

ﾃﾞﾐ1ﾓl

]2'こ2{“o7
“゙o夕1“J ゛幻

＋

゛十
ｍ

瓦Ｊ
°-ｐ'1(８)

[

1

ﾃﾞE2 1;]2ｔ2{“03c‾“07(11？
Ｉ゙)司

cｏｓβ－;L

　　　　　　　　　　　一一一一一一一一’
１十（mc4.1－Ｘ）2で２

{ＭＯＸ‾MOｙ(ll“J ‘ X)T)j sin II｀ωt

＋ てﾆﾌﾟｱ7F-“Oｚｓiり・

゛乙　Ｊｍ
　m=-oo

十≪0z COS Q

(4.39t))

（10ｘ ’ “゙J 7 v) COS mco t

(MOｙ ゛ mtot ＭＯＸ)} sin ｍＱ)t

(4.39c)

　　It is well known that the variation of the absorption of the li^t beam

ty atoms is proportional to the component of the magnetic moment along the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－110 －
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light beam, Ｍｎ’ In general, Ｍｎis given 8ｓ

　　　　　　　　－　－　　　－　－　　　－　－　　　　－１
　　　　Ｍｎ’（ＭＸ "ox 十ＭｙV 十Ｍｚ^Oz

）MO　　゛

with

M02
° M

2
゛ u

2
゛ ≫o/ °

≫o/
十jj

2十％ｚ２

(4.40)

(4.41)

Substituting equations （4･33) and equations (4.59) into eqiiation （4・40), the

magnetic moment along the light ｂｅ９万ｍin the labora万tory fｒａ万me,U , can be

obtained, but we are interested in only the unmodixlated component Ｍぶ0) in

Ｍｎ.Ａｆtｅｒ some tedious treatments, we obtain M^(0) in the form

嘔o)゜＋，LJこ1(８){三三≒}に1

＋

(cosβ－1）2

゛Ｊ-ｐ-1(幻

2 sinβ

２（Ｘで）281nβｃｏｓβ

　　1 + ( Xで　）２

+卜ててて右77- sinβ　+ COS /91

}･--‥｀
宍J｀・2

．Ｊ遮む

　　皿0

‾ｉて‾　． (4.42)

It　contains two types of resonance fxinctions.　One of them is the fiinction

ｍω＋χ contained 1n the denominators of the first term in the rifijit side
　　－

and the other is the function ｘ contained in the denominators of the second

and　the third tｅ:nns>･　If we set M_ ’ % °Ｏ and ≪0z ’≪0' i.e., for the

longitudinal pumping, equation (4≪42) becomes

　咤（o）＝ITｺﾞ謡ﾌｰＪβ　＋ｃｏｓりト≪0 ・

This can be rewritten ty using equations （4･32) and (4･34) as

哩（o）－
　　　　1＋｛ωoバp + 1)叫２ｔ２

１＋（べ0゛）2＋卜）ｏ－（ｐ＋１）叫2ｔ2“０

　　　　　　　　　- Ill －

(4.43)

(4.44)
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Fig. 4.9. ＥＸＩ･erimentalrecordings for the mixture of the longitudinal

　　　　　resonance and the transverse resonsuice.　勘cpez･imental

　　　　　condition:　ω/2冗　，５ KHz.　!rhe value written ty each

　　　　　trace gives the relative intensity of H1゛
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This equation expresses that the resonances occur at ω0 = ( P+ 1 )ω．

These resonances correspond to the ordinary or the multiple quantum resonances,

caused by the misalignment of the oscillating rf field. Usual multiple

quantum resonances induced ｂｙan oscillating rf field, perpendicularly to

the static magnetic field, occ＼ir only at ％＝（２ｐ＋1）ａＪ ． ０ｎthe

other hand, if we set ＭＯｚ°Ｏ and ＭＯＸ２十MOｙ2 °ＭＯ i゙°ｅ° f゙or the transverse

pumping, eq,tiation (4≪42) becomes

咤(0)゜十。瓦Jﾑｰ1(ﾊﾞｺﾞﾌoE1余)シゼ

＋

( cosy3 － 1 ）2 2 ｓin2β
(4.45)

!rhis expresses that the resonances occur at ｍω　＋χ= 0, i.e.,　ω　＝
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　０

　ＤＩ！(ｐ゛１)１ω　゜１１ω　ダhere ゛ ゛d l1 are any integer, positive negative

or zero.　We call this type of resonances ”transverse”.

4・3.2. Discussion

　　　　Ａｓ＼we can see from the resultant equation (4-42), under the influenoe

of the effects of both the longitudinal pumping and the transverse pumping,

the main effect of misalignment of the oscillating l?f field is appearance

of the different two tjrpes of the magnetic resonances at Ｑ‘)O
’゜―. -2 CO

- Ct) ， 0, uj ， 2U) ， ‥:‥:･ ･, simulta万neously.　　One of them belongs to the

longitudinal resonance, which includes oriinaiy resonance and the multiple

q.uant'um十resonajice ， and the other is the transverse resonance, which includes

the para万ｍ万etricresonance and the Haroche resonance.　The simultaneous

existence of the longitudinal resonance and the transverse resonance has

Deen observed as shown in PiS.4.9.

　　　　Por the case　e = 90°‘and MOχ ’ Mq, eqべ4‘42) becomes ３ｓ followB;
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咤（o）＝
Σ

ni=―oo

Jﾑ
ｰ1

（

2UJ-,

-ω

）

二耳瓦ﾌこて謡二ｿﾞ)(4J)2ｔ2
(4.46;

This expression agrees with the result
obtainec!for the parameteic resonance

(for example Aleksandrov et a1. 1963, Pavre et a1. 1964, Polonsky et a1.

1965a,b,c).　ぬile for the case that　θ 'Oo゛ ≪0x °MO゛ m=l ajid.p°0, eq.

(4-42) becomes as follows;

where

( COSβ－1）2

(4.47)

(4.48)

１

４。

ふ

Ｓ

　　　　　　　　( COSβ＋1）2
M;l（o）゜‾卜

１＋（ω＋ωｅ）２で２

2 ｓin2β

MO　゛

i‾元ふしｅ)27:2

（4Je °｛（c4Jo ゛ CO ）2 ゛c゛12
｝

1/2

!I!hisexpression agrees with the :result of the Haroche resonance or off-

diagonal resonance obtained for the case of the rotating rf field (Aleksandrov

et a1.　1972, Tsukada et a1.　1972).　　!Hierefore，we can understand. that the

”transverse resonance” given in eq.(4･45) expresses toth the paxametric

resonance and the Haroche resonance inolTisively.　　¶I!hepa:rametric resonance

and tne Haxoche resonance correspond to the special cases of the ”transverse

resonance” given in eq.(4-45)≪　　Finally we can say that there is no essential

difference between the paxajnetrio resonance and the Haroche resonance.　For

ｓｍａ万11misalignment angle･ the natiire of the Haroche resonance appears

strongly, and for large十misalignment angle the natitre of the parametric

resonance appears strongly.

　　　　Weshow the experimental recordings for the mixture of the longitudinal

resonance and the transverse resonance in Pig.4.9.　In the Pig. 4・9，the

longitudinal resonances appear ａ８decrease of the intensity in the transmitted

light, while the transverse resonances appear as increase of the transmitted
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light intensity.　The transverse resonances caji be seen for Vj^ ° 34＾’40

and V11 °:ﾏ6｀:86 8;t　ω/zl/“JI　°:Oa゙nd for V1 ° 4 and V1 ° 56'-6O at UJ///UJ

＝1.

4.4.　Concluaion

　　　　Insection 4.2, we have shown by classical and quantum mechanical treat-

merits the fact that the atomic g-factor i8 modified. ty the oscillating rf

field when the Hanle effect arid the parametric resonance take place.　Theory

has been verified by the experiment with optically pvunped cesixnn vapor,

where we have considered 1n the :rotating coordinate syBtem.

　　　　Itshould be noted. that the expression for the secular component of the

magnetization 11 derived.ｉｎ十theclassical theory is quite general and.coincides

with the theoretical results derived previously for the particular cases.

1n the case that the rf field H,(t) is absent, eq.(4°5) agrees with the

expression derived ty Bell and Bloom (1957), who have analyzed for the

ordinary magnetic resonance in optically pumped atoms, and in the case that

both the fields H,httｐ:／／ｗware absent.ｅq°(4°7) gives the expression for

tne Hanle effect.　Moreover, eq.(4･5) agiヽeesapproximately with the theory

by Novikov et a1. (1968), which is valid for the case that Co,sin 6　／ωく1°

？ｈｅexpression for the g-factor obtained here agrees with the previous theory

by Cohen-Tannoudji and Haｒ万〇Che(1969b), for the particular case that 叫zl=:０，

in which the relaxation process is neglected.　If we take accotint of the

relaxation process, the condition should be xevised aｓ十giventy the inequaユity

(4.6).　¶Ihe existence of the term　1/ｔ　in this condition is important,

particularヽ1ｙwhen we try to detect the modification 'of the g-factor of the

excited state with ａ short life time.　In addition, we have obtained the

concept of the anisot゛゜picg-factor (I･ondrふet a1.　1970, rabuzaki et al. 1972b)

which may be observed as the response to additional small, static field in

- 115 －



arbitrary direction with respect to the osci]Llating rf field.　This effect

has Deen verified Dy using しhe optically pumped cesium vapor magnetometer.

　　　　We then consider the case that the static magnetic field and the pumping

light beam make arbitrary angle with respect to the oscillating rf field in

section 4. 3.　　As ａ result, we have shovm l･hat two types of magnetic resonances,

i.e., the longitudinal and the transverse resonances, may he appeared at

　QJO
° pQ‘;

, where p is an integer,　simultaneously° ¶rhe ”transverse reso-

nance” expresses both the par゛netric resonance and the Haroche resonance

inclusively.　　Namely, the parametric resonance and the Haroche resonance

correspond to the special cases of the ”transverse工゛ｅｓｏｎａｎｃｅ”,respectively･

We ｃａ万.ｎsay that there is no essential difference between tne pa:rametrio re so-

nance and the Haroche resonance.　　For small misalignment angle, i.e., the

static field ≪0 Is nearly perpendicular to the oscillating rf field E,, the

nature of the Haroche resonance appea:KS strongly,゜md for :Large misalignment

angle゛ i‘ｅ:゛:ﾀthefields ,Hq ajid H,, ゛万enearly parallel to ｅ８.万chotner,万the

natiire of the parametric resonance appears strongly.

　　　　Some of the experimental results have been shown for verification of

the theory.
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CHAPTER　5

SATURAT工ON EFFECTS IN RP SPECTROSCOPY

5｡1.　Introduction

　　　Several theoretical approaches have recently been developed for determin-

ing higher order terms in the expression for the Bloch-Siegert shift･

�iｓ renewal of interest has been stimulated by an article of Chang and Stehle

(1971), who derive the shift from ａ quantum electrodynamics calculation｡

　　　Chang and. Stehle find, in particular, that for ａ two-level system inter-

acting with ａ strf〕ngfield both the power broadening and the Bloch-Siegert

shift become oscillatory functions of the rf intensity. ｢This is partly

disagreement vixth the,results of several other treatments: Shirley's theory

(1965) using Ploquet states, Pegg and Series l treatment (1970,1973a, see

also Pegg 1973b) based ０ｎappropriate changes of reference frames, Stenholm' s

calculations (l972a,b)　leading to continued fractions。

　　　The experimental worksTdv thｅ　ｇｒoupof Gohen-Taimoud ji (for example see

Haroche 1971t page 536) support qtialitatively ａ monotonic behavior.　？ｈｅ

quantitative measurements by Morand and Theobald (1969) agree well with the

semiclassical calculations.　Ａ detailed comparison of their work with the

theory has been published by Stenholm (I975d)。

　　　However, the experimental test of the higgler order terms of the Bloch-

Siegert shift In the multiple qiiantum resonances is not easy: when the rf

field IIl increases, the resonance is not only shifted, but also broadened

and distorted, so that a precise determination of ita center becomes diffi-

cult.　Porttmately, other kinds of magnetic resonance,万namely the Haiヽoche

resonance, exist which are easier to study experimentally (Cohen-Tannoudji

et ｓ1°1973b, Tｓ゛Jcada゙ d Ogawa 1973a, Tsukada, Murakani and Ogawa 1973a)・
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　　　　Inthis Chapter, we will investigate these kinds of magnetic resonance

theoretically and experimentally･

　　　　工ｎsection 5.2, the continued. fraction representation which has been

recently adapted to the longitudinal optical pumping by Stenholm (1972a,b) is

used to solve the Bloch eqxiation for the case of the traxisverse pumping and

the results of the calculations of the positions and the shapes of the Haroche

　　　resonances,caused ty the large intensity rf fieldタare given.　？ｈｅcom-

putational convenience of the continued fraction makes the possible to combine

　　　　５the concept of the modification of the atomic g-factor with the Harociie reso-

nances.　　We want to show that the ■behaviors，position, width and ｍａ万gnitude

etc., of the various Haroche resonances obtained by the experiments for large

intensity of the rf field are entirely described by the continued fraction

representation.　As ａ result, the broadening of the Hanle curve ty the osci-

Hating rf field, i.e., the modification of the atomic g-factor, is due to

the position　and the width of the Haroche resonances.　It seems we had

tetter say that the modification of the atomic g-factor is due to the ”:resonan万t”

effect rather than "nonresonant” effect.　In addition, we study the saturation.

effects of the longitudinal resonances. We observe the time-dependent com-

ponents contained in tne trajismitted li^t and report the first obseirvation

of the modtilation in absorption for the longitudinal pumping experiment･

　　　　Insection 5・3，we show the theoretical ainalysis based on numerical

integration ｏｆ:Bloch equation for the strong rf field and. for the general

configuration of the magnetic fields.　The new type resonances are expected

and the resonances appear at Ｈ//　甲ｎω/Ｔ　.　Behaviors of these type of

resona･nces are similar to those of the Haroche resonance.　It is shown that

the ａｇｒeementbetween the rmmerical and the experimental results is excellent.

For the very low frequency and for large intensity of the rf field, the anti-

crossing ciirve near zero magnetic field is deformed and Is then sharpened ty

the new type resonances｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-118 －
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5｡2.　Saturation Effects of the Transverse Resonance

　　　　Thecontinued fraction representation which has been recently adapted

to the longitudinal optical pumping by Stenholm (1972a) is used in the Bloch

equation to study the saturation effects of the Haroche resonance, caused by

the transverse pumping.　　This section gives calculations of the position and

shape of the Haroche resonance for large intensity of the rf field, which

differ from the earlier work for weak rf field by Cohen一犬Taimoudjiand Haroche

(1967).　　It is shown that the variation of the width of the Hanle curve

by the oscillating rf field, i.e., the modification of the atomic e-factor,

is due to the Haroche resonance. ｢rhe position of the Haroche resonance

observed for the large intensity of the rf field agrees well with thoａｅＱ£

our continued fraction solutions rather than those of the pertTirbation theory

CCohen-Tannoudj i and Haroche 1967).　The satura万tioneffects of the resonance

intensity of the Ｈａｌヽocheresonance,万which 13 due to the large intensity of

the rf field, is also verified theoretically and eχperimentally･

5.2.1.:Bloch Equation and Continued Fraction

　　　　Theexternal magnetic field H is the rf fie1(1111(t)゜l{１ COS CO t

in the ｘ direction and the static magnetic field Bo in the z direction; we

obtain

Ｅ　°（Ｈｌ ｃｏｓωｔ゛　　○　　゛　ＨＯ） (5.1)

Consider that the pumping ligjit creates the magnetization in an arbitrary

direction and we introduce the quantities Mq , V and ≪0z ^°^ the component

of　the magnetization in the χ，ｙ and ｚ direction.　Then we have

with

叙ぷ

P

MOｙ’≪0z ）’
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　　　　　M02’ＭＯＸ２＋MOｙ2＋MOｚ2'

ln叩rting eqs.(5.l) and (5.2) into eq..(2.l6)，　ｗｅhave

　　　ｄＭχ　　　　　　　　　　　Ｍχ　　　　ＭＯχ
　　　dt　ｓ　ωｏＭｙ‾マ　゛マ　，

(5.3a)

(1M

‥

ｙ　

皿四　dt

dM^

-ｄｔ・
-=

“JO ＼ ゛ ωｌｃｏｓωtＭｚ’与゛午(5.3b)

町・・・c‘)９‘ｙ一
季

゛

午
(5.3o)

Using the well-known relations tetween density matrix and the components

of the magnetization;　|/01･ljl十:’:P― ' Mlｚl /゙○･ﾄﾆ爽r→’:1 ≪x and p十一:十＆十

’Ｍχ,fand. putting "ox °:MOｙド:ｏ゛eg.s.:（51°:3)■becomes to the sames one given by

Stenholm (1972a)｡

　　　We use a Foiirier expansion technique and write

　　　　゛　　　　inωt
ＭＸ°

ＪＯｏ　ｃｎｅ
夕

Ｍ　＝　
翌ｔ　ｓ　ｅｉｎωｔ　，

　ｙ　　n=-oo　ｎ

Ｍｚ゛　瓦　　ｄｎ
inoj t　゛

　　　　n=-oo

(5･4a)

(5・4b)

(5.4c)

and find from eg^uatlons（5・3) by equating the coefficients of equal powers

of exp(i cλjt) the recurrence relations

ｎωｃｎ’‘１ωＯ ｓｎ＋１ｒｃｎ‘ｉλｘδｎ０ ， (5.5a)

llωｓｎ”i‾ﾄ‾ω1（dn41 ゛ Vl 卜゛iωＯｃｎ゛iｒｓｎ’iλｙδn0 ，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.5b)

llωdn°i十ω1（ｓｎ４１ ゛８ｎ-l）゙ ird,-i>゛SnO ’
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with

「゛’ｔ‘19　λｘ ’ ＭＯＸ/Ｔｐ ＼゙ ° 0/
P

and　ｘｚ ’ MOｚ/Tp

From eq.(5≫5a) we get

Ｃｎ °

　　　　　ω０

〃

　　「’＋ｉｎω
Sｎ＋

ＸＸ

-
｢’

＆
ｎo

Inserting this into ｅqｓ.（5.5b）ａｎ（1（5.5c）ｗｅfind
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(5-8)

　　　In oTir case, the transverse optical pimping･ eq3.(5≪7) and (5.8) can

be combined with one eqijation by writing
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and the difference eqiiation to ｌ〕ｅsolved is

　　　　　）ｃｎ’（－１）゛午　め1）い‰1゛）cn－1）゛δｎo (5.11)

¶rhisequation is just the same one obtaine･1 by Stenholm い.972a) and the

solution is given in the form

X1
-

ＸO

Ｘ_

-

ＸＯ

　　　　(11

--
　　　　ＳO

乙＝Ｒｅ

-

一一

, (5.12)

C5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

り.16)
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Inserting these into eq.(5.7) with ｎ＝O we get

　　　　ｓO°( -a‘)O入ｘ゛ｒ入ｙ)/rｒ2 ゛“)02 ゛゛‘(“‘)12/2)Σ]'

where

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　｢'D(l)

１゛‾ﾕ‾“.'12 D(1)D(2)

　　　(1＋゜゛･゛゛゜･　)

Moreover inserting eqs.C5.14) and (5.15) into eci.(5.6) we obtain

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2

　　　　°0°☆（1‾（72
“゙.）02ﾌﾟ）（「4」12/2）乙　）λ｀゜c

　　　　　　　゛『2゛

E2　

゛（（4）1/2）乙　λｙ’
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　　　The amount of the absorption of the ptunping light beam by atoms i8 given

ty eq.(2.23).　We are interested in the component of the transmitted light

intensity which are taken time average.　If the pumping light beam directs

to the ｘ direction, i.e ）゛ｙ‘　）゛ｚ’ O゛ °0 in eq.(5°16）ｇｉｖｅｓ the time

averaged component, or unmodulated component, of ＭＸ.　　0n the other hand,

if the ｐｕ皿万ping11あ七bea万jn directs to the y direction゛ i゛:e.,　ｘｘ:゜:　Xlｚl:’:O/゛

"o in eq.(5-14) gives the time averaged component ｏｆＭｙ゛

　　　工t has been known that the resonances for the transverse pumping are

at　OJ =s2nCL>　for weak rf field (Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche 1967, 1969a).

Prom the continued fraction of (5.15), we can see why these occur.　　A11 the

even Ｄ fiinctions have ａ resonance whereas the odd ones are nonresonant.

As ａ result, we see that the resonance i3 at the position

ωo ’ 2nUJ I 1 -　4（゜4n2ﾂﾀﾞ）ω２　１’ (5.17)

for weak rf field.　This coincides with the result derived from resoIvant

formalism ty Cohen-Tannoudj i and Haroche (1969a)・

5.2.2. Computed Hesxilta

　　　In this section we intend to discuss the saturation effects of the

Haroche resonances and the ｍ１万nleeffect using the solutions of the continued

fraction.　We consider the case with one decay rate　ｒ only and choose

｢７＝0.02ω　. (5.18)

　　　The main results of computations for the case that the pumping light

beam directs to ｘ direction, I.e.,　λｘ:゜:MO/？pl゛　λｙ’:　λz
°:O゛ are given

in Pig. 5.1.　The comparison of the positions of the Haroche resonances be-

tween the results of the exact calculation of equation (5.16) and the appro-

ximate ex万pression (5°:17)a万゛ｅshown in Ｆｉｇ°:5°:2:’　Thisis done for　ω1 up

to 7O0
r and for resonances up to

12 a｡）.　A11 of the Haroche resonances

123 -



今

Fig. 5.1. The appearance of the Haroche resonances in an optical detection

　　　　　　　　experl皿ent;the solid lines are the resonance at ＱＪＯｓ 2Ct) ,

　　　　　　　　thedotted broken lines are the resonance at ωＯｓ４ωand

　　　　　　　　thebroken lines are the resonance at ωＯ’６ω゜　¶rhis shows

　　　　　　　　howthe resonance １８ shifted and broadened as the rf field ω１

　　　　　　　isincreased.　？ｈｅ Hanle ｃｕ：rvesfor ωS/r　’:509 60. 70 8がｄ

　　　　　　　　８０are not shown.　？hese Hanle curves are shown in Pig. ５．3(a).
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Pig.　5.2. Positions of the various Haroche resonance　peaks as a

　　　　　　　　　fimction of the rf amplitude　ω1°　？ｈｅ peaks are seen

　　　　　　　　　toappear, shift and disappear.　　The solid lines for even

　　　　　　　　　resonances are the result of this paper, the dashed lines

　　　　　　　　　foreven resonぷinces are the approxim一犬te expre万ssion (5.17)・

　　　　　　　　　Positions of the mxiltlple quantiun resonance peaks given

　　　　　　　　　inthe paper of Stenholm (1972b) are ａ１８０shown･
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are seen to move down in frequency more rapidly than eq.(5.18).　The devi-

ationsfrom the approximate expression increase with the order of resonance.

We can observe the appearance of hi^er order Haroche resonance as w is

increased.　　Positions of the multiple quantum resonances for up to 11 OJ are

also shown in Fig.5.2.　？Kro lines, for the multiple ｑ゛anturnｒｅ８°nance゛ｔ

　ω0 - ( 2n - 1 )ω　and. the Haxoche ヱヽesonance at c4JOｓ 2n（λ‘）　,overlap

each other before they enter the zero field.　It should te noticed that

the values of （λJ1 a゙t which two lines enter the zero field, coincides with

the values at　the zeros of zeroth order Bessel function Jq( cu^^/a) ).

This fact can be expected f工･om the modification of the atomic g-factor

introduced in the paper of Cohen:-:Tannoudji and Haroche (19691); .　The vari-

atlon of the width of the Uanle ciirvs calciilated from eq.(5.l6) is shown

in Fig.5.3(a).　The width of the Hanle curve is represented ゛８　「/JO（「4」1

/cu ) at the region　　ｃ４ＪＯ≪OJ .　　This fact has teen analyzed, for the con-

dition OJq≪|ω< , quant°１１mechanica万lly by Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche (1966),

semiclassically by Pegg and Series (1970), and classically ty Yabuzaki et a1.

(1972a).　　However, eq.(5･16) can be used. for the arbitrary value of　ω/CO
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　0

an万,deven for arbitrary intensity of the rf field.

　　　The behavior of the Hanle ciurve for the case that the pumping li^t

beam directs to y direction゛ 1‘:ｅ°:1　入ｙ’≪o/^p and　λx ‘:　λｚ:ｓ:O゛１Ｂ

obtained from eq.(5.14) and is shown in Pig. 5・3(b).　For this case, the

peaks of the Hanle cxurves remarkably deorea万se ゛ｓthe intensity　ω1 Increa万ses.

The variation of the peaks of the Hanle ciirves for the case ｉ８ well repre-

sented ty J02（ω1/c4J）.　　This fact agrees well with the result recently

obtained by Tsukada ｅt∧al.(!Isukada, Yabuzaki and Ogawa 1973) and that expec ted

from the parametric resonance at z万ｅ゛゜magnetic field ( for example Polonsky

and Cohen-Tannoudj i 1965).

5.2・3. Experiments

　　　For the purpose to confirm the theoretical conclxisions, experiments are

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　- 126 －
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Pig. 5･3. 翫ｅ variation of the width of the Hanle c＼irveas a fiinction

　　　　　of　ω1/(７ .　　　　The width is given by the exp゛essi°n

　　　　　　｢７/JO(ω1/ω), for the region ωO≪ω゜？ｈｅ Hanle curve 8

　　　　　for the case that the pumping li^t beam directs to ｘ direc-

　　　　　tion are shown in (a) and for the pumping lirfit heam directs

　　　　　　to ｙ direction in (ｂ).
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made with optically pumped cesium atoms. An a'bsoiTptloncell with wall coated

with paraffin, containing sattirated vapor of cesium at temperature about 25°C,

is sitiiated at the center of ａ 8et of Helmholtz coils.　¶Die static field

≪0 is provided ty a Helmholtz pair of diameter 60 cm.　　It is axranged to

vary the static field 肛Ｏcontinuously from -100 to 100 mG.　stray fields

are reduced to less than 2 mG by two pairs of Helmholtz colls of diameters

９０cm and 100 cm at rirfit angle.　We can estimate the magnlt＼Kleof the

stray field from the width of the antlcrossing ciirve in the absence of the

rf field.　�ｅ width ｉ８given ａ８ [(￥Ｈ８/2ｔ)2゛ｒ211/2・ ゛iiereKs i8

the magnitude of the stray field which exists on the perpendicular plane･

with respect to the static field Eq°　¶I!heoscillating rf field H,cosωt

is applied perpendicular to the static field Kq by ａＨｅ:Imholtzpair of

diameter about 20 cm.　The source of cesium pumping lirfit Is electrodeless

rf discharge lEunp‘　Both theごDl and D2 lines are uaei for optical pumping

of the cesiiun atoms in the cell.　After passing ･fchrourfiａ circTilarly

polarizer, the lirfit incidents parallel to the oscillating rf field on

absorption cell.　An change in the intensity of the li^t transmitted

throu^ the cell detected with ａ photocell.　The magnitude of absorption

in the unmodulated component and the depth of modulation at frequency 2ω

or 4ω　ａ８function of the static field Kq are recorded.　The e】cperimental

disposition of apparatus is shown in Fi&SA・　　　　　　　犬

　　　¶1゛herecorder traces of the resonance for ωO ° 2 CO appearing in the

iinmodulated component are shown in Fig. 5・5(a), where each resonance corre-

sponds to a different value of the input voltage Ｖｌof the rf coils, and

ω/27C= 10 KHz.　Ａ peak at zero field is due to the anticrosslng ctirve

rather than the Hanle cxirve.　　There are stray transverse static fields

and these can stlm＼ilateａ resona･nee at zero frequency,万so-called anti-

crossing ciirve for zero frequency.　Prom Pig. 51.5(a) we can find that the
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Fig° 5°4 D゙isposition of apparatuB. The static magnetic field Hq

　　　　　　Is in the direction of ｚ axis. ｢rhe rf field B^ 1ｓin

　　　　　　the direction of the piunping lirfit beEtm(ｘ axis).
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Fig. 5. 5. Experimental curves as a f＼mction of H:　the ・

　　　　　　resonance curves for （ａ）ωO ’ 2ω　in the

　　　　　　unmodulated component, （b）ωO’2ωin the

　　　　　　component modulated at 2ω. (c)ωO’4（4.）

　　　　　　in the component modulated at 4ω .　The nxim'be「

　　　　　　written by each cvuTveｉ８ the ｉｎｌ」utvoltage Ｖｌ

　　　　　　of the rf colls （:in millivolt), which is

　　　　　proportional to K,.
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resonance curves for ω= 2CU　move towards the low field region and ａでe

broadened as the intensity of H1 1ｓincreased“　It should be noticed that

when the Haroche resonance shifts towards low field region the Hanle ciirve

is ■broadenedgradually.　　When the Haroche reaohanoe overlaps the Hanle curve,

in this case antlcrosslng curve at zero frequency, the Width of the Hanle

curve or the anticrossing ｃｕ:rveis maximized and it 18 then narrowed again.

We showed 1n our previous paper ( Tsukada aLnd Ogawa 1973a ) that the value

of Ｈ１１゛at which one of tiieHaroche resonances overlaps on the Hanle curve,

coincides with one of the values of the zeros of zeroth order Bessel function

JO(ぎＨ１／゛')．

　　The recorder traces of the resonance for '^o‘ ２ω　appearing in the

componont modulated at 2ωare shoim in Fig.５・5(b), where each resonance

corresponds to a different value ｏｆＶ１ a゙nd ^hx:’10 KHｚ‘　　¶rherecoirder

traces of the resonance for ωＯｓ4ω　appearing in the ｃｏ°ponentmodulated

at 4ω　are shown in Fig.5・5(c).　In this case the frequency of the rf

field Is ５ＫＨｚ・

5.2.4.　Discussion

　　　In this sectionﾀwe want to compare the experimental results with the

theoretical results obtained previous section. The amount of the variation

in the uninod＼ilated.component of the pumping lirfit transmitted throu^ the

vapor cell ｉ８given in the form as eq.く5:.16). We can also obtain the ana-

lytical expressions for the components modulated at 2ω　and 4ω　from eq3・

(51・5) and (5.6).　The amplitude of these ｃ°ｐ°゛ｅりts.l'^2l゛dl N
゛
ｃ゛ be

expressed as follows;

｜｜戸完廿司巧｜「

lc4しす『ﾐ謡才Pｱi㈲＼

where

●

U1－

(5.19)

９
(5.20)
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　　　　　　　　　゛(
１・十ω

D(3:

(4)/( 1・…・))82'(6'22)

゛1万(1ｓo i8 giv万en ty eq.:(5°:14).¶Ihe main results of the computational calcu-

lation of eqs.(5.l6), (5.19) and (5-20) are given in Figs. 5，6(a)～(ｃ).

Figure 5.6(a) shows the behavior of the unmodiilated componeiTt for the

・2ω.　Figures 5.6(b) and (c) show the behaviors of

the resonance for aJO ’ 2 CO　in the component modulated at 2ω　　and the

＝4ω　in the component modulated at 4ω.　５ｅ parameter

　　　!I!hetehaviors of the theoretical curves １ｎPigs.5.6(a)～(c) agree well

with those of the experimental curves in Figs. 51･5(a)～(c) in shape and

magnitude.　The experimental results obtained ty Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche

(1965) show that the satiiratlon effects of the resonance Intensities in the

components modiilated at 2ωand 4^^ become noticeable for large intensity

of rf field H1° ５１８saturation effect may be explained with eqs.(5°19)

and (5.20), indeed Pigs･ 51．6(b) and (c) show the saturation effect for lal:冨ｅ

intensity of the rf field｡

　　　Figure 5・７shows the positions of the peaks of various resonance８　ａｓ　ａ

/UJ ｡　¶rhe points, the crosses £01(1the triangles are experi-
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Fig.　5.6.!I!heoretical CTirvesａ８ａ function ofHo(ωO):the resonance

　　　　　　　　curvesfor (a) W = 2U)　in the immodulated component calculated

　　　　　　　　fromeq.(5.l6) for various values of rf amplitude H1 (ω1)・(ｂ)

　　　　　　　　Ujoｓ 2ω　1n the component modulated at 2CU　calculated from

　　　　　　　　ｅq‘(5°19),(c)ωO’4ω1n the component modulated at 4ω

　　　　　　　　calculatedfrom eq.(5.2O).
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Fig. 5.7. Positions of various resonance peaks as a fxinction of the rf amp-

litude ＶI/ω　ｏΓω1/（λ）’？hecircles,the crosses and the tri-

angles are experimental points.　!Phe circles show the :resonance

for cλ)O'2ω　1n the ｕｎ皿odulated component, the crosses for

ω10°2ω' in the component modulated at 2 ＆)ｌ　andthe tri万ａｎｇ:Les

for　ωO'4ω　in the component modulated at 4ω‘　５ｅ solid

lines are obtained from ｅql.(51.161)，al･idthe broken line and the

dotted broken line are obtained. from eqs.(5.19) and (5.20)-respec-

tively｡
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mental points. ¶rhecircles show the resonance for COq ’２ω　in the unmod-

ulated component and the crosses and the triangles show the　resonances for

　ωＯ°２ω　in the component modulated at ２to and for ωＯｓ４ω　in the

component modulated at ４ω, respectively. The solid lines show the theo-

retical curves obtained by e(i.(5.l6).　They show the positions of the reso-

nances for　ωO’2ω　and 4ω 1n the unmodiilated component.　The broken

line is the theoretical curve of the resonance for ωO’2ω　1n the compo-

nent modulated at 2 a）.　¶rhen the dotted broken line is the theoretical

ｃｕ:rveof the re sonance for （4J10’:4ω　in the ｃｏ万mponentmodu]はted at 4ω|゜

？ｈｅagreement between the experiment and the theory is qviite satisfactory.

For the case that　　ａ‘)0

ISI =

z2ω　andωかf ≫eq.≪(5≪19)becomes

　　　　... 2

[｢72←t2ω－゛o一十(哨2/｢４」)}21

For the case that ω０

lc41＝

Ｑ５４ωandω≫ｒ、eq.(5.20) becomes

　　　　　。、４

[(’2祠4“)－(‘)o一分((’)12/ω)}21

％.　(5.24)

　　1

≪

0 (5.25)

From eqs.(5.24) and (5.25)f we see that for small intensity rf field the

shift and the intensity of the resonance for ωO’2ω　in the component

modulated at 2 CO are proportional to （λj12and the shift of the resonance

for　　"^0 ＝4ω　in the component modulated at 4ω　1ｓ proportional to cえ)12

and the intensity to ω14°　This coincides with the results obtained

by Cohen-Tannoudji (1965)・

　　　Figure 5.8 shows the level crossing signal with an oscillating rf field

to he compared with the experimental results shown in Pie.4.7.　　Agreement

between the calculated results and the experimental results is excellent･

　　　　？heintroduction of several different decay rate into our equations
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Fig. 5.8. Level crossing signal a8 a ftmction of the intensity

　　　　　　　ofrf field for various values of　ωO°　This figure

　　　　　　　corresponds to the experimental results in Pig. 4.7.
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would change the qviantitative behavior only but not affect the qualitative

behavior.　Evaluation of the continued fraction １８ done with the recent

work by Feldman and Feld (1972)・

5.2.5. Modulation in Absorption for the Longitudinal Pumping

　　　Recently, we have investigated. the sat＼iratlon effects of the transverse

resonances, including the Hanle effect and the Haroche resonance, theoreti-

cally (？sukada and Ogaw万ａ万1975a)an万dexperimentally (｢rsukada ， Murakami and

Ogawa 1973a｣.　０ｎ the other hand, the saturation effects of the longitudinal

resonance, including the ordinary resonance and the multiple qTiantiim reso-

nance, have theoretically been investigated bｙ Stenholm (I972a,b).　Experi-

mental studies of the saturation effects of the time-independent component,

1・ｅ・9multiple q＼iantum transitions in the time-independent component, have

been reported by Margerie and Brossel (1955), Cohen-¶rannoudji (I968) and

Haroche (I971b).　However, the experimental study on the time-dependent

components of the longitudinal resonance has not been reported yet.　In the

longitudinal ptunping experiment, the oscillating rf field E,cosωt 18 peｒ‘

pendicular to the static magnetic field Bq and the circ゛18゛1ｙpolarized light

ｉ８ paxallel to Hq. We have observed the time-dependent components contained

in the transmitted ligiit passing througji ａ vapor cell (Tsukada, Miirakami

and Ogawa 19731)).　Resonance curves expected for this ca8e can be obta:ined

from the papers of Stenholm (1972a) and Tsukada (1973a).　The quantities

to be detected in the experiments correspond to the Fourヽier coefficients

ｄｎ゛ｓ　inthe paper of Stenholm (1972a).　■Hie resonances at ωO°ｒHO°

(　2p + 1 )CO　in the various odd ｈａ】:■monies2n CO　， where ｐ and ｎ are integers,

are expected for the longitudinal optical ptimping.

　　　The basic apparatus used is the standard one used in the experiment

in which the piunping radiation Is circularly polarized lirfit and the trans-

mi tted lirfit is monitored.　An absorption cell with wall coated with paraffin,
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containing saｔｕ：ratedvapor ｏｊ?cesliim at temperature about 25°C, was sltiiated

at the center of ａ set ofｌｌｅ］Lmholtzcoils which compensates geomagnetic

field and produces a constant magnetic fieldllO‘　The stray field was

reduced to about 2 milligauss. 「Ihefrequency of the oscillating rf field

was set at 10･KHz.　？he transmitted light was monitored ty ａ solar cell

　　　Wehave observed the components modulated at 2ω　and 4ω　, which

corresponds to the Foulヽiercoefficients d- and dj4in the paper of Sten万holm

(1972a). '^^ 'behaviorsof the resonances at‘（AJO°ω　and　ωO’3ω　in

the component modulated at 2ω　and at ωO’3ω　and　ω○’5ω　1n the

component modulated at 4ω　were observed for various values of the rf field.

Figs.5.9(a) and (b) show the resonance　cxixvesin the component modulated at

2ω　and 4ω for various values of the input voltage Ｖ１０ｆthe rf coil.

Figs.5.10(a) and (b) show the theoretical curves for the component modulated

at 2ω　and 4ω　which are calculated for a> = 50,「゛= 2, where　ωand

　ｒ　correspond to　1ノ　andr of Stenholm's notations,respectively.　The

resonance curves are not simple Lorentzians but the more complicated functions,

especially the resonance at　ωO’3ω　in the component modulated at 2ω

Is complicated fTjnction A８ the rf amplitude　ω1 is ｓｍａユ1 t゙he resona‘nee

cvirve８'ｔ　ωＯ
°３４‘)becomes

more like ａ conventionaユdispersion curve. and

as the rf amplitude　ω１ is large, it 'becomes similar to Ｂ fTinction of :Dodd

et al.べ1959).　The ｒ万ｅ万sonancecxurves are shifted and broadened. as the rf

゛I゛万plitude　　CO,is increased°　Very
shai^) resonances comparing the time-

independent component, which corresponds to the Ｆｏｕ:Σヽiercoefficient d- in

Stenholm's paper (1972a), oa:ｎhe seen, because power broadening affects

those resonances less than the time-independent component.　　Figure 5.11

shows the positions of the resonance peaks and dips for the component modu-

lated at 2ωl　as a function of the rf amplitude　ω1°:　:Black circles are

experimental points for the resonance at "^0 °ω　and the encircles, crosses゛

triangles are experimental points for the resonance at ωＯ°３ωThe
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Fig. 5.10. (a). Theoretical ciirves for the ｃｏ皿ponent modulated
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solid lines are theoretical c＼irvesobtained from Pig.5.10(a)。

　　　　Wecan see that the behavior･of the resonances obtained experimentally

agree with that obtained theoretically.　　¶rhediscrepancy between the theory

Eind.the experimental results for the small values of ωO or HO is due to

the influence of the stray field existing in the plane perpendicular　　to the

static field EO'　¶rhe resonances in the modulat ion of the transmitted light

for the case of the trajxsverse pTimping experiment, in which the circularly

polarized light is parallel to the oscillating rf field, are well known as

the Haroche resonance.　However, the resonance of the modixlation in absorp-

tion for the longitudinal pumping experiment was not reported.　工ｎ this

section, we reported the first observation of the modulation in absorption

for the longitudinal pumping experiment.

5｡3.　Saturation Effects in Magnetic Resona･nces fo゛ General Magnetic

　　　　　FieldsConfigu:ration

　　　　Variousmagnetic resonances appearing in optical pumping experiments

have ■beenanalyzed theoretically and experimentally.　However, there are

not so many works with regard to the βaturation effects caused ty the strong

rf field.　Recently, the saturation effects of the multiple quantum reso-

nances and of the Haroche resonance have been investigated by Stenholm （19

72a,b) and Tsukada and Ogawa (1973a), respectively.　　工ｎ‘thiBsection, we

treat the saturation effects for more general case that the static magnetic

field with arbitrairy magnitude directs to an万arbitra:ry direction with respect

to the oscillating rf field with arbitrary intensity.　　？he experimental

resiilts are compared with the exact solutions computed ty nxunerlcal integra-

tion of the Bloch eqiiation.　　Itis shown experimentally and theoretically

that the resonances similar to the Haroche resonance appear “t　叫,＝ｎωタ

where　'^/z゚ ￥ｈｔtp：//wｗw．in.integer.and.H//is.the.parallel.ｃoｍponent.of.the
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static magnetic field with respect to the oscillating rf field and　￥　is

the gyromagnetic ratio.

5.3.1. Experimental Results

　　　　The experimental axrangement resembled the arrangement described in the

　preceding section 5.2.5.　　？ｈｅsample cell in this experiment contained satu-

　rated vapor of cesium at temperature about 25°C.　　¶rhesample cell was placed

　in a weak static field Eｔ。　工t is necessary to compensate for stray fields

　only to ａ small fraction of the width of the ground state!　　　!rhe sweeping

　field Ej^ was provided by Helmholtz coil　and additional Helmholtz coils were

　used to compensate ｓt:lヽ■ayfields.　The stray field reduced within l milli-

gauss.　Experiments were made for the case that the pumping li^t was para-

llel to the oscillating rf field.　The frequencyωof the oscillating rf

field was set at ５ KHz. ｢rhe transmitted light was monitored ty ａ solar cell.

Arra･ngement of the experiment is that the static field B// and the oscillating

rf field H^cosωt are transverse to the sweeping field ll・｡　　¶rhedirections

of the magnetic fields and the pumping lirfit beajn are Bhown in Pig.5.12｡

　　　　Figure 5.13 shows the experimental result for　(λ')jl゛09 1°ｅ°9 the real

transverse pumping experiment.　This is the similar experimental results

which has ■beem reported in our previous paper (TsTikada, Miirakaml and Ogawa

1975a) and shows the behavior of the Haroche resonanceレand the Hanle curve

as the rf field is increased.　Variation of the peak of the Hanle curve is

due to the stray field which exists on the perpendicular plane with respect －

to ＥＩよ|‘andK
//|゚ :　　Therefore,

the curve existing on Ｈ１１°Ois the anti-crossing

curve rather than the crossing ciixve (Han万１ｅcurve).　In our previous paper

(Tsukada et a1. 1972), the real Hanle ctxrve together with the Haroche reso-

nance was obtained in the rotating ｆヱヽame｡

　　　　Figure 5.14 shows the deformation of the anti-crossing curve ty the

oscillating rf field and the appearance of the Haroche like resonance for
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　　　　　　field is increased, ａ Haroche resonance is seen to appear and

　　　　　　ｓhiひtowards low field region.　The value ωl2TL = 5 KHz was

　　　　　　used in this experiment.
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Pig. 5.14. Deformation of the anticrossing curve ty the oscillating rf field.

　　　　　　　　Ａntunber written in each trace is the input voltage Ｖｌof the rf

　　　　　　　　coils(in millivolt), which is proportional to H11゛: For small

　　　　　　　　intensityof the rf field, V1 °'2-8, the nnxltiple quantiim reso-

　　　　　　　　nancesappear on the slope of the anticrossing curve.　　Ａ８the

　　　　　　　　intensityof the rf field is increased, the multiple qxiantiimreso-

　　　　　　　　nancessaturate at V ~24 and the Haroche like resonances appear

　　　　　　　　atv,~50.
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ω// 。ω If the oscillating rf field is absent, i°ｅ”H1 °O゛this situ-

ation corresponds to the anticrossing experiment (for example Series 1963)

and the width of the curve is given as （1/で）＋（ｙ恥）2　.　As the inten-

sity of the rf field is increased, the dips appear on the slope of the anti-

crossing ctirve.　　Thedips grow up and. completely erase the anticrossing

curve.　　After that, the new resonances appear near H, >= 2ω/￥　l grow up

and shift towards low field region.　Ａ n＼mber written in each trace gives

the input voltage V^ ofthe rf C0il3 in millivolt, which is proportional to

the intensity of the rf field H1°　The resonamce peak appearing for above

Ｖｌｓ503tＨ．゜O is the anticrossing curve appeared again.　At V, ° 58゛

the first new resona｡nces exist on the slope of the anticrosaing c＼rrve and

the second new resonances appear near CO, = 3. 5　　.　　Hereafter, we call

the new resonances ”Haroche like resonance”.　More detailed tehａｖior　of

the Haroche like resonance is shown in Pig. 5. 15 ; (a) and (b) show the first

£indthe second Haxoche like resonances for UJ = CO , respectively.　Figures

5.l6(a) and (b) show the Haroche like resonances for　ａな・２ω。　Further-

more, the Haroche like resonance for　　ｃ吻＝3ω　is shown in Ｆｉｇ･5.17.　　工t

1ｓ seen from Pigs.5.15. 5-16 and 5.17 that the Haroche like resonanceＢ　ｇｒow

up, shift towards low field region as the intensity of the rf field 18

increased and then distuiヽ･bthe anticrossing curve｡

　　　　We then investigate the behaviors of the Haroche like resonances near

　（λ･切’Ｏタω.　Figure 5.18 shows the Haroche like resonance near 叫z－ O；

(a),万(b) and (c) are ｆｏで　”J／／　゜:Ｏ１０．１ω　£ind０．２ω９万respectively･

Figure 5.19 shows the Haroche like resonances near ω”・u) ； (a), (b) and

(c) are for ω”’ω9 1.05ω　and 1.10ω, respectively.　As the deviation

from　LO,,^ 0 or　CO　is　increased, the width of the Haroche like resonances

become larger and the peaks become smaller than those for justωふ=:0, CO .

The theoretical analysis for the Haroche like resonance is given in the next

section.
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　　　　　　(b) and (c) are for μ”＝ω，1.05ω　and

　　　　　　1.10 CO , respectively･
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5｡5.2.『rheoretical l』iscussion

　（ａ）　Equationof Motion.

　　　　Wecan obtain the eqtiations governing the motion of the three components

of the magnetization U for the situation of the magnetic fields and the

pumping liriit beam given in Pig.5.12 as follows;

dM
^-

(１ｔ

2.

(lt

sC咆Ｍｙ゛士（Ma “ ＭＸ）’

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｍ

”ωＬＭχ゛（ωｙ‘“　ω１ ｃｏｓωｔ）Ｍｚ ’子

（１Ｍ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｍ

ぜ”（ω”‘゛‘ω１ COS to t ) M -寺

(5.26a)

(5.26b)

(5.26o)

The Bystem of eq3.(5'26) irnder the condition that Hよmust b6 small enougji

to allow the approximati on ，TH,≪ω, has been investigated independently

by Pegg and Series (1970) and YabuzEiki et a1. (1972a) as mentioned in section

4.2.　The syBtem of eqs.(5.26) for　'"/z・Ｏ has been investigated theoreti-

oally and experimentally ty Tsukada and Ogawa (1973a, see also Tsukada,

Muraka皿４and Ogawa 197 3a) as shown in section万5.2.

　(ｂ)　Numerical Results　　　　　　　　　　。

　　　　Here,we want to show the some results of the nvunerical calculations

of the system of eq3.(5≫26) and will compare those with the ｅχperimental

results in the next section.　We are interested in the　time-independent

component of the steady state solution.　For preliminary test, the solutions

of the numerical integration for (4うz　＝Owere compared with the continued

fraction solutions obtained 1n the section 5.2.　　The deviation between the

numerical integration results and the continued fraction results is 8lm£Her

tｈａ･ｎ十l刄３万lloverthe resonance curves which are presented in Fig. 5.20･

A11 0f the ntunerical calculations are made for the parameters

-
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Fig.　5.20.　Ntunerical result tobe compared with Fig.5.15, in which the

　　　　　　　　　Haxocheresonance for ％＝:Ｏ obtained in experiment iｓ十shown.

　　　　　　　　　Thesolid lines show the first Haroche resonance and the Hanle

　　　　　　　　　curveas a function of Wj./Cλ).　!rhe dashed. lines and the

　　　　　　　　　dottedbroken lines show the second and the third Haroche

　　　　　　　　　resonances; respectively･
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Fig. 5.21.　Effective g-factor derived from the width of the Hanle ｃｕ:rves

　　　　　　in Ｆｉｇ･5.20.　？ｈｅ coroputati onal results derived from Pig. 5. 20

　　　　　　are represented ty the encircled points and the zeroth ･order

Bessel function ａ８ａ function　ｏｆω1

solid line for comparison.
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Ｆｉｇ･5.22･，¶rhis figure is to be compared with Pig. 5.14.　　１ｎFig.5.14, the

　　　　　　　　　peakof the anticrossing curve decreases at V1 ’ 0-18 as the

　　　　　　　　　intensity of the rf field 1ｓ increased.　There is however no

　　　　　　　　　variation of the peak of the anticrossing curve in (a).　This

　　　　　　　　　discrepancy between theory and experiment is due to the stray

　　　　　　　　　fieldexisting in the experiment.　(b) and (c) show the behav-

　　　　　　　　　iorof the first and the second Haroche like resonances for

　　　　　　　　　tり11sＵ）　９でespectively‘
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ω/27乙　= 500 Hz, ｒ－ ｔ’1 = 400 Hz. (5.27)

　　　Figure 5.20 shows the graphs of ｍ皿erical integration for　ω// = 0,“ｌｄ

as mentioned above this case has been investigated in detail in section ５．２・

Pigure ５．２１shows the variation of the effective g-factor reduced from the

width of the Hanle curves in Pig.5.20.　The deviation between the computa-

tional results, which are represented ty the encircled points. and the zeroth

order Bessel fiinction, vrtiichis　represented ty the solid line, becomes larger

ａ８the value of the Bessel function approaches to zeros. ¶Thedeviation, however.

decreases as the intensity of the rf field is increaBed.

　　　Figuiヽe5.22 shows the SEime graphs as for Pig.5.20. but for ωふ＝:ω. In

Pig.5.22(a), the curve in the absence of the rf field゛ i°ｅ°゛　ω1'Oiｓ

anEinticrossing curve, Ａ８the intensity　ω1 1ｓincreased, the curve i8

deformed strongly.　戮1ｓ deformation is due to the longitudinal resonances,

i・ｅ・,ordinary resonances and miiltlple quantxun resonances.　？ｈｅ longitudi-

ｎ２１resonances appear as decrease or absorption of the transmitted light.

Ａ８the intensity　ω1 is increased more and more, the longitudinal iresona‘nces

saturate ａｎ(1the transverse resonances or Haroche like resonance8 appea工゛

and grow up.　　The transverse resonances appear as Increase or emission of

the transmitted light.　Figures 5.22('b) and (c) show,the behavior of the

first and the second Haroche like resonances foｒ　U3。゙ ω, respectively･

Figure 5.２３shows the ｖａエヽiationof the effective g-factor reduced ｆｚ･omthe

width of the anticrossing curves in Pig.5.22(a), (b) and (c).　The encircled

points are computational results given in Figs. 5. 22 and the solid line is

the first order Bessel function.　We can see from Fig. 5.231 that the effective

g-factor for　なら＝C∂　ｉ８approximately given as J (ω1/ “J )gO・where So

is the unpertu:rbed g-factor in the alisence of the rf field.　This fact １８

consistent with the results obtained by Pegg and Series (1970) and Yabuzaki

et a1. (1972a), in which the width of the Hanle OTorve or anticrosslng curve
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　　　　　　!rhe numerical results foでＵ)。＝09 0゛2ω9 0’4ω｀t

　　　　　　ω,=1.6ω　are shown in this figure.　This figuiヽeis

　　　　　　to he compared with the experimental results in Ｆｉｇ･5.18.
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Fig. 5.26.　Same as for Fig.5-25 but foでｕ3。　＝0.6ω, o.eco ,

　　　　　　　ω9万1:゜:2ω|　and. 1°4C0　at　ω11’:3(λ‘;°:　This figure is

　　　　　　　to be compared with the experimental results in Pig. 5. 19.
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Fig･　5.27.　Influence of the decay rates on the Haroohe like resonances

　　　　　　　　　　　Thewidths of the Haroche like resonances are strongly

　　　　　　　　　　　influencedwith the decay rates.　？he Bmall decay rates

　　　　　　　　　　　leadthe sharp resonance curves.　The positions of the

　　　　　　　　　　　Harochelike resonances are however hardly influenced with

　　　　　　　　　　　thedecay rates.
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sｈｏ゛１ｄvary ゛ｓｒIJ（1（ω1/ “J ）1‘1 in the presence of an additional static

field H^^ parallel to the oscillating rf field and of magnitude ｑω／ｙ゛

where ｑ is an integer.　　工t should be noticed that for　ωタ= 0, only the

ｔｒａ｡naverseresonance occiirs, but for ca,= nω(n k 0) both the longitiidinal

resonance and the transverse resonance occ＼ix.　Figure 5.24 shows the ntuneri-

cal result for　cc),,=2 CO。

　　　Figure 5.25 shows the behavior of the Haroche like resonances near UJ,,-

0; calculations were made for ωﾉ／゜ＯＯ゙゛２ω゛Ｏ°４ωat　ω１’ 1.6a) .

Piguiヽes5.26(a) and (b) show same graphs as for Pig.5.25 hut ｆｏご　Ｑｊｌ゛ωi

calc^llations were made for o),,≫ 0.6 CO , 0.8ω，ω, 1.2ω　and １．４ω　at

　ω１‘３ω　．　Ａ８the deviation from ω”゜0, or cu　is increased, the width

of the Haroche like resonan万cesbecome larger and the peaks become smaller.

Figures 5.25 and 5.26 correspond to the experimental results given in Pigs・

5.18 an万d5.19 £Uldshow　ａ ｑｕａユItativelygood agreement｡

　　　It appears from 知ｅ comparisons between the experimental and the theoreti-

cal resiilts that the experimental lines have got a smaller width than the

theoretical one. ５ｅ widths of the Haroche like resoii£iiicesof the numerical

results can easily be made small ty choosing of the small values of r as

shown in Fig.5.27.　However, the influence of the decay rates ｒ on the

positions of the Haroche like resonance is very small .

5.3・3. Comparisons between the Experimental Results and the Numerical Results

　　　We have studied the ■behaviors of the Haroche like resonances similar

to the Haroche ｴ･esonance experimentally万an万dtheoretically.　　？he Ｈａ:rochelike

resonances can be otareved near:　UJ。＝:nlωfor strong rf field and shift

towaでds to, =:O.　　¶Ihepeaks ofヶthe Haxoche like resonances which appear at

　(On - nω|　lal?eseen to appear,万　shiftand disappear.　　Figure 51.２　shows

the positions of the various Haroche like resonances ａ８ａ function of the

rf amplitude　CO
1‘　　？ｈｅ

encircled points ａ:reexperimental results and‘the ¶
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Kiff. 5.28.　Positions of the various Haxoche like resonances as a fiinction

　　　　　　　　of　ω,; (a) is the first Haroche resonance, (b), (c) and (d)

　　　　　　　　are the first Haroche like resonances for　QJ// ゜CO, 2C0 ・

　　　　　　　　3ω, respectively.　(e) and (f) are the second Haxoche like

　　　　　　　　resonances for CO,.- CO, 260 , respectively.　!The encircled

　　　　　　　　points are the experimental results and the solid lines show

　　　　　　　　the numerical results.　It should be noticed that the values

　　　　　　　　ｏｆω1/ω, at which the Haroche like resonances for lOfi' qω

　　　　　　　　enter the ｚｅzヽｏfield of Hj^, corresponding to the values at the

zeros of the (1-th order Bessel function J
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　q

（゜）1/ω）.　!I!he

values ０ｆＪzilmlｓｒepｒｅｓｅｎtthe m-th zero of the n-th order

Bessel function Ｊ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｎ

（町/ω）
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solid lines are numerical solutions; (a) is the first Haroche resonance for

　ω４＝:o・(ti)
I

(c) and (d) are the first Haroche like resonances for lcん）|//|゜CO9

2ωl　and 31ω|　,respectively, and (e) and. (f) are the second Haroche like

resonances for　ω”＝ω　and 2ω.　Agreement between the observed results

and the numerical results ｉ８ extremely excellent.　　工t should be noticed that

the values of　CO
１/ω　,

at which the Haroche like resonances for '^/z* no)

shift and enter the zero field,　i.ｅ°9 H． ゜ 09　correspond to the values at

the zeros of n-th order Bessel function Ｊｎ（cAJ1/ω）゛　!Phis fact is consist-

ent with that the modification of the atomic g-factor by the linearly oscil-

lating l゛ffield ゛t cら= nco　is given ゛８Ｊｎ（ω1/ω）gO°　Ｆｏ゛ω7 ° O・ only

the transverse resonances or Haroche like resonances occvir, but for t｡4.）z/゜ nW

( n % 0 ), toth the longitudinal or multiple quanttun resonances and the

transverse resonances play important roles simul taneously.　The longitudinal

resonances appear as the absorption of the pvimping light and the transverse

resonances appear as increase of the transmitted lirfit.　As the intensity of

the rf field is small,　only the longitudinal resonances appear.　　For middle

intensity of the rf field, both the longitudinal resonances and the tｒａ｡nsverse

resonances appear sinniltaneously,　and for large intensity of the rf field,

the longitudinal resonances saturate and hence only the transverse resonances

can be observed.　1t seems from the experimental results of Pigs.5.18 and

5.19, and from the theoretical res＼ilts of Figs. 5.24 and 5.25 that the Haroche

like resonances do not shift towards 叫べω４２＋ωよ２咋O but CO,= 0

II!herefore，it seems convenient to consider for strong rf field that‘the total

magnetic field Eｔ Is separated. into the parallel and the perpendiculax compo-

nents, ll々'aJld111゛ｗitｈ respect to the oscillating rf field.

　　　Further investigations for various directions of the pumping lirfit beam

and the transient solutions for the system of e<is.(5.26) may introduce some

interesting phenomena.　This type of the numerical approach may be imporant

to describe the experiments performed in more general sitviations｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-168 －
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5・3.4. Competition of the Longitudinal Resonance　and the Transverse Resonance

　　　Satuiヽationeffects of the longitudinal and the tiransverse resonances for

the case that an oscillating rf field H,C03ωt is perpendicular to the static

magnetic field Eq have been Investigated theoretically by Stenholm (I972a,b)

and Tsukada and Ogawa (1973a), respectively.　This section descrives an

experimental investigation of the competition of the longitudinal and the

transverse resonances. The geometric configuiヽation of the experiment １８

shown in Pig.5.29.　�e circularly polaxized lirfit　bea万ｍ１８parallel to the

　　　　　　Fig.5.29.　Geometric disposition to be considered.

oscillating rf field ≪1 and it 18 taken to be in the ｘ direction.　¶rhe compo-

nent of the magnetic field in the XY-plame is denoted bｙ‘Ｅｒ゛and 1ljﾀandH・

are the components of ≪r along the ｘ and Y directions゛ respectively.: We

have obseirved the variation of the lieJit intensity after passing tｈｒｏｕ幽tｈｅ

absorption cell. ａ８the magnetic fieldlE8 taken to he in the Z direction 18

ｖａ:riednegative to positive through zero.　　If the oscillating rf field is

absent, this situation corresponds to the anticrossine experiment.　When the

two levels become degenerate, they can be coupled by ａ static interaction。

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-169 －



and hence the anticrossing experiment can be regarded as ａ double resonance

experiment at zero frequency｡

　　　　Wewant to observe the deformation of the anticrossing CMCve as the

intensity of the rf field is increased.　Experiments were made for various

values of・CO /o) with optically pvimped cesium atoms。　We show the experi-

mental results for the two special cases, i.e.ωｊＱ８｀nd　c゛Jｚ.方ωl ゛here

ωΓ denotes r　　For the case　tO^^tO , the recoredr traces are

ｓｈｏ゛nin Fig°5' 30(a)゜On the other hand, for the case　ωΓ方ω, the recorder

traces are shown in Fig. 5. 50(b).　Comparing Fig. 5. 30(a) with (b), we see

that the behavior of the variation of the transmitted light intensity for

the special two cases are quite different from each other. Mien the Condi-

tion　ＱＪｒ≪ωis satisfied, we can expect the variation of the light intensity

by using the notion of ”dressed atom" introduced by Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche

(I969a,b).　･The variation of the transmitted lidit ｊI. for this case is

given as follows:

where

　　　　　　　　１＋　　&:｡,て　２

41, ｓ　１＋
（ 函ぶ十こj?＋刄２）ｔ２

こ’″゜私Ｈ″ ’ 丿石:’よ’i:ＬＨ」-’　５８ ’
？８Ｈｓ・

(5.28)

　　　　　ｉ。゛｀ざ　・i1゛ Jo(2｢H1/“」)ｙ・ｉｓ°j (th/uj )y.　(5.29)

The experimental resiilts obtained for the case ωΓ≪ω　agree well with

eq.(5.28).

　　　However, there has been no theory irtiichcoiild explain the behavior of

the variation of the transmitted 1i幽t intensity ｆ°17the case　ωΓ≫(‘Ｑ゛

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ゝFortunately, this behavior is able to be explained quantitatively ty using

the theory of the satixration effects。of the longitudinal and the transverse

resonances (stenholm 1972a,b, Tsukada and Ogawa 1975a).　　From their results。
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Pig.　5.30.　Recorder traces showing the variation of anticrossing

Ａ number written in each traces gives the

value H1； H1 ’niunber x 7 inilligauss.　Experimental

conditions: (a)ω/27こ＝３　KHz, CO /2X　＝　１ KHz,

（b）ω/27Cﾆ　= 300 Hｓ゛ωΓ/2几　’３５KHz.
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we can see that at the same value ｏｆＨ１゛tｈｅwidth of the longitudinal reso-

nance is much larger than that of the transverse resonance, and the transverse

resoneince appears at large value of Ｈ１° ¶Hierefore the deformation of the

anticrossing curve is explained as follows; (l) as Ｈﾔ:L°:o゛the curve coincides

with the anticrossing experiment, so-called anticrosslng curve, (2) the dip

of the center of the anticroseing curve at Ｒ１・4or 5 is due to the longi-

tudinal resonance, (3) the longitudinal resonance Is nearly satiirated ty the

rf field over all the antlcrossing curve at H11 °:８or 10゛(4) the peak appear-

ing at the center of the dip as Ｈ１is increased Is due to the transverse

resonance corresponding to ”crossing”of the energy levels.　At the values

above H.=:16万,the longitudinal resona！iceis completely saturated.　¶rherefore,

the variation of the transmitted li^t intensity is due to only the transverse

resonance. As is expected from the results of the satriratlon effects, the

magnitude of the transverse resor】anceincreases with the ｏ：rderof resonance

at the same value of H, as the ≪1 is increased.　The width of the curve of

the transverse resonance is of the order of the decay rate ｒ －:L/でof the

atom for small value of rf intensity and become larger as H1 1ｓIncreased°

　　　　Ifwe use the crossing curve due to the transverse resonance

instead of the antlcrossing ciirve, the components of the external magnetic

field could be measured with better accuracy than the measurement ty using

the anticrosslng cvirve (Aleksandrov ｅt十a1.　1968).

5.4.　Conclusion

　　　　:Insection 5.2, we have shown that the Haroche resonances can he described

entirely by the continued fraction representations.　IFhese resonances occu:『

at　ωO°2nω　as the intensity of the rf field % is smaユ1.　Cohen-Tannoudji

and Haroche (1965, 1969a) have shown that the width of the Haroche resonances

is determined only by the decay rate. Namely, they have concluded that the
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resonances are shifted but not ■broadened as the intensity Hl is increased.

But their results are applicable only to weak rf field.　We have shown that

the resonances are shifted and broadened as the intensi ty H1 1ｓincreased,

and the broadening is remarkably for large Ｈ１゛

　　　　Ithas been also shown that the variation of the width of the Hanle

curve ty the oscillating rf field, i.e. the modification of the atomic ｇ-

factor, is due to the Haroche resonances, especially for large intensity of

the rf field.　　If the pimping light ■beamdirects to the ｙ･:direction, i・ｅ・

perpendicularly to the oscillating rf field, the Haroche resonances are very

small and it is difficult to observe them｡

　　　　？ｈｅexperimental results obtained are in fairly good agreement with the

continued fraction solutions.　In the past, the variation of the width of

the Hanle ｃｕ:Σヽveby the oscillating rf field, i.e. the modification of the

atomic g-factor, has not been related to the Haroche resonance.　It shoTild

he noticed that the Haroche resonance plays an important role on the variation

of the width of the Hanle curve.　We also showed from the continued fraction

solutions that the positions ０ｆthe Haroche resonances for large Intensity

of H, deviate from those obtained with perturbation theory. These facts

have teen verified in optical pumping experiments with cesiiim vapor･

Moreover, the saturation effects of the resonance intensity for the large

intensity of the rf field have ■beeninvestigated in the modulated components

in the transmitted ligれt be万amnot only for the transverse pumping but ａ１８０the

for the longitudinal pumping｡

　　　　Insection 5.3, we have treated the saturation effects for more･ general　，

cases that the static magnetic field with arbitrary magnitude directs an

arbitrary direction with respect to the oscillating rf field with arbitrary

intensity.　　？ｈｅexperimental results have been compared with the exact solu-

tlons based on the numerical integration of the Bloch equation.　工t has been
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shoim experimentally and theoretically that there exist the resonances similar

to the Haroche resonance ｈｔtｐ：／／ｗｗｗ．．where.ｎ.is.an.integer.or.zero．　　Asｉ８

expected from section ４．５，both the longitudinal resonance and the transverse

resonance appear simultaneo＼;sly.　　¶aie longitudinal resonances appear as the

absorption of the pumping light team and the trajisverse resonances appear as

the increase of the transmitted １ｉ幽t.　As the intensity of the ヱ･ffield is

small, only the longitudinal resonances appear, and for middle intensity of

the rf field both the longitudinal and the transverse resonances can 1)ｅｏｂｌｓｅｒｖedl･

for extremely large intensity of the rf　field, the longitudinal resonances

saturate and only the transverse resonances can be observed.
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　　　　　　CHAPTER　６

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS工ON

　　　　Wehave discussed the effects of the transverse optical p＼unpingfor

various configurations of the static magnetic field and the rf field(s), by

use of the Bloch equation｡

　　　　InChapter 2， we have briefly reviewed that for spin-l/2 system the

equation十〇ｆmotion of the density ”latrixis equivalent to the phenomenoloyical

Bloch equation, and have evaluated the monitoring operator and the excitation

matrix.　By using these resiilts, we have analyzed two simple cases ，i.e., the

level crossing (ｏｒ the Hanle effect ) and the anticrossing experiment.

Various resonances treated. in the later chapters can be essentially separated

into these two kinds of resonances｡

　　　　工ｎChapter 3，the effects of the transverse pumping in the presence ｃ)fthe

rotating rf field(3) are discussed. For ａ rotating rf field which exists in ａ

perpendicular plane with respect to the static magnetic field, the transvjrse

pumping leads the new type resonance at twice the rotating rf frequency in

the ･unmodiilated.component and the component modulated at 2 CO in the trans-

mitted lirfit beam.　¶Ehen we have demonstrated that the Hanle curve is broad-

ened and 1ｓ shifted towards hirfi field region as the intensity of the rotat-

ing rf field 1B increased.｡

　　　　0nthe other hand, the theory on　the transverse pumping in the presence

of the two rotating rf fields with different frequencies and with different

magnitudes predicts the resonances corresponding to the process of even number

ｏ£でｆ　ｐihotons,i.e., zero photon process (the Hanle effect), two photon pro-

cess, four photon process etc., and the modulation of the beat frequencies

between the two rotating frequencies.　The effects of the misalignment of

the rotating rf field in the magnetic resonauice have been investigated.
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¶I!hreemain effects arise: ａ shift in the resonance frequency, a reduction in

power broadening, and the appearance of the °iUltiplequant°1 resonances at

integral multiples of the rotating field frequency.　　In addition it has been

shown that for weak static field the rotating rf field is regarded as ａ static

fictitious magnetic field　　　along　　the rotating axis of the rf field｡

　　　　InChapter 4, the effects of the transverse optical pimping with the

linear oscillating rf field have been investigated.　工ｎ the first Instance I

the interaction between the atoms and the strong rf field has been studied by

analyzing classically and qtiantiunmechanically the ■behavior of the optically

pumped atoms.　¶The theory shows　that the medium irradiated by ａ strong linear

oscillating rf field becomes anisotropic and the atomic g^factor beco皿es a

tensorial quantity, and predicts十that the component of the g-factor perpen-

dicular to the rf field is drastically modified ty the rf field when the Haale

effect or the parametric resonance takes place.　　¶Ihetheoretical predictions

have been verified ty the experiments with cesi＼iinvapor.　　The atomic g-faotor

has so far ■beenconsidered to be determined only ｂｙatomic constants, so that

the fact obtained here that the g-factor is controllatle ty applying ａ strong

rf field mirfit become important for the atomic physics, especially for the

rf spectroscopy and for studies on atomic spin exchange between different species.

In addition we can expect the enhancement of the Overhauser effect by applying

this effect to the nuclear :Level.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　１

　　　　Secondary,the misalignment effects of the linearly oscillating rf field lead

two types of magnetic resonances夕　the longitudinal and the transverse resonances.

工七has been shown that the ｐａ:rsiDietricresonance and the Haroche resonance

correspond to the special cases of the transverse resonance.　　There is no

essential difference between the parametric resonance and the Ｋａ:rocheresonance.

For small misalignment angle, i.e., the static field i'ｓnearly perpendicular

to the oscillating rf field, the nature of the Haroche resonance appears
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strongly, and for large misalign皿ent angle, I.e., the static field and the

rf field are nearly parallel to each other, the nature of the parametric

resonance appears strongly.　　In the experiment, simultaneous existence of

the longitudinal resonance and the transverse resonance has been observed｡

　　　　　InChapter 3. semiclasslcal theory leading to the contini

solution has been adapted to study saturation effects of the Haroche resonance.

We have shown that the resonances are shifted and broadened as the intensity

of the oscillating rf field 18 increased, and the broadening is remarkable

for large intensity of the rf field.　Fortimately, however, the Haroche

resonances are shifted without ■beingbroadened appreciably when the rf power

ｉ８increased over a large range.　　So the Haroche resonances are the most

intereating for precise check of the hifijierorder terms of the Bloch-Slegert

shift.　It has ■beencleared that the experimental reBults for the shifts of

the Haaroche resonances support the semic,lasslcal approaches by Shirley, Pegg

and Stenholm rather than the qTiantum elactrodynamics approａｃｈby Chang and

Stehle｡

　　　　　Ithas been also shown that the variation of the width of the Hanle

curve by the linearly oscillating rf field, namely the modification of the

atomic g-factor, is due to the Haroche resonances.　For the transverse pvunp-

ing perpendicular to the rf field eixls, the Hanle ctirve is not only broadened

but also diminished in its peak as the intensity of the rf field 18 Increased｡

　　　　　Theexperimental resxilts olitained are in fairly good agreement with the

continued fraction solutions.　In the past, the variation of the width of

the Hanle curve ty the linearly oscillating rf field has not been related to

the Haxoche resonances.　We have cleared that the Haroche resonances play

an Important role on the variation of the width of the Hanle curve.　We also

showed from the continued fraction solutions that the positions of the Haroche

resonances for the large intensity of the rf field deviate from those obtained
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with the pertTirbation theory｡

　　　　工ｎaddition, we have observed the oscillating terms at twice and foiir

times the rf field frequency for one andレthree, and thiヽeeand five qiiantiun

transitions, respectively.　　Their behaviors are in very good agreement with

those expected from Stenholm's theory｡

　　　　Wehave, last of all, studied the new type resonances when the 8tatic

magnetic field with an arbitrary intensity ｉ８oriented in an arbitra:ry direc-

tion with respect to the Btrong oscillating field.　？ｈｅ resonances of this

type appear at llが’nc∂/ｒ
゛　The

behavior of the resonances i8 similar to

those of the Ｈａｌヽocheresonance.　As the intensity of the ヱヽｆfield ｉ８increased,

the resonances are seen to appear, shift and disappear.　　It has been cleared

that the modification of the atomic g“factor at　ω４'ｓｎω　１βΓelatedto these

Ｈａヱヽochelike resonances.　Namely, the values of　Ｑ‘)1/(4ﾉ　,at Tihich the Haroche

like resonances for ωふ一犬nlωBhift and enter ll■|-ﾀcorrespond to the

values at the zeros of n-th order Bessel fimction J (ω1/ω).　Ｆ°゛(晦’O・

only the transverse resonances or the Haroche resonances occux, but for ％ｓ

ｎω　(ｎ≒O)，botｈ the longitiidinal or the multiple qtiantim resonances ａ加1

the transverse resonances or the Haroche like resonances play important roles,

simultaneously.　¶me longitudinal resonances appear as the alisoirptionof the

pumping lirfit and the transverse resonances appear ａ８the Increase of the

transmitted light intensity.　As the intensity of the ｒｆ十field18 small, only

the longitudinal resonances appear.　For the middle intensity of the rf fie:Ld,

both the longitudinal and the traiiBverae resonances appear siiiiultaiieously≪万゛７｀万a

for large intensity of the rf field, the longl tudinaユresonauices nearly satiirate

and hence only the transverse resonances can be observed.・　It seems from　the

experimental results and from the theoretical results that the Haroche like

resonances do not shift towards Hq・（4＋0
1/2

・O but Ｈ・・ O．

For low frequency ｏｆ:therf field. i・ｅ･，ω< P , the anticrosslng curve
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which is described in Chapter 2 1ｓ defirmed strongly a3 the intensity of the rf

field i8 increased, and ultimately the sharp transverse resonance (Haxoche

like resonance) appears｡

　　　Further investigations for various directions of the pumping li幽t ｂｅａ皿

and the transient solutions of the Bloch eqiiationＩｍａ万ｙintroduce some intere-

sting phenomena.
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APPKNI〕1:Ｘ　Ａ　:DensityMatrix・reatment for the Rotating RF Field

　　　Theequation of motion of the density matrix r (t), for ensemble

of spinｊ particles subjected to ａ constant magnetic field, ａ steady

rotating rf field, relaxation or damping process, and regeneration process

Tihichmaintain ａ population difference
tetween the Zeeman 8ublevels, 1ｓ

given as follows;

where

A i【1°，μ】＋「［1°－Ｉ］＋WPO ，

ｆ£･‘Ｊｚωｏ＋ω１（Ｊｘ ｃｏｓωｔ十Jｙ ｓinωt）゛

(A.I)

(A.2)

l is the unit or identity matrix, f・１:’1，‘Ｗrepresents the rate at irtiich

particles are steadily supplied to the states of an ensemble in ａ constant

configuration f° by means of optical pumping process ｡　The solution of

the eqiiation has been given by Carver et a1. (1966) as follows;

＆･゜,(t)≒R　e'ぶ-m'-mQ+m^)“八Ｗぺ

)･％　　　　mo･呪

　　　　＼,n
Ｒｎ゛ｍＯ＼'

゛ｎｌ

Ｒｎ・

゛�6

｢’＋i[(“10べi(1))(゛゛(n-n-) W J

(Ａ･3)

where (m,m' .niQ ゛ａ mA)tω　are eigenval゛es of Ｊｚωf (n, “ld 110)ｋωｅ“'ｅ

eigenvalues of Jｚ(λＪｅand Ｒｍ,ｎ゛ｓａｒｅthe individiial matrix elements of the

rotation operator.　They have applied this result to the considerably

simplified　cases that the ■"o' m6 termes can be neglected, I.e.・p does

not contain off diagonal elements.　They have introduced ａ monitoring oper-

ator Ｑ， and shown that the signals in various resonant experiments can be

easily obt£d.ned by the expectation value of Q。
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くQ > = Traceり≫a)‘jS，/ｏｍ,ｍ’（t）‰’,ｍ (Ａ･4)

　　　　For- the transverse pvunping, the off-diagonal elements ０£P 　ａｒｅ

important and cannot　be neglected, since they give rise to the effects of the

transverse pumping.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･Ｉ

　　　　For the case that the system is spin 1/２ 8Uld for single beam, matrices

/)0，Ｑ and Ｒ are given ty

Ｑ－

p°

ににｺﾞ
Ｓ

R・

１＋ｃｏ８∂　　sin 9

　sin e　　　１ － cosd

(A. 5)

　　●
M0

，

cos(β/2) - sin(β/2)

sin(β/2)　costβ/2)

(Ａ.6)

(A.7)

From ｅｑ･μ.2), the elements of the density matrix for spin l/２ can be obtained

as follows;

戸１１°責１１(１'抑)゛績/)1≒゛

　2 2　　　ｉ'i　　　　　　　　‘i'巧

　゛‾F
4

,号
{回Fｻﾞこい81リｃ°８/3‾Ｆﾐ‾?ぎ六2ﾀ‾8111β(1゛ｃｏリ)

町号ﾂﾞｻﾐ9'ｓ叫'(1'ｃｏり')ド゛゛十心,j声ごぎド

K(-siny8oo3β)づﾐ?ずごごjぴﾄｓ1リ(1-ｃｏｓ/3)

－ぎぐtざ六万搾- ｓ1リ(1＋ｃｏ８/9)yｅ“1“・ (Ａ.8)

べ
4°

ベダ‾乖べ4(゛'゛1£')ｅ'1“ ゛晋ぺ冲゛'‘i X")ﾀﾞｸ
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{.2UL二言糾‾ｓふ０声大言戻ﾄ(1＋ｃｏｓβ)2

りぞだyご尹{1'ｃ°ｓy}ei2‘゛ ゛十付いT声白･ガ‾l‾

4.ｺﾞﾆｰ土ＪＬ!!!上j!!£･4･j戸斗午.ニ午冊}(-81n2β)ｅ'i2゛
゛，

　('2＋い４)゛“Je)2　　「2゛｢c4」‾(‘e'　　　　　　　　　　　(A.9)

暢今’少4,ド十ぺ示1‾ﾔ)゛十仏前2(r
-jco)

比ββ声昔お亦戸（β）促1ツガト

゛sin戸(1'゜゜ｓ/3)}eic4jl;゙ 十ぺf
2(r + mと■^sinβｃｏｓβ

＋j八汁2ﾌﾟにﾐｼsin/3 (l+cosβ)'て≒7ずごｸｺﾞjｓillβ(l-cos/3)J

where

Ｐ＝

X e ･

　　　　ω12

"
「’2十ω12　゛

卜百元ｹ

(A.10)

x" --ぶ?j≒iｒ°(A. 11)

By substituting ｅ･1S.(A.5) (A.IO) into eq. (A.4)≫ we can obtain the ８ａ皿ｅ

re8ult as eq.(3.8).

APPENDIX Ｂ　Ｐａ:rametrlc Resonance

　　　　�ｅpumping light team ｉ８ perpendiciila:x!･to the static field Eq゛ and

H^cos w t is parallel to Hq ( see Ｆｉｇ°1.2(d)).　As mentioned previously,

the transverse pumping creates a magnetization in the vapor only for ｓｍａ:1.1

fields.　　|｢mis is the Hanle effect. or the zero field level crossing｡
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If the rf field 1ｓ presented, the Bltuatlon is changed. and the transverse

pumping creates ａ magnetization not only for small fields but also strong

fields.　工ｎ the parametric resonance case, the Bloch equation becomes as

follows;

d HωＯ゛（‘XCOS
out ) M一千11．・々－，

（１≪z　　　　ＭＺ

‾ｒ”‾モ‾・

町゜ｌχ＋1 lｙ･

(A.12a)

(A.12b)

(A.12c)

l!he solution of eq.(A.12b) is "z ’ 0.　　We can rewrite ｅｑ°(a.12a)as follows;

［を・士・1（ωo・ω1・・ｌ ･･Jt）］～・与 (A.13)

The solution of eq.(A.13) without the rieJit handed term is given

　　　～（t）＝λｅ’t/゛ ｅ’i（“JOt゙ べ― ainwt )゜　　（Ａ‘14）

Sｕ‘bstitutlngeq.(A.14) Into eq.(A.13),λ　becomes ａ ftmotion of t ( method

of the variation of constant ）.　Therefore ，we obtain the following

equation for　λ　；

(1λ
-
dt

- ･ ｌ

110
-ｔ

e‘t/-r　eiω0*
e1与８１ｎωｔ

(A.15)

For integration of e(i.(A.15), we use the well-known relation ａ８follows;

e土i

jlﾄsintJt

ｓ
j;。。CO-,±1゛c4）t’

(A.16)

where Ｊｎis the :Bessel fvinction of n-th order, and n is an integer or zero.

When ｎ is an integer of negative, we have

'n = (-1)'' '-n ・

- 183 －
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Using the relation (a.16) into eq.(A.15), it becomes

n≪-oo

This equation can be immediately integrated and λ. is given ａ８

(A.18)

　　　Ｍ’　・・　　　　　Ｊ（“J1/ω）ｅ［（1/゛）゛i（（AjO゛nto)lt

λ’子
n=-oo　（1/７）

≒
i（゛O゛n 00 )　　　　　‘Ａ°19）

In eq.(A.19), we have zero as the constant of integration, because the constant

may disappear after the relaxation time -r . By use of eq.(A.l6), we cam.

M。(t)゜λ　Σ
　　　　　qs≪―oo

J９（
脊）ｅ“

ｄ゛
i（（4JO ゛ｑ“J ）］t

(Ａ.20)

Substituting eq.(A.19) into eq.(A.2O) and replacing n-q －ｐ，M becomes

as follows;

M。（t）゜‾

が

’
元旦　J゛（答）J゛’（1ひ‾）　ｅｉｐ°Jt

｡(A.21)

　　　゛’゜゜ｐ°’゛　（1/で）゛i（ωO゛nUJ )

Rewriting this again,

with

t）

sAO゛蕎（Ａp
ｅｉｐωｔ＋Ａ

-P
ωt）゛

　oo
　Σ

n=-oo

　　　Jn2（毎）

1゛i（ωO゛nO) )-C

Jn（毎CO-!･）

・ ■
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(A.22)

(A.23a)

(A.23b)
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:By using the relation (A.12c), Mｘ and Ｍｙare given ａ８≪x ’ Re Ｍ十゛Ｍｙ’ｌｍＭ＋’

We know from eq.(A.22) that the resoriEtnces occur for ωＯ ’ｎＱ‘｝． A゙s the

ｉｎ万tensityof the rf field is increased, we observe no shift and no broadening

of the resonance cttrves ¶rhese resonances may he detected at the various

harmonics ｐω　of the transmitted 11小t beam.　Their intensities ａ８ａ

function of ω1/ωhave been theoretically predicted and experimentsilly

measvired (Polonsky and Cohen-Taimoud ji 1965, Pavre Eind Geneuχ 1964, Aleksaindrov,

Conatantinov and Pereri963)-

A:PPENDIX　C　　!I!raneientPhenomena in the Presence of the Oscillating RP Field

　　　　Weconsider the behavior of the free induction decay of the magnetization

＼indergoingthe affection of ａ linearly oscillating rf field.　For this case

tｈｅくBlochequation １８given in the form

(1 11

"dT ° CjDo“ｙ 一子・

(1M
ぜｓ

'
c4JOMX十　01),COS cotM

d M
ぜ゜’ω,cosωtＭｙ’

　ＭＺ

マ

-

　Ｍユ

　て

(A.24a)

(A.24b)

(a.24c)

Consider now the transformation of the coordinate system, that １８ａ trans-

formation to ａ frame Ox'y゛ｚ r゙otating about the ｘ axis with ａ frequency-

moduユated angular velocity ＠（t）＝－7?’８１ｎωt. Under this transformation・

tｈｅ:Bloohequation is written as follows:

≒ひ!-

WqCos 0(t) My, （゙4JOｓill（9（t）Ｍｚ.‾毒　’

jぷ１・－(4JO
COS @ (t) M･一
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二研。＿。
Oｓill＠（t）ＭＸ･゙専 (A.25c)

Uｓ:ing the relation (A. 16) a‘゜ｄas sinning that　ωO must be small enough to allov

the appro°cima万tion　ω10≪ω･ , eqs.:（Ａ゛:25)become

ｄ ＭＸ゛

‾召‾

(1M二ji?よ
‾ωO ･^0

(１ＭＺ゛

７‾゜

(普)い

-

　　Ｍ
Ｚ゛

‾モ‾●

こ．

(a.26a)

曹

The solutions of eqs.(A.26) can be obtained as

≪x' ’ ≪1 e’tμ COS　ωO JO（普）t・

y' °
°1 e‘t/と sin　（4JO JO（等）t・

Ｍｚ ’゙ C2　　゛

(a.26b;

(a.26c)

(A.27a)

(A.27b)

(A.27c)

where C1 “ld C2 are the integral constants゛ which ａ:x｀ｅdecided hy the initial

ｃｏｎ万ditlons.　Suppose ａ ９００１pulse is applied えｎ万ｄ・OI゛ lies along the ｘ axis・

「Ihe initial conditions for this case is that at t ・O゛ ｌｘ゛ｓ≪0
゛

and hence

　　　　　ＩＣ１° ≪0
゛

C2’ ○’　Returning to the laboratory coordinate, the components of

magnetization are

“ｘ°Ｍふｅ‘t/S°ｓ{c4'O JO(讐)４・ (a.28a)

lｙ’4e‾1/' ｓiりc‘JOJO(毎)司JO(毎)゛Σ2Jｒ(芒)ｃ・sptot)

harmonics ‘(a.28b)

“ｙ ' 4 e'1/７ sin l (4JOJO(毎)４{Σ2J。(普)sinp oj t}｡(a.28c)

　　　　　　　　　　　　ｈａ２２ｎｉｃｓ
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lTieae expressions are the same one as derived by Series and Pegg (Series 1970,

Pegg ａ｡ndSeries 1970).　Neglecting the harmonics of rf, one find that the

magnetization becomes

～－ＩＤ‘唯ｃ°ｓ匝o Jo（与川・

ぢ’べｅ‘φJO（普）ｓillトO JO（毎）tＬ

　　　　　Ｍｚ°O゛

｢I!ransverse component M,　with respect to ≪0 is

黙１
･

　　9

≪

0

(A.29a)

(A.29b)

(a.29c)

e‘φ[ｉｃｏｓOOJO(讐)n＋jJO(毎)・副('JOJO(毎)小(Ａ･30)

which shows that the Larmor precession arovmd ≪0 is no more circular　　l⊃ut

elliptical.　This equation can be rewritten as follows;

　l‘l－
と≒ﾄﾞ:ﾐﾔ!べ．'゛／７[ｉ・・中J

O JO(今)七卜Ｄ叫ωO JO(今)引

　　丿二≒豊) ,ホ[ｉ・・巾'o
Jo(今川ﾚi 3in{u.Q Jo[今川].

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(A.51)

!Hiis expression shows that the magnetization Mj_　consists of the two rotating

comp°nents ゛ith the angulax frequ万ei1万cies　土ω１０JqC w,/uj ), and their

magnitudes are 2‾1（1＋JO（c4J
1/ CU

)) and 2“1（1｀JO（ω1/Ｑ））゛respectively°

This result was obtained ty Cohen-Taimoudji and Haroche (1969b) and Landre
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●

et a1. (1971).　¶I!hey have shown theoretically and experimentally that the

”dressing” ty ａ nonresonant linearly oscillating rf field H.cosωt

introduces an anisotropy in the magnetic properties of an atomic system:l　the

Lande g-factor depends on the angle between the static field Hq a！1万dH;

the　Larmor precession is no more circular　but elliptical.
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